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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report deals with high school seniors' sex
role attitudes, and with seniors' plans and preferences
for education, work, and family roles. We examine each
of these areas in some detail, we explore ways in which
they are interrelated, and we consider the extent to
which there have been changes across the five senior
classes from 1976 through 1980.

Our primary source of data is the Monitoring the
Future project, which conducts large and nationally
representative surveys of seniors on an annual basis.
The Monitoring the Future sample each year tota-ls more
than 16,000 seniors; however, much of the survey

is divided among five different questionnaire
forms. Thus, for mos i-nd-ings-presented here,
the underlying numbers of cases are about 1,500 males
and 1,500 females for each of the graduating classes of
--4-976-through 1980. These relatively large numbers of
cases, and the-opportunity to -neplicate_patterns and/or
observe trends over five cohorts, give us-a good deer-
of confidence in the findings. An important additional
data source is a survey of about 1,000 seniors in 1978,
which employed a much longer questionnaire permitting
an exploration of interrelationships among many of the
survey measures which appeared on different forms in
the Monitoring the Future surveys. (An extensive dis-
cussion of both data sources is presented in Chapter

2.)

Sex Role Attitudes and the Conce t of Traditionality

We conceive of sex role attitudes as opinions and
beliefs about the ways that family and work roles do,

and should, differ by lender. We have found it useful
to view such attitudes as ranging along a continuum
from traditional to non-traditional, where "non-
traditional" attitudes are those which do not urge dif-
ferences in roles or opportunities based on gerider.

Th onceptual framework which qu.ided this
research assigns a key position to sex role attitudes
as representing the cumulative impact of a wide range



of socialization factors, and as in turn impacting on
plans and preferences-for education; occupation, mar-
riage, and family. (See Chapter 1.)

We found it both necessary and desirable to
develop a nUmber of separate measures of sex role at-
titudes. Most of them could be chararized as rang-
ing from traditional to non-traditional, and several of
them were fairly stromay correlated4--Nevertheless,
the research findings confirmed our expectations that
sex role traditionality/non-traditionality does not
readily reduce to ksingle scale. (Chapter 3 presents
the analyses of the sex role attitude measures.)

Equal Opportunities for Women. Overwhelming
majorities of both male and female seniors believe in
equal pay for equal work, and in equal educational op-
portunities for both sexes. Large majorities also
agree, or agree mostly, in the concepts of equal oppor--
tunities-for iobs,-and for leadership roles as execu-
tives or politicians. There are important sex dif-
ferences, to be sure, with larger proportions of
females than males favoring complete equality of oppor-
tunities. Nevertheless, we are struck as much by the
similarities between sexes as by the differences. Al-
though responses to these items on equal opportunities
Efo-the_sezes_ase_correlated strongly with other sex
role attitudes, we coniidete-d-tt-,-impar
tual reasons to treat these views as a separate dimen7
sion in our analyses. .

An Iadex of Sex Role Traditionality. A number of
questionnaire items dealt with what might be termed
"sex role stereotypes"--notions about husbands making
all the important decisions, wives caring for home and
children rather than working outside, and ihe like.
For these items,.as in the case of the equal oppor-
tunities ones, there are more males than females at the
"traditional" end of the continuum. There is, however,
a much wider range of Opinion in this area than in the
equal opportunity domain. Thus, for example, a
majority of males, and more than one third of the
females, agree or agree mostly that "it is usually bet-
ter for everyone involved if the man is the achiever
outside the home and the woman takes_care_a_the_home._
and family." gut only about 30 percent of the males,
and half that many females, agree or agree mostly with
the notion that "the husband should make all the impor-
tant decisions in the family." A total of 16 items
'dealing with such sex role stereotypes were found to
intercorrelate substantially, and they also showed
generally siMilar.patterns of correlations with other
measures (e.g., strong religious commitments, political
conservativism). Accordingly, these items were com-

10



'bined to form ah index of sex role traditionality which
figured prominently in our later analyses.

Views on Parenting, Conventional Marriage, and Ex-
tramarital Sex. We examine4 seniors' views along a
number of other dimensions which might be described as
covering a range from traditional to non-traditional;
however, the meaning of the term changes somewhat for
these dimensions, and so do the patterns of
relatiOnship.

For example, the importance of.,parenthood--for,,
both fathers and mOthers--is endorseatby large
majorities of bothimale and female .seniors. The sex
differences are quite small, with slightly larger
proportions of females giving strong endorsement to the
parenthood role (which might be considered the more
"traditional" position, at least where women's roles
are concerned).

Views about marriage and extramarital sex are
mostly "traditional" among male seniors, and somewhat
more so among females. Relatively few agree with the
statement that "having a close intimate relationship
with only one partner is too restrictive for the
average person;" and most are not willing to question
marriage "as a way of life." The sex differences are
largest in responses to the item, "It is usually a good

for a.couple to live together before getting mar-
ried in or er to firml---out- ithe-thsr -t hey _x ea 1 1 y_ge t

along." Male seniors are split just about evenlY-In
terms of agreement versus disagreement; whereas one
-third of_the_lemales agree, and more than half dis-
agree. The sex differendi noted above certainly fits
the stereotype of females resisting male suggestions
for sexual relationships outside of marriage; thus what
may in one sense be viewed as greater "traditionality"
on the part of the females may in another sense be
viewed as resistance to sexual exploitation.

As we said earlier, one could attempt to apply the
notion of traditionality to the views on conventional
marriage and extramarital sex; but as we have just il-
lustrated, the term is somewhat distorted by such-an
ei!ort. Our preference, therefore, has been not to_
.conceptualize these views as sex role attitudes, even
though they involve some closely related matters.

Recent Trends in Sex Role Traditionality.
Seniors' views about equal opportunities for women
changed rather little during the late seventies--
support remained consistently high. Many of the other
items also showed little in the way of trends. But
some of the itiMs most central to our definition of sex

16



rol.e attitudes--opinions about division of paid work
and housework, and about the effects of mother's work
on her children--have undergone some change in the non-
traditional direction during the last five years.
These changes have occurred at about an equal pace for

both sexes, leaving the substantial sex differences on
these items'largely unchanged.

One other trend may be worth noting here. While
female views have'shown little change,--make seniors
have shown a modest increase in support of conventional
marriage. As a result, the gap between males and
females is only about half as large for the class of

1980 as it was for the class of 1976. Thus, during the
latter, half of the seventies we do.not detect any
evidence of erosion of young people's commitment to
marriage; and there may actually be some movement back
toward it on the part of young men. --

Zorrelates of Sex Role Traditionality. As we
report in later sections of this summary, sex role
traditionality is related to various plans and
prefi-teritt-S-lor-work-T-marriage,_and_parenthood. We
note here the patterns of correlation with irianber-of
other dimensions.

The largest and most consistent differences in

traditionality appear between males and females; as
noted at several points above, female seniors are in

most respects less traditional than males.

Sex role traditionality
than average degree among those seniors bound for col-
legethose with high grades, and those whose parents
were college educated.

Greater than average traditionality appears among
eeniors who report a strong commitment to religion,
those with conservative political views, and (to a
slight extent) those from more rural backgrounds. A

number of racial differences appeared,'some of which
are too complicated-to_summarize here; in most respects
blacks are less traditional than whites.

Preferences for Dividing Family Responsibilities
(or,-Who Should Be Employed and Who Should
Care for HOme and Children?)

The questionnaire items discussed in the previous
section deal largely with seniors' impressions about
sex roles for people in general. Now we consider a
series of items dealing with seniors' personal
preferences for sharing the responsibilities of mar-



riage and parenthood. Each question in the series asks
the respondent to imagine being married, aneto con-
sider the acceptability of several different arrange-
ments for sharing paid employment child care, and house
care. (Chapter 4 presents the analyses of these
items.)

Working Wives OK, but Small Children Change
-Things. When thinking about being married with no
children, most seniors (both male and female) consider
it desirable or acceptable fot the-wife-to-work half-
time or full-time outside the home. But if they
imagine having ome or more pre-school children, their
preferences for outside work by the wife shift substan-
tially: the most frequently preferred alternative is
that the wife not work at all outside the home, with a
second choice being that she work only half-time.
About two thirds of the males, and nearly as many of
the females, reject as "not at a3i, acceptable" the idea
of both husband and wife working ull-time when pre-.
school children are part of the family.

Little Enthusiasm for Sex Role Reversal. One
logical alternative to a wife reducing outside employ-
ment in order to care for children would be for the
husband to do so, or for both to redUce to half-time
employment. Such departures"from the traditional pat-
tern of a full-time employed husband receive little en-
dorsement from high school seniors. In particular, any
arrangement involving a husband working less than the
wife is overwhelmingly rejected by both males and
females. Furthermore, sex role reversal is no more

childcar_e_a_nd housework are -concerned;
ifeMale seno jrs reect

_

as unacceptable any situation indiii-F-Thit-ehirsband---
more than an equal share, and fewer than three percent
rate any such situation.as_desirable.

Sex Differences in Primary Responsibilities.
There is considerable evidence in the responses of
seniors suggesting a preference for egalitarianism.
First choices are often for equal sharing of child and
house care, even when the husband has a full-time job
and the wife does not work outside the home. But the
second choices, or next most acceptable alternatives,
most often move in the traditional direction. In other
words, while there seems to te a tendency toward shar-
ing of duties between marital partners, the final
responsibility still seems to rest with the one partner
who traditionally held that particular duty. Thus, a
husband's help in child care is very welcome'even to a
point of equal involvement with the wife; but the final
responsibility stial appears to rest with the.wife.
She is the one expected to reduce or give up outside
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employment; and she would probably be blamed most if
anyone judged child care to be inadequate. By the same
token, the involvement of the wife in paid work is
widely accepted; but it is still the husband who is ex-
pected to maintain full-time employment irrespective of
his family situation. He is the one Zjkely to be held
accountable, and to feel the greatest psychological
burden, if economic support for the family is not\ede-
quate.

Greater_Flexibility for Wives than for Husbands.NNN
We have noted that a fairly considerable-range-ol
latitude exists in preferences concerning outside
employment for wives. To be sure, there is con-
siderable limitation for wives when they have children
in the pre-school years. But when no children are in-
volved, the range of options is wide. More specifical-
ly, only a small proportion of male seniors (16 per-
cent) reject as unacceptable a marriage in which the
wife holds no outside employment, and a Omilarly small
proportion (19 percent) rule out a full-time employed
wife. The employment options for males are much more
narrowly constrained, however. Females overwhelmingly
reject any arrangement in which the husband is not
employed, and large proportions (60 percent or more)
reject an arrangement in which the husband works half-
time while the wife works full-time. It should be
added that very few-males indicate a preference for
such an arrangement either. Whether some male
preferences might change, given a climate of greater
acceptability, must remain a matter for speculation;
although other attitudes have shifted,to some extent,
seniors' preferences regarding the husband's work role
have not changed during the late seventies.

Sex Dffferences_in Preference Patterns. As noted
above, there is, a high. Cria-e-E7Aa-gt e-ement-be-t-ween_mal e
and female seniors about the husband's employment--both
prefer that he be emp39yed full-time. As for the
wife's employment, particularly in the case involving
no children, many males would accept-a variety of work-
ing arrangements by the wife; however, the females tend
to prefer arrangements in which the wife works full-
time or at least part-time. This difference, with the
females averaging somewhat more egalitarian than the
males, shows up to some extent along the other dimen-
sions for allocating family responsibilities. Never-
theless, the more dominant conclusion we draw from
these particular data is that males and females show

what may 'be a surprising extent of agreement in their
views about sharing responsibilities, especially when
it comes to the widely shared preferences for family
arrangements in which the mother of young children is
not employed full-time outside the home, and for the



involvement of both parents in caring for their
children.

Trends and Correlates. The preferences for divi-
sion of family responsibilities have not changed sub-
stantially during the late seventies. Those trends
which have occurred, which involve employment of wives
or sharing of housework and child,care, are in an
egalitarian direction.

Preferences for egalitarian arrangements are some
what more likely among those high in academic ability,
planning to complete college, and politically liberal.
These findings are distinctly stron§er for female
seniors than for males, perhaps in part because the
females' own working preferences or career plans affect
their preferences for division of responsibilities to a
greater extent than is true for males.

One set of background factors shows strong
relationships with views about working mothers.
Respondents who are black:as well as respondents whose
own mothers'spent much time working outside the Hobe,
are much more likely than other seniors to consider it
desirable--or.at least acceptable--for a wife with pre-
school children to be employed. Thus it appears that
those most exposed to the example of working mothers
have not reacted negatively to that experience; in-
stead, they show a greater than average willingness for
their own children to have the same experience.

As expected, the index of sex role traditionalitii
described earlier (and detailed in Chapter 3) showed
fairly substantial correlations with the personal
preferences for division of family responsibilities.
Those seniors whose general sex role attitudes were
highly traditional were least likely to express
references for egalitarian arrangements in their own
future ma

Educational and Occupational Plans

The educational plans of male and female high
school seniors are not very different, on the average.
A majority expect to finish a four-year college
program; and attendance at graduate or professional
school after college is rated as probable by a gradual-
ly increasing minority (36 percent of males and 31 per-
cent of females in the class of 1980).

Turning to occupational plans and attitudes, it
appears than young women take work as seriously as
young men do. It is mostly in items which introduce
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family roles that differences appear between the sexes;
young women show a greater likelihood of attributing
very high importance to family and children, and a
greater willingness to modify work roles for the sake
of their family roles. Young women are also more like-,

ly than young men to regard the occupational values of

altruism and other-orientation as important.

The largest differences between the sexes appear
in specific occupations that-seniors expect to occupy
at age 30, and to a lesser extent in preferences for
different work settings. The sex differences in
categories of occupational aspiration parallel the ex-
isting occupational segregation in the labor force.
While substantial proportions of both males and females
select the general category "professional without doc-
toral degree," we suspect that some of the specific oc-
cupations im this category such as registered nurse,
librarian, and social worker attract mostly females,
while others such as engineer, architect, and tech-
nician attract mostly,males. The traditionally male
occupation of craftsman or skilled worker is chosen by
22 percent of male seniors but only one percent of

females. The picture is reversed for the occupation of

clerical or office worker (20 percent of females, two
percent of males). Females are far more likely than
males to rate working in a social service organizatiqn
as desirable, and they are also.more likely to give
positive ratings to working in a school or university.
By far the most Popular working arrangement among both
sexes would be self-employment, but this is especially
true for males. The least popular work setting for
both sexes is military service. Considering that this
is a traditionally male work setting, and that substan-
tially more males than femalesexpect to serve in the

imilitary, the sex differences n ratings of the
desirability of military work are surprisingly small.

One of the ways of quantifying the difference be-
tween male and female occupational expectations is the
index of segregation. For the class of 1976, about 50
percent of the males (or females) Iwould have had to
change plans in order for the two-distributions-to be-

N come identical. The level of sex segregation in oc-
cupational plans, as measured by this index, has

Ndeclined appreciably during the last five years, so

NNNN%

that for the class of 1980 cmly about 36 percent of the
males (or females) would need to change plans to make
he two distributions identical. (Given the fact that

o list of occupational preferences is quite general,
howe er, it is likely that the sex segregation is

litotice bly larger than the above percentages would sug-
gest. vertheless, we consider the trend data to be
indicative of some genuine change in this area.)



One other trend of considerable importance is the
steadily decreasing proportion of young women who ex-
pect to be full-time homemakers at age 30. Among those
expecting to complete college, the proportion has
remained consistently low (five percent in 1976, and
four percent in 1980); but among the non-college bound,
the drop has been substantial (from 22 percent in 1976
to 13 percent in 1980, and down to 9 percent for the
class of 1981). Since virtually no males expect to be
full-time homemakers at age 30, the declining numbers
of females expecting to do so represents another kind
of convergence--another way in which occupational
aspirations are less sex segregated.

Correlates of Educational and Occupational Plans.
Educational plans are affected by a number of well-
known factors such as abilities and parental education.
We noted earlier that those planning to complete col-
lege are also lower in sex role traditionality;
however, the,traditionality measure (and other sex role
attitude measures) provide no additional prediction of
college plans once we take account of abilities and
parental characteristics.. Thus, contrary to our eipec-
tations, sex role attitudes seem to have rather little
direct bearing on the educational aspirations of young
women.

Our *exploration of the correlates of occupational
plans replicated the usual findings with respect to the
prestige of, aspired occupations; prestige is strongly
associated with academic ability and college plans, and
to a lesser degree isith parental education. There is
also a clear tendency for thosewith more traditional
sex role attitudes to report lower occupational aspira-
tions; however, we find again that this association
seems due almost entirely to the negative correlation
between traditionality and academic ability, etc.

Among young women the measure of sex role
traditionality does show a substantial correlation with
plans for being a full-time homemaker at age 30; and
this relationship is not at all diminished when con-
trols are introduced for ability and ,college plans. A
parallel finding is that females scoring aigh on the
traditionality scale score relatively low on a measure
of "job centra;ity" (indicating whether work, and doing
a good job, will be a very central part of one's life).
In other words, females' decisions about whether to be
employed at all, and their expectations about how
central a role work will play,, are .related to sex role
treditionality independent of ability and college
plans.

9



In sum, although we had expected that sex role at-
titudes would play an important part in the educational
and occupational aspirations of young women, wg find
rather little evidence in support of that hypothesis.
Sex role attitudes may play a part in the decision
about whether to be employed at all (at age 30) and
whether work will be a very central part of life. But
we could not find clear evidence that sex role at-
titudes make an independent contribution to the status
of women's occupational aspirations.

Marital and Family Plans

When it comes to plans or expectations about mar-
riage and family, most seniOrs could fairly be charac-
terized as squarely in the mainstream of conventional
values. In overwhelming proportions they expect to be
married, to stay married to the same person (though
many are not certain about this), and to have children
(two or three). Most of those who do not clearly ex-
pect to be married are not opposed to the idea; rather,
they state that they "have no idea" about whether they
will marry--a sentiment somewhat more frequent among
male seniors than among females.

Correlates of Marital and Family Plans. Young
blacks--especially young black women--are more skepti-
cal than whites about the possibility of getting mar-
ried and about the stability of marriage. Respondents
with strong religious commitments, and those with con-
servative political views, are particularly likely to
expect stable marriages. Religious commitment is also
positively correlated with the likelihood of having
children and the number of children preferred.

Among the sevenal measures of sex role attitudes,
the most consistent predictor of marriage and family
plans is, not surprisingly, the measure of the impor-

tance of parenting. This is ,positively correlated with
both male and female seniors' expectations that they
will get.married, staY married to the same person, and
have children,--While the measure of sex role
traditionality shows a very modest positive
relationship with plans for having children, it shows

no clear association with likelihood of marriage. On
the other hand, there is a strong tendency for females
who are low in traditionaltty to plan relatively late
marriages. This matches an even stronger tendency for
women planning to complete college also to plan rela-
tively late marriages, but the link between
traditionality and early marriage plans remains even
when college plans are.controlled.

10
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One of the problems in searching for correlates of
marriage and family plans is that such plans do not
show much variation at the very general level--the
overwhelming majority of seniors expect to marry and
have children. But the expected timing of marriage
does vary, and turns out to be related to a number of
other plans and attitudes. College plans, aspirations
for high prestige occupations, and the belief that work
will be very central in on&cs life are all predictors
of plans for a relatively.long delay prior to marriage.
Each of these relationships appears for male seniors,
but each is stronger among.females. Another predictor
of expected marriage timing among females, but not
among males, is sex role traditionality. Those females
'with more traditional viewsabout sex roles in general
are likely to plan on relatively early marriages, a
relationship which remains fairly strong even with
other factors such as college plans controlled. It
thus appears that among young men, and perhaps even
more so among young women, there is an effort to se-
quence role commitments according to priorities: if

education and work are to be important, and thus re-
quire extensive time and effort, then marriage is ex-
pected to be postponed.

Summing Up: Key Findings and Conclusions

The preceding pages revlewed our findings on a
chapter-by-chapter basis. Now we highlight a few
themes which appear with some consistency throughout
this volume.

There are Important Differencedland
.Similarities--in the View of Males and Females. We
have noted a fairly consistent tendency for higher
proportions of females than males to show non-
traditional or egalitarian responses. But we have also
noted some exceptions, and we have noted that in many
respects the similarities in-the responses of males and
females are more impressive than the differences. Both
sexes tend mostly to favor equal opportunities for men
and women; but the proportions are somewhat larger
among the female respondents. Both sexes clearly
prefer a marriage in which the mother of young children
holds no outside employment, or in any case not more
than a half-time job; but support for this traditional
view is just a shade stronger among the male respond-
ents.

The data we report thqs provide plenty of ammuni-,
tion for those who wish to stress differences, as.welln
as for those who wish to focus on similarities. Is the
glass half empty or half full? Since we fully expected
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to see substantial differences, our own reaction has
been to be a bit more impressed by the similarities.
Especially when it comes to preferences for sharing of
family responsibilities, we find a sufficieht range of
overlap, and a sufficient° degree of tolerance for a
range of alternative patterns, that we are fairly-san-
guine about the prospects for harmony as these.seniors
marry and actually set about the business of sharing
the-burdens of marriage and parenthood.I'rertcfronSomeilTraditioralit. Most pf the
measures reOpeked here:iii0melmbf shifted very substan-°
tially during the late nineteen-seventies, and many
have not moved at all. But those changes which have
occurred are almost all in the less traditional direc-
tion., In some cases the trends for males and females
are parallel, so that what differences there are remain
fairly constant. In other cases, there has been some
convergence. Importantly, there are no significant in-
stances of any gap between the sexes growing wider
during the late seventies.

Restrictibns of FlexibiliCy Remain--for both Males
and Females. One widely used survey item asks respond-

ents whet er they agree or disagree that "It is usually
better for everyone involved if the man is the achiever
outside the home and the woman takes care of the home
and family." This item clearly ttates the traditional
restrictions on both males and females--the males
should work full-time outside the home and the femalesA
should take care of the home. There are substantial
sex differences in responses to this item, with males
tending more toward the traditional side. But for both
sexes there is a very wide spread of opinion,'which
stands in sharp contrast to many other items, such as
those dealing with equal educational or occupational

opportunities. Indeed, female seniors in 1976-were
-split just about evenly between those who agreed and
those who disagreed with the above statenient; and by

1980 there was still a substantial minority of female
seniors agreeing with the statement.

Our findings suggest that young people are in
large measure committed to the principle of equal op-
portunity, but not to any principle of identical l'amilY

roles. If womn want higher education, they should be

given the same opportunities as men. If they do,the
same 'work as men, they should get the same pay. And if

a woman wants to be an executive or politician, she
should not be considered any less seriouslt because she
happens to km female* But for most people most of the

time, these seniors seem to be saying, there are dis-
tinct advantpges in.the traditional family role arran-

gements. And when it comes to their own future mar-
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riages, the overwhelming majority prefer to maintain
'some traditional role distinctions. They want an ar-

irangement-n which the husband consistently works full-
time outside the hume; any other alternative is ruled

. out. When small children are part of the family, they
want a wife who is not spending large portions of her
'time yorking in outside employment. The degree of
agreement between male and female responses on these
two role restrictions is far more impressive than the
small differences that exist. Thus there remain impor-
tant restrictions on the flexibility of both males and
females, and to a very large degree these restrictions
seem,to be internalized and thus self-imposed by the
timei.a._ young person reaches the end,of high school.

How Useful is the Concept of "Traditionality"?
Given our heavy reliance on this concept, and our ex-
tensive use of a measure 'of traditionality, it seems
appropriate that we try to assess its value in the
kight of what we have learned in these analyses. We
should at the outset actnowledge a point which is bet-
ter made in Chapter 3 than in this brief summary:
traditionality Is a rather complex dimension, and it
.may be helpful to place some limitations on it--at
least when attempting to develop measures. Our own in-
dex of sex role traditionality is an effort to su-m-

marize opinions and beliefs about the ways that family
and work roles do, and should, differ by sex.

We have noted some limitations in the utility of -

this concept of sex role traditionality. In par-
ticular, it does dot seem to provide any additional'
prediction of educational and ocCupational aspirations,
once wejake account of what appears to be more fun-
damental factors (such as parental education, grades,
etc.). Hut in Dther respects it has lived up to our
expectations; It correlates with quite a number,of
background factors, attitudes, values, and plans, most-
ly in directions that were consistent with our concep-
tualizations. Thus we have found it to be a useful ..

concept, free both theoretical and analytic
standpoints.

Guide to Using this Volume

This executive summary has provided an overview df
our findings. The much more detailed presentation in
the chapters,which follow has been designed to ac-
comodate those readers who wish to be selective as well
as those who prefer to cover all the material.

Chapter Organization. The first chapter presents
a conceptual overview with an emphasis on sex role at-
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titudes. (Other chapteri also indlude córiceptual back-
ground and literature review specific to the topics
covered.) The second chapter provides a fairly com-
plete description of the methods of data collection,
sample characteristics, and a comparison between the
two sources 'of, survey data used in this report. Chap-
ter 3 begins our substantive reporting with measures of
sex role attitudes. Then, in Chapter 4, we examine
high school seniors' preferences for division of labor
between husband and wife when they imagine their cmn
possible marriage. Chapter 5 deals with seniors'.ac-
tual plans and expectations for further education and
_future employment, as well as a wide range of attitudes
abobt-mork=.--Chapter 6 focuses on seniort' plans and
expectations for marriige and parenthood.

Analysis Format and Guide to Data Tables. A
standard analysis format is followed in Chapters 3
through 6. For each of the measureMent areas within a
chapter,.we provide several standard tables of data.
The first such table in each case includet (a) the com-
plete wording of,the questionnaire items, (b) the
reiponse distributions for males.and females in the
senior class of 1980, (c) mean valuet for males and
females for the senior classes of 1976 through 1980,
and (d) correlation coefficiehts indicating the
strength of sex differences and the strength of trends
from 1976 through 1980. The second standard table
presents the correlations between each questionnaire
item (or index) and a set of background
(sociodemographic) factors, as well as the variance ac-
counted for by the entire set of background factors, .

using combined data from'the senior classes of 1976
through 1980.

Q

u

The two standard data tables described above make
use of data from the iarge and nationally representa-
tive Monitoring the Future project. The reMaining
X01,1es are tased on the special survey,of about 1000
.seniors-in:1978,. designed to permit a Ifider.range of-
correlational...analyses. The third type of standard, .

table examines interrelationships involvint the items
and/or indexes which appear within a particular chap-
ter. The fourth type of stahddia-table, employed'in
Chapters 4 through 6, presehts bivariate and multi-
variate relat' nal analYtes'in which background fac-

i
tors, sex rol attitudes, and other relevant measures,
are examined a predictors (or corralates).Of the
various plans and attitudes concerning marriage,
parenthood; education, and occupation-.

,

The standard tables described above co'ver a wide
rante of suevey material, tome of which is discussed
extensively in the text, and some of which is treated



much more briefly. Our selection of which topics to
treat in greater detail has been influenced by the
findings themselves, and also by our own biases. It is
partly with a view toward those readers with 'other
biases and emphases that we have been fairly exhaustive
in our tabular presentation. As an aid to those who
wish to access the tables directly, we have prepared a
summary chart which appears on the inside front cover
of this report. A glance at that chart may provide a
useful review of.the several types of tables outlined
above, as well as an overview of the topic areas
covered in Chapters 3 through 6.- We hope it proves to
be a helpful tool for those using this report as a
reference volume. (Incidentally, all tables are
grouped together at the end of each chapter to permit
easier access.)
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' CHAPTER 1

CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW: THE IMPOR-
TANCE OF SEX ROLE ATTITUDES

In today's society the work and family roles of
women remain quite different from those of men. While
most men are im the labor force continuously throughout
their adult life, many women work on an intermittent
and part-time basis. Men's careers typically develop
upward, while women's work lives show less of an order-
ly advancement (Rosenfeld, 1978). On the other hand,
women obviously devote a major part of their time and
.effort to raising their offspring and taking care of
dOmestic duties, and therefore have less energy to
devote to a career. It 'has been argued that this divi-
sion of labor,is based on the different biological
functions of the sexes: women bear children; men have
great physical strength_to brihg to strenuous work.
Today these tdological arguments are only mildly con-
vincing, if at all. The decline in the number of
children a woman bears, in combination with the in-
crease in life expectancy, results in a rather small'
part of her life being devoted to child rearing. With
tegard tb men's greater physical strength, most occupa-
tions now require little if any physical labor. Of
course, this division of labor has gained other,sig-
nificance. It has been argued that keeping women from
the production of ecoRpmic goods in a materialistically,
focused society has the effect of keeping them from ac-
cess to power, indekendence, and the like, and thus
results in.a social stratification by sex.

.

These'two elementsTdiVision,of.labor and social :

stratification by Sex--are the two key elements Of what.
,'is usually referred to by the concept of "sex roles"
(Scanaoni 4nd Fox, 1980). The "traditional" or
"sexist" pole of the sex role attitude continuum refers
to sex-segregated division of labor and unequal oppor-
tunities; the "modern," "egalitarian," or "non-
traditional" pole refers to egalita-rian division of
labor and equal opportunities.

- Presently, sex-roles appear to be undergoing .

substantial changes. One indication is the rapidly
changing public opinion towards these matters (Mason,
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Czajka, and Arber, 1976; Parelius, 1975; Thornton and
Freedman; 1979). Another indication is the increasing
participation of women in-the labor force who thereby
increasingly share the breadwinner role with men
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1976; U.S. Department of
Labor, 19750.

-

At the iame time, other aspects of sex-roles
have changed curiously little. For ,example, although
women participate in larger numbers in the labor force,
they maintain conspicuously large differentials in pay
(Featherman and Hauser, 1976;.Treiman and Terrell,
1975b) and authority (Wolf and. Fligstein, 1979). com-
pare,' to men, and they continue to work.largely in
few heavily female-dotinated occupations such as serv-
ice, clerical, and a few' professional jObs (Blau end
Hendricks, 1979; Davis,.1980; Fuchs, 1971; Oppenheimer,
1968). Also, the Participation of-women in the bread-
winner role has not prompted substantially increased
partiCipation of men.in child care and housework; hus-
bands of working wives spend just about-the same amount
of time in those activities as do husbands Of non-
working wives (Meissner, Humphreys, Meis, and Scheu,_
1975; Robinson, 1977).

In essence, many substantial.differences between -

the roles of the sexes persist, despite the lack of
biological justification. The mechanisms by which _

these differencea are maintained mbst include social
values and attitudes that are transmitted through fami-
ly, school, and peer group settings, and that guide
young men and women when they form thelr occupational
and family pans'. (These same values probably also af-
fect employers when they define positions and hire
employees for those positions,,thereby resulting in_
structural barriers to equaiity.) Briefly, while,we do
not deny that some vf the current differences in wOrk
and family roles are explainable in terms of structural
factors', we believe that personal plans and preferences
during:the transition to adulthood play a critical role_
in.the,development of these differences, by mediating

,the sOcialization influences'of parental home, of ,

school-and of peer group on subsequent-attainments.

A similar, conceptualization of plans has been
successfully applied in the status attainment litera-
ture. Plans have been assigned a predominant role
within the theoretical framework of the status attain-
pent model. Research in that tradition has quite con-
sistently demonstrated that educational and oc-
cupational plans are affected by characteristics of the
family--particularlyoparental SES and educational
level--and by personal characteristics--particularly
abilities (Alexander and Eckland, 19741 Bayer, 1969a,b;
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Marini and Greenberger, 1978a,b; Sewell and Shah,
1968)r and that those p'llans in turn exert a moderate
-effect on eiily attainments-iPeatherman and Carter,
1976; Otto and Haller, 1979; Sewell and Hauser, 1975;
Sewell,-Hauser, alm3 Wolf, 1980).

The status attainment model, however, was
_developed solely on young men, and has provided less
insight into the attainment process of young women. As
suggested by some,-the attitudes and plans that are
particularly-relevant to the female role in this
society should'be included to make the model more
,relevent for young,women (Alexander an0 Eckland, 1979;
Sewell, 1971; Treiman and Terrell, 1975b). Such at-
_titudes and plans might include marital and family
plans and attitudes about the proper roles of the
sexes.

_

1While the attitudes women hold about the proper
roles of the sexes and the expectations they develop
for,marriage-and family life are of obvious importance
in understanding women_s planning of their education
and their occupation, it is our contention that some
impact might even,be expected for young men's
educational; occupational, and family plans. For ex-
ample, some level of financial independence associated
with holding a job and having completed schooling is
important in planning marriage and starting a family.
Moreover, Pleck- (1976) has argued that even among men
family and work roles are likely to interfere with each
other,. Therefore, young men might also anticipate a
certain amount of role conflict and plan their future
,roles accordingly. In sum, we would argue that sex
role attitudes, marital and family plans ehould be in-
cluded into status attainment models certainly:for
young women, but preferrably alsii for-Young men.

The studies that have incorporated marital and
family plans, unlike the traditional literature on
status attainment, tend to utilize small, specialized, .
and often exclusively female samples. , Although not en-
tikely consistent; this research demonstrates a certain .

leOel.of-intekrelatedness between the vaiious plans.
For example, some studies suggest that plans for timing
of marriage are related to educational aspirations, for
young women more so than for .young men (Bayer, 1969a,
b; Gaskell, 1977-78; Shea, Roderick, Zeller, and Kohen,
1971). Other studies indicate that fertility plans of
young women are related to their planned labor force
participation (Gustavus and Nam, 1970; Waite and Stol-
zenberg, 1976; Westoff and Potvin, 1967; Whelpton,
Campbell, and Patterson, 1966), their career commitment
(Palbo, Graham, and Gryskieivicz, 1978; Parley, 1970;



McLaughlin, 1974), and the sex-typicality of their oc-
cupational plans (Aneshensel and Rosen, 1980).

Several alternative interpretations remain, of
course, after demonstrating such interrelationships.
First, the direction of causation remains undetermined,
given that cross sectional-date-have-been-used_by_mast_
of the relevant studies. Secondly, the relationship
could be altogether spurious, i.e., be caUsed entirely
by a common, causally prior predictor. This pos-
sibility can be investigated with cross-sectional data
(and in some studies has been), using multivariate
analysis techniques, provided that a measure of the
postulated common predictor is available in the data.

- Much of the evidence suggesting a relationihip
between general sex role attitudes and plans for adult
roles is also based on small and often unrepresentative
samples and mostly bivariate analysis procedures. Ac-
cording to those studies, sex role attitudes are re-
lated to some of the marital and fertility plans as
well as to educational and occupational plans (Aneshen-
sel and Rosen, 1980; Eagly and Anderson, 1974; Gaskell,
1977-78; McLaughlin, 1974). This is consistent with
the view that plans are part of a more general
ideological orientation and the interrelationships be-
tween them reflect an effect of underlying ideology
rather than a recognition of the incongruence between
the specific roles. But such a notion needs to be
tested explicitly in a multivariate analysis framework.
If the relationships between the various plans are
reduced or eliminated when sex role attitudes are con-
trolled, this suggests that their interrelationships
were in fact created by their simultaneous
relationships to sex role attitudes. More concretely,
women with non-traditional sex role attitudes tend to
respond along non-traditional lines to a number of dif-
ferent plans and preferences; and vice versa for women
who hold traditional attitudes. We need to take the
argument one step further. Since we conceptualize sex
role attitudes as well as various plans to be outcomes
of socialization, it is possible that they are all af-
fected by a powerful Socialization variable. For ex-
ample, religiosity.is likely to have an effect on sex
role attitudei, as well as on maritaland family paans
and women's labor force participation plans. This pos-
sibility also needs to be tested in a multivariate
analysis framework.

-
In sum, the research reported here has been

guided by the following conceptualization of the forma-
tion of plans,. Adolescents' educational, occupational,
marital, and family plans, including plans about the
timing of those events, incorporate some of the cumula-
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tive impact of (a) previous socialization experiences
in family, school, and,peer group, as well as (b) per-
sonal attitudes and characteristics. Moreover, such
plams are aikely_t0 iIRPOct on subsequent marriage and
childbearing patterns, since at this critical stage in
their lives young people make decision's which set the
stage for much ot their future lives (Otto, 1979; Spen-
ner and Featherman, 1978). While their impact on later
attainments documents the significance of plans in the
process of role attainment, this report focuses only on
the structure of those plans and on their formation.

Our research examines a variety of relevant
socialization dimensions: mother's education, father's
education, whether the respondent lived with the father
while growing up, whether he or she lived with the
mother while growing up, whether the mother worked when
the respondent was growing up, and the degree of urban
density of the setting in which the respondent grew up.
The research also examines personal characteristics:
race, academic abilities, political orientation,
religious commitment, frequency of dating a person of
the opposite sex. Sex role attitudes are viewed as a
major factor in the.formation of plans. They are con-
ceptualized as outcomes of socialization experiences
and personal characteristics, but at the same time we
hypothesize that they will contribute to the explana-
tion of plans for adult roles (i.e., educational, oc-
cupational, marital, and family plans). On'the other
hand, we postulate no single causal sequence between
the various plans. We believe that these plans develop
in close conjunction with each other, involving
multiple reciprocal causation. It is our firm conclu-
sion based on the analytical literature that such com-
plex causal patterns cannot be sorted out with the
cross-sectional data which are available to us, and
that such a task,would be very difficult even with
panel data.

.Figure 1 lays out the conceptual framework that
guided our investigations. As the figure indicatet, we
postulate sex role attitudes as a major intervening
factor between socialization/personal factors on one
hand and various plans on the other hand. Otherwise,
we do not specify any causal sequences between the
plans and preferences shown on the right side of Figure
1. Although we are convinced that there is a complex
pattern of interrelationships among the various plans,
involving most likely reciprocal causation, we are
equally convinced that our data--and most other avail-
able data--are not suited to sort out such complex pat-
terns of interrelationships as we expect to exist be-
tween these plans. Thus, we limit our analyses to a
three-step causal sequence as indicated in Figure 1.,
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Given the prominent role that sex role attitudes
assume in this framework, they assume a focal position
in the report being introduced and discussed right
'after the introductory chapters. For reporting and or-
ganixa4onal purpose only, we also impose an order on
the set of plans that we discuss in this report. We
start with plans for the division of labor in the fami-
ly, then proceed to Oscuss educational and oc-
cupatiorial plans, and conclude with the discussion of
marital and family plans.

Socialization
Factors

Educational
Plans

Occupational
Plans

Personal
Characteristics

SEX ROLE

ATTITUDES

Preference
for Division

of Labor

Marital
Plans

Family
Plhns
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CHAPTER 2

METHODS-

THE MONITORING THE FUTUREA3ROJECT

Most of the data for the present study are
pro4ided byla nationwide study of high school seniors,
called "Monitoring the Future, A Continuing Study of
the Lifestyles and Values of Youth." The Study is
being carried out by the Institute for Social Research,
operating under a series of grants from the National
Institute on Drug Abuse. Although the survey coverage
includes extensive measurement devoted to drug use and
directly related topics, a great many other topics are
included. Of particular importance-to the project
reported here are a variety of plans, expectations, and
attitudes about marriage, parenting, education, work,
and the management of family responsibilities.

Research Design'

The basic research design involves annual data
collections from high school seniors during the spring
of each year, beginning with the class of41975. Each
data collection takes place in approximately 125 public
and private high schools selected to provide an ac-
curate cross section 0 high school seniors throughout
the United States.

The present report focuses on the surveys of-
seniors in the five graduating classes of 1976 through
1980. (Although many of the questionnaire items
reported here were included in the 1975 survey, dif-
ferences in format' and response rates'reduce.
comparability--thus the decision to begin with the
class of 1976.)

'A more extensive description of the research
design may be found in Bachman and Johnston (1978).



iteau:1-0:1sforFocudirlHihSchoolSeniors.Theresisbi-ccsiiigth-rfi-or year
of high school as an optimal point for monitoring the-
plans and attitudes of youth. One is_that the comple-
tkon of high school represents the end of an important
developmental stage in this society, since it demar-
cates both the end of-universal public education and,
for many, the end of living in the parental home.
Therefore, it is a logical point at which to take stock-

of the dumulated influences of these two environments
on American youth.

.

Further, the completion of high school represents
the jumping-off point_from which young people-diverge
into widely differing social environments including
college, tlusiness firms, military service, and-hoMemak-
ing. But these environmental transitions are not the
-only important changes which coincide with the end of).

high school. Most young men and women'now reach_the
formal age of adulthood shortly_before or-after gradua-
tion; more significantly, they begin td assume adult
roles, including financial self-support, marridge, and
parenthood. In other words, young people's careers
start taking a variety-of forms-after the Completion of
high school; and plans play an important role in
directing these career lines.

Finally-, there are some important practical ad-
varitages to building, a system of data collections
around samples of high school seniors. The last Year
of high school constitutes the final point at which a
reasonably good national sample of an age-specific
cohort can be drawn and studied economically. The need
for systematically repeated, large-scale samples from
which to" make reliable estimates of change-requires
that considerable stress be-laid on efficiency and -

feasibi 'ty; the present design meets those require.7

ments.

One litation in the present design is that it
does not incl de in the target population those Young
men and women o drop out-of high-school before
graduation (or b fore the last few months of the senior_

year to be more p cise). This excludes a relatively
small proportion o each.sge cohort--between 15 and 20
percent (Golliday, 1 76, 1977). For the purposes of
estimating characteri tics of the entire age-group, the

omission of high schoo dropouts does introduce certain
biases.; howeveritheir, s all proportibn sets outer

limits on the bias. For e purposes of estimating-
chan es from one cohort to nother, the omission of
ropouts represents a proble only if different cohorts

have considerably different p oportions who drop out.
However, we have no reason to pect dramatic changes
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in-those rates for the foreseeable future, and recently
'published government statistics indicate a great deal
of stability in dropout rates since 1967 (Golladay,
1976, p. 62; 1977, p. 81).

Sampling Procedures
10,

The procedure for securing a nationwide sample of
high school seniors is a multi-stage one. Stage 1 is

the selection of particular geographic areas, Stage 2
is the selection' of one or more high schools in each
area, and Stage 3 is the selection of seniors within
each high school.

Stage 1: Geographic Areas. The geographic areas
used in this study are,the primary sampling units
(PBUs) developed by the Sampling Section of the Survey
Research Center for use in the Center's nationwide
interview studies. These consist of 74 primary areas
throughout the coterminous United States. In addition
to the_12 largest metropolitan areas, containing'about
30 percent of the nation's population, 62 other primary
areas are included: 10 in the Northeast, 18 in the
North--Central area, 24 in the South,_and 10 in the
West._ Because these same PSUs are used for personal
interview studies by the Survey Research Center, local

_field representatives can be assigned to administer the
data-collections-in-practically all schools.

-' Stage 2: Schools. In the major metropolitan
areas more than one high school is often included in
the sampling design; in most other sampling areas a
single high school is sampled.- In all cases, the
-selections of high schools are made such that the
_probability of. drawing a school is proportionate to the
size of.its senior class. The larger the senior class
(according.to recent records), the higher the selection
probability assigned to the high school. When a
samplectschool is unwilling4to participate, a,replace--
ment school as-similar to it as possible is selected
from-the same geographic area. Schools remain in the
sample for two consecutive Years, after which time a
neiv school is sampled. Each year half of the sample
schools are replaCed.

.

Stage 3: Students. 'Within each selected.school,
up to about 400 seniors may be included in the data
'collection.- In schoOls with fewer than 400 seniors,
the usual procedure is to include all of them in the
data collection°. In larger schools, a subset of
seniors is selected either-by-randomly sampling
classrooms or by some other random method that is con-
yenient for the school and judged to be unbiased.



Sampleaweights are assigned to each respondent so as to
take account of variations in the sizes of samples from
one school to another, as well as the (smaller) varia-
tions in selection probabilities occurring at the ear-
lier stages of sampling.

The three-stage sampling procedure described above
yielded the following numbers of participating schools
and students:

Clas's
of
1976

Class
of
1977

Class
of

1978

Class
of
1979

Number of
public
schools 103 108 111 111

Number of
private
schools 15 16 20 20

Total number
,of schools 123 124 131 131

Total number
of.students 16,678 18,436 18,924 16,662

Student
response

77% '79% 83% 82

Class
of
1980

127

16,524

82%

Questionnair* Administration

The actual questionnaire administration in each
school is carried out by the local-Survey Research
Center representatives and their assistants, following
standardized procedures detailed in a project instruc-
tion manual. The questionnaires are administered in
classrooms during normal class periods whenever pos-
sible; however, circumstances in some schools require
the use of larger group administrations.

Content Areas and Questionnaire Desi n

Drug use and related attitudes are the topics
which receive the most extensive coverage in the
Monitoring the Future surveys; however, the question-
naires also deal with a wide range of other subject
areas including attitudes about government, social in-
stitutions, race relations, changing roles for women,
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educational aspirations, occupational aims, Tarital and,
family-plans, as well as a vaTiety of background and
demoyraphic factorsi, Given this breadth of content,
the study is not presented to respondents as a "drug
use study," :Kr do they tend to view it as such.

Because many questions are needed to cover all of
these topic areas, much of the questionnaire content is
divided into five different qucstionpaire forms (which
are distributed to participants'in an ordered sequence

---that-insures five virtually identical subsamples).
About one-third of each questionnaire form consists of
key or "core" variables whi, h ex, common to all forms.
All demographic variables, and nearly all of the drug
use variables are included in this "core" set-of---
measures. This use of the full sample for drug and
demographic measures provideka more accurate estima-
tion on these dimensionsliarblso makes it possible to
link these dimensions statistically to all of the other
measures which are incauded in a single form only.

Representativeness of the Sample

The samples for this study are intended to be rep-
resentative of high school seniors throughout the 48
coterminous states. We have already discussed the fact
that this definition of the sample excludes one impor-
tant portion of the age cohort: those who have dropped
out of high school before nearing the end of the senior
year. But given the aim of representing high school .
seniors, it will now be useful to consider the extent
to which the obtained samples of schools and students
are likely to be representative of all seniors.

.
We can distinguish at least two ways in which sur-

vey data of this sort- might fall short of, being fully
accurate: (1) some sampled schools refuse to par-
ticipate, which'could,introduce some bias; and (2) 'the
failure to obtain qucttionnaire data from 100 percent
of the-students sampleo in participating schools could
also introduce bias.

School Participation. Depending on the year, from
66% to tip% of the schools initially invited to par-
tiCipate agree,to do so; for each school refusal, a
similar School (in terms of.size, geographic area, ur-
banicity, etc.) is recruited as a replacement. The
selection of replacement schools almost entirely
removes problems of bias in region, urbanicity, and the,

. like that might result from certain schools refusing to
participate. Other potential biases are more subtle,
however. If any single factor were dominant in most
refusals, that also might suggest a source of serious
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bias. In fact, the reasons for a school refusing to
participate are varied and are often a function qf hap-
penstance events; only a-small proportion specifically
object to the drug content of the survey. Thus we feel
fairly confident that school refusals have not serioui-
ly biated the surveys.

StudentsParticipation. Completed questionnaires
are 'obtOned from about 80% of all sampled students in
participating schools. The tingle most important
reason that students are missed'is that they ari absent"-
from class at.the time of data col:ection, and in most
cases it is.not workable to schedule a special follow-
up data -....Alection for such absent students.

In addition to absenteeism, student nonparticipa-
tiom °emits because Of schedule conflicts with school
trips and other activities which tend to be more fre-
quenf than Usual during.the final months of'the Senior,
year., Of coursecsome'atudents refuse to complete or
to turn in the quedtionnaire. However, the SRC
representattires in'the field estimate this proportion 4

at below 3 percent, ind perhaps as low as 1 percent.

".

THE.SPECIAL (LONG.FORM) DATA. COLLECTION

Rationale for_the Special Data Collection

Although the Monitoring the Future data provide
a rich resource for descriptive and trend analyses,
t4py are less well Suited for exfenSive correlational
and multiiariate analyses, because of'some of the .

design features of the NWInitoring the future study.
Specifically, questions in the annual survey are ro-
cated in five different questionnaire forms. This
means that except for demographic and ionie drug pse
questions, which are jncludfd in each of the five,
forms, questions can only. be related to, queitions.that
appear in the same questiophaire form:

-.I-n order to1leal vith this problem, an. ad--
ditional data collection was.conducted,in the spring of,
1978. This invOlvedfa "Long Form" questlonnaire which
included nearly all-of the.questions confainedln the
five Monitoring the. Future questionnaire forMs,.thereby
permitting a .much_ w-ider range of correlational.
analyses. .
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Selection of Schools for Participation in
the Long Form Data Collection

Working' from the listing of schools which had pai-
ticipated in previous Monitoring the. Future data col-'
lections, we selected a set of nine schools which,
taken tOgether, approximated the distribution of the
1976 Monitoring the Future sample with regard to
region, urban density, and school size. Within this
stratification, schools were selected not randomly, 'but
so as to exclude Schools which (a) would be asked to
participate in a future Monitoring the Future sample,
(b) were cbrrently part of a special sample designed to
test-the effects of marijuana law changes, or (c) had
proven to be particularly troublesome in previous ques-
tionnaire'administrations. Of the nine schools ini-
tially invited, three refused to participate and were
replaced with others conforming to the same general
specifications. ,In five of the'small and medium sized
schools, questionnaires were distributed to the entire
senior class; in one small and three large schools,
students were randomly selected by classroom or home
room. The overall response rate was 75 percent.

Table 2-1 shows that the distributions on region,
urban density, and school size aie very similar along
the stratification variables for the Long Form respond-
ents and the 1976 Monitoring-the Future sample, which
was used as the basis for stratification, and more im-
portantly, the 1978 sample, which will frequently be
,used in conjunction with the Lon§ Form respondents.

The Lonq Form Questionnaire

The Long Form questionnaire combined the materials
from the five Monitoring the Future forms, deleting

. only duplicates of itemd that were repeated in several
or all of the forms. In addition, a few variables re-
lated.to sex role and work attitudes that were not
retained after the 1975 or 1976 surveys were included
in the Long Form questionnaire.

Procedures of the Long Form Data Collection

The selected schools and students were approached
in much the same way as in the Monitoring the Future
study. Three important differences should be noted:
schools wefe paid a $100 honorarium; students were paid
$5 for their participation; and,-of course, the ques-
tionnaires were much longer than those in the Monitor-
ing the Faure surveys.
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Following the procedures of the Monitoring the Fu--
'ture study, the specific arrangements for questionnaire
administration were made by the local Survey Research
Center representatives. These include visiting the
schools before the scheduled administrations and hand-
ing out Materials to teachers and students (the
materials were identical to those used in the Monitor-
ing the Future study, but the pamphlet to teachers in-
cluded an extra page describing the specifics of this
data collection).

The administrations were conducted by the local
Survey Research Center representatives and their assis-
tants. Unlike most of the Monitoring the Future ad-
ministrations, Long Form administrations were conducted
at the same time for all the eligible seniors from each
school. Such "mass" administrations were necessary
since they imposed the least inconvenience on the part .

of the schools when schedulin; three-hour administra-
tion periods for large number of seniors. The actual
administration time was approximately 2 1/2 hours.

.COMPARISON OF THE LONG FORM DATA WITH-
THE MONITORING THE FUTURE DATA

The comparison of the two data sets follows two
major lines of inquiry. First, the two data sets were.
compared on responses to a standard-s t Of demographic,
sex role attitude, and drug,use variab es, since those,
areas'represent the major-focus of eit er the Long Form
or the Monitoring the Future data ,collction. The com-
parisons were based on means of those variables as well
AS on correlations between them. SeconOly, a specific
form of response set which appeared in Ihe Long Form
data in long item seti towardS the later Parts of the
questionnaire, and which we termed "straight-line"
response pattern, was investigated and its effecti on
means and correlations were determined..

Comparison of the Two Data Sets on Standard Variables

Means and standard deviations for responses of
males and females who completed the Long Form or one of
the Monitoring the Future questionnaires are presented
in Tables 2-2 and 2-3. In the case of variables which
are measured in all five standard Monitoring the Future
questionnaire forms, the means were calculated by pool-
ing the respondents from the five forms (in these
cases, the ranges of means and standard deviations are



provided in additional columns). No weights were used
for calculating the means for the Long Form respond7
ents, while the Monitoring the Future data were
weighted in order to take account of variations in the
sizes of samples from one school to another as well as
the variations oCcurring at the earlier stages of sam-
pling (see also Bachman and Johnston, 1978).

Differences between means for the Long Form
respondents and the Monitoring the Future sample were
.evaluated by t-test'. A larger,number of strong dif-
ferences between the two groupi appeared than would be
expected if both were simple random samples from the
same universe. The pattern of differences suggests
that the two groups of seniors are systematically dif-
ferent, primarily along socio-economic, race and
academic lines. Specifically, the Long Form respond-
ents are somewhat more likely to be black, have less
educated fathers and mothers, and rate their own
academic abilities lower than those in the Monitoring
the Future sample. Male Long Form respondents, in ad-
dition, are less likely to plan on going to.college.
On the otherhand, only small dtfferences exist for
school grades, drug use variables, political orienta-
tion, and religious commitment. With regard,to
specific sex role attitudes, the Long Form respondents
reacted more traditionally than the Monitoring the Fu-
ture sample.

, It is possible to approximate the Monitoring the
Future sample when analyzing the data from the Long
Form data collection; this is done by using a weight
variable in order to scale down the proportion of
seniors from black and lower'socioeconomic background
among the Long Form respondents to the proportion ob-
served in the Monitoring the Future sample. Such a
weight variable was developed in the following way:
Bivariate tables were Calculated for race and parental
education for both the Long Form and the Monitoring the
Future samples of 1977 through 19,.9. (The three annual
samples were used in combination to smooth out any
small yearly fluctuations.) The weights were then
created for each combination of race and parental
education by dividing the Monitoring the Future
sample's cell N by the Long Form's cell N,.and9multi-
-plying this figure by the Long Form's total N divided
by the,Monitoring the Future sample's total N. This
procedure yields a weight for each cell in the Long
Form data which adjusts the cell's proportion so as to
Match the proportion in the national sample. The
weights mine from .46 to 1.9; the average weight is
.98.
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When comparisons between the Long Form respond-
ents and the Monitoring the Future respondents were
repeated using these weights (data not shown), the dif-
ferences were substantially reduced and all of them
fell short of statistical significance. This is of
course the case because the racial and socioeconomic
imbalances are related to differences in abilities,
aspirations, and attitudes.

On a second level of comparison, correlations.
between demographic characteristics and sex role4itT-
titudinal items, as well as correlations among sex role
attitudinal items, were comparea icross samples. The
overall distributions of the differences between cor-
J..elations revealed somewhat larger differences than
would be expected-by pure chance.2 A more detailed
look at the direction of the largest differences sug-
gests little systematic distortion; i.e., in some in-
stanCespthe Monitoring the Future correlations are

ilarger; n "some instances the Long Form correlations
are larger; and in some instanees they are of similar
strength but in opposite directions. (See also Herzog
and Bachman [1979] for a more detailed description.of
these comparisons.)

Investigations of Response Set

, While the comparison of the two data sets revealed
rather little evidence of systematic differences across
a variety of means and correlations, we did identify
one specific difference which appears to be related to
the length of the questionnaire used in the Long Form
data collection. This difference manifests itself as
an increased tendency, towards later parts of the Long
Form questionnaire, to use an identical response
category for moct or all items in the same set. In
other words, respondents are increasingly more likely
to show some form of position bias in later parts of'

the questionnaire.

A more detailed account of the form of,the posi-
tion bias and its efects on means and correlations is
provided in Appendix A and by Herzog and Bachman
(1981). Here, it must suffice to say that the position
bias consists of a tendency to respond with the same
response category to a number of items included in the
same set. This pattern of responding appears to be

2These correlations were calculated before the
weights for the Long Form data were developed and
therefore do not involve any weighting procedure for
the Long Form data.
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restricted to large item sets which are located towardi
the end of a long questionnaire; and even among those
sets of items, some show very little of this response
pattern. We suspect that the sets dealing with ques-
tions of a_very personal and/or interesting subject
matter are less susceptible to this response pattern
than are the ones dealing with issues of little direct
relevance to the respondent's life.

The response pattern described above does have an
effect on mean scores: means are biased towards the
predominant position of the stereotypical response.
There is also an effect on correlations involving ques-
tions from the same'set of items: due to the operation
of the response bias, pairs of questions show positive
correlations that are higherandjor_nesativt_carrela-
tions that Care lower, than would be the case without
the influence of the kesponse bias. Correlations in-
volving one item from a set afflicted with substantial
response set and another "non-afflicted" item show min-
-imal bias.

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES AND PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS

At the end of the previous chapter we outlined
the research objectives that are addressed in this
report-w6d-the general strategy that is used in analyz-
ing the data. We now specify the analytical procedur
in somewhat more detail and describe the tabular.
presentation of the,findings.

As we.described in the first chapter, our inves-
tigations begin with a presentation of sex role at-
titudes that seniors hold. We then examine the
preferences of division of labor between spouses that
they hold for their future marriage; their plans and
expectations for education and work; and their plans
and expectations for marriage and family formation.

Tabular _presentation of data. A standard format
for analyses and data presentation is followed in Chap- ,

ters 3 through 6. For each of the measurement areas
within a chapter, we provide several standard tables of
data. The first type of table in each case includes
(a) the complete wording of the questionnaire items;
-(b) the response distributions for male and female
seniors in the class of 1980; (c) mean values for male
and female seniors for the classes of 1976 through
1980; and (a) correlation coefficients indicating the
strength of sex differences and the strengths of cohort
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trends from 1976 through 1980 by sex. The second
standard type of tables presents the correlations be-
tween each'questionhaire item (or index) and a set of
standard background factors, as well as the variance
accounted for by the entire set of background factors,
using combined data from the senior classes of 1976
through 1980. (These background factors are described
in Table 2-4.)

The two standard data tables described above make
use of data from the large and nationally representa-
tive Monitoring the Future project. The remaining
tables are based on the special survey of about 1000
seniors im 1978, designed to permit a wider range of
correlational analyses. ,The third typeQof standard

interxelationships_Anvolving_the items-
and/or indexes which appear within a parficular chap-
ter. The fourth type of standard table, employed'in
Chapters 4 through 6, presents bivariate and multi-
variate relational analyses in which background fac-
tors, sex role attitudes, and other relevant measures,
are examined as predictors (or correlates) of the
varioue plans and attitudes concerning, marriage,
parenthood, education, and occupation.

Data analysis procedures. The tables described
above contain statistics-resulting from various
analytical techniques which we mill now discuss in
somewhat more detail. In the first set,of tables,
which show response distributions for 1980 and means
for 1976 through 1980 by sex, we quantified the sex
differences an CO or e
relation Coefficients. The coefficient for sex ihdi-
cates the strength of the overall sex difference; a
positive coefficient indicates higher values among
females (males are coded 1, females = 2). The coeffi-
cient for cohort trend indicates the strength of the
linear trend 1976 through 1980 within each sex; a ppsi-
tive coefficient indicates higher values in more recent
years (membere of the class of 1976 are coded 1; '

1977=2; 1978=3; 1979=4; 1980=5).

The second set of tables shows how each specific
questionnaire item is correlated with a standard set of
background factors. Since preliminary analyses had in-
dicated relatively few and inconsistent differences
when comparing correlations from different graduating
classes, the correlations in these tables are based on
data that are combined from the classes of 1976 through
1980. The amount of variance that can be explained by
this entire set of standard background variables is
also included in the tables.
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Tables of the third type are presented where
interrelations between specific items ere of interest.
Often such a presentation is used to clarify our deci-
sions about forming indexes from various sets of items.

The fourth set of tables focuses on results from
multiple regression analyses (although bivaripte cor-
relations are alsb included). Specifically,.standar-
dized regression coefficients.and the amount of-ex-
plained variance are presented. Tbe number of -regres-
sion analyses is determined by the number of'independ-
ent factors that we chose to investigate; and this num-
ber is generally higher in later chapters, because
relevant concepts introduced in earlier chapters are
incorporated.

In most analyses of the Monitoring the Future
data we do not use any statistical significance tests;
rather, our interpretation relies exclusively on the
strength or importance of the relationships. We chose
this strategy because the number of respondents in the
Monitoring the Future data is so large that even weak
effects are statistically significant, although not '

necessarily meaningful.', On the other hand, the data
from the Long Form data collection are based on far
fewer respondents; thus measures of statistical sig-
nificance become more critical in guiding.interpreta-
tions.

Statistical significance estimates for the Long
Form data are somewhat hampered by our difficulties of

sum tions about design effects3,
shortof_extensive_and_costly_calculations. y ex-

3The design effect is a measure of the dif-
ference between data from a complex sample as described
above and data from a simple random sample. In this
complex sample clusters of students attending the same
school are deliberately chosen (so as to-keep surveying
costs within bounds). Since students who attend the
same school tend to resemble one another more than two
randomly selected students, less unique information is-
learned from each individual student in a complex
sample design than in a simple random sample, in which
students would be chosen without regard to the school
they attend. This implies that observed values have
larger error margins in complex samples than in simple
random samples. Traditional tests of statistical sig-
nificance are based on the assumption of a simple ran-
dom sample; therefore, test statistics should be ad-
:Justed using a design effect estimate when complex
samples are' being used. This is most easily done by
reducing the number of respondents correspondingly.
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trapolation from the Monitoring the Future data, on
which some design effect calculations had been per-
formed, and by taking differences in cluster size and
weighting procedures into account, we can make at least
a "semi-educated" guess about the design effect for
most of the variables of interest in the Long Form
data. We believe that this design effect is no lower
than 2, possibly higher. Concretely, a design effect
of 2 means that for the purpose of statistical sig-
nificance calculations we assume that the actual number
of respondents of our complex sample is only as effec-
tive as a ranaom sample of half that size. Therefore,
the significance levels indicatid in most Long Form
tables assume samples half the size of the actual num-
ber of respondents. (This applies to tables where data
for males ahd females are analyzed separately; when
they are combined, a design effect of 2.5 is used.)
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Table 2-1

Distributions of Long Form Respondents and Monitoring the future Samples
on Region. Urban Density, and Size of School

Monitoring the Future Long Form Monitoring the Future
National Sample Respondents National Sample

1976 1978 1978

Reoion

North-East. 23% 24% 24t

North-Central 31 33 29

South 31 30 33

Nest 15 13 14

Urban Density

Self-Representing
(12 Largest)
Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Areas 25 25 26

Other Standard
Metropolitan
Statistical Areas 40 43 44

Nom-Standaro
Metropolitan
Statistical Areas

School'Size

35 32\ 30

Less Than 150 Seniors 24 26 22

150-300 Seniors 34 31 29

Over 300 Seniors 42 43 49

Li
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iable 2-2

Comparisons nehmen the long Form ihelpondente and the Menitoring the Future 1978 Sample:
Moans and Standard Deviations on major ackeeound. Drug Dile. and Sew Role attitudinal Variabls. tor Males

,
Variable =

long Form
Owspondente

197

Off Sempl e.
1978

.

t-Oetlo

omega of Fle IMF
Questionnaire Forms

N I S.D. Wtd. N I S.D.

I S.D.

Low Nigh Low= Nigh
-

ace (1.11h110/2.81ack) 400 1.22 0.41 8011 1_11 0.21 6.81 -1.09 1.11 0.24 0.32
,

NerItel Statut (1.Single. .

2.1berried. engaged) '422 1.07 0.29 8680 1.06 0.24 0.91 1.08 1.07 0.22 0.29

Academic Ability (School
ability 11 Intelligence: . .

1.1.ow. 7.11101, 414 4 73 0.118 0197 4.92 1.07 -3.46 4y119 4:119 1.04 1.12-

Cigarettes Smoked/Last
30'dayil (1.10121 et all.
7.2 or more packs) 413 1.79 1.35 8810 1.92 1,49 -1.90 1.90 1.118 1.46 1.94

Orinbs/LeSt 20 devil
(10,10ne. 7.40 or more) 388 2 OS 1.74 8217 2.09 1.47 -0.38 2.99 2.18 1.60 1.71

times Smoked Marijuana- .

Nashish/Lest 20 days
tismgpe. 7.40 or more) 422 2.29 1.89' 54241 2.41 2.07 -1.79 2.42 2.91 2.04 2.11

Father's IdUcation Level
(1.0rade school or less.
6.0red or profssional
school) 3114 3 19 1.44 819S 3.91 1.44 -4.91 1.48 3.99 1.42 1.49

lOottler'il Education level
(1.0rede school or less.'

.

8.0rd or professional
school) 411 2 08 1.94 8388 3.37 1.18 .4.89 3.32 3.3e 1.16 1,20

_anther Worked While 0 yes
. tour', (l.No. 4.7es./
nwer1y,all the time)

_
429 2 27 1.00 8628 2.11 1.00 2.00 2.08 2.14 1.06 1..09

5u



Table 2-2 (continued)

.

Variable

Long form '.
ItomoomInnts

1978 '

-

fltf Sample
1978

.

t-lhotto

Range of Five NO'
OurstIonnsira Forms

N 7 S.O. Std. MI' i S.O.

if S.O.

Low High Low Nigh

Political Orientation .

(1.10ery con 00000 tive. .

11.11adical)

teportanc of Religion In
11's We (lstiot important.
4.Very leportanti

222

429

3.16

2.17

1.18

1.01

8383

8376

3.18

2.64

110

1.00

-0.40

0.72

2.12

2.81

3.22

2.88

1.09

0.98

1.11

1.01

It'S Nigh SO11001 Oradte
11.0. 001,

flours/110e* Reread Ouring

427 3,19

.

1.83 8417

,

3.42 1.92 -0.32 3.28 5.31 1.91 1.98

SehOol Year (i.None).
1131514 hours) 422 4.46 2.91.. 8239 4.94 2.44 -0.84 4.48 4.83 2.42 2.47

DatIng frbclueney,11.Newer. .

,

.

,

Oeflore than 2/Week) 419 3.22. 1.49 8103 3.39 * 1.32 1.3ID 3.22 2.38 1.30 1.64

College Plane (1.0efinitelw
won't ordliate,froe
4 yr 'college
4.0efinitely will) 413 2.33 1.14 8097 2.36 1.19 -3.31 2.92 2.82 1.18 1.21



fable 2-2 eeontinuadl

/

Variable

Long form
espondrnts

1078
,

ow sample
1074

t-Retlo

Range of flve etc
OurstIonnalre.forms

N i S.D. Std. W

r

f. S.D.

i S.D.

Low High Low High

Sem Mole Variables
a

Married Couple WIthout

.

Children:

illfebend works full-tlee.
wife dire not hove job
(lNot'acceptable.

. .

4.0esirable, . 420 2.55 0.00 1718 2.51 0.06 0.81

Neebeed end wife work
full-tlme fl.klot accept-
able. 440filirablei 428 2.33 143 1700 2.43 1.02

, _

-1.80

/

,

,.

Married Couple With
is

Pre-School Children: .

NUsband works full-time
wife does not.have fob
(t.NOt acceptable.

,

.

StOesirablei
. 430 3.16 0.02 1710 3.10 0 88 -0.00

..
NOtoband end wife both have

teli-tlee jobs ll.Ndt /
acceptable. 4Oesireble) 426 1.97 0.04 1700 1.46 Q.110 2.31

Nbeband hes full-time jOb.
wife dews not work:

$

Illre dOes ell child cane
ilNot acceptable.

.

4.0esirablei _.428 27-24 1.03 1712 2.27 1.02 0,47 .

MUsband end wife share
child care equally

, o.

ItNot acceptable.
4.0asirablel

.
121 2.02 0.04 1705 2,44 0.90 -2.38



inble 2-2 (Continued)

Variable

Long Form
Respondent*

1970

11tF Sample
I97n

t-itatio

Range of five MtF
Ouestionnaire.Forma

Id . i .0. Vtd. Pi i 5 0.

i - 5.0.

Low High Low High

Men and women should be
paid 'dually for etlunl
work (1901liepree.
5.apree)

Setter itimen work outside
Of home and women take
Care of home and family
(1.01wsgree. 5.40,80

Child suffers with working
mother (trOisegree.
'rare*,

WOrking soother cen have ll
worm a relationship with
family MI noh-workinp
mother (1401snoree.
S.A9rwel .

fuller lives fo people
who merry (1.01swgrell.
s.mgreo)

Husband should woke ell
inoorgent declelone
(1,0Ieogree. 9.Aoree)

427

424

424

425

382

293

4.45

2.57

3.70

2.59

3.38

3.22

0.92

1.17

1.14.

1.30

1.13

1.11.

rfOS

1698

1695

1702
,

,1827

1835

4.48

3.511

31p1

.

2.67
.

2 99

.

2.79

1.03

1.37

1.33

1,53

1.43

1.30,

-0,90

-0,19

-1.61

1.50

,4,71.

5.68

0

.

,

t

,

r



/obis 2-3
0

. Compari one llotween the tong Fore Respondents end the Monitoring the FUtuve 111711 Semple,:
Neans end Standar Dovlations on dolor Background, Drug Use. end Sex Mole Attltudinsi Variables-for Female*

0

Variable,

tong Fore
.Wesooldents

1570

I Off Seap1
1078

,

t-Iletlo

ange of Five Off
Ouostlamiseirs Fares

N i 1.0; Mtd. 14 i S O.
1

.

toe Nigh tow Nigh
.

eco (1.Whits/20111ack) 904 1.22 0.42 OSOS 1.14 0.34 9.20 1.13 1.19 0.33 0.311

Narita! itetus (1SInglo.
2relarrisd. engaged) i530 1.1e

,

0.83 SOSO 1.13 0.33 1.711 1.12 1.14 0.32 0.212

Seadrift Ability (School
.

Abillty $ Intelligenes!
1.tow 70N1gh) ' Ill 4.71 1.04 OSSO 8.82 0 SS -2,04 4.80 4.53 0.1111 1.02

Cigarette, Sameed/teet
20 Osys 110.Nol st all.
7.2 or sore packet 520 1.94 1.40 10503 1.00 1.42 -0.17 1.113 1.118 1.41 1.4 g

0rinks/test,30 Osys
fi.Nons. 7.40 or,mors) SOO 2 8S 1.07 8474 2.51 1.47 2.14 2,45 2.011 1.40 452

Times Smoked Nveljuena-
Nrshith/test. 30 Days
(1.porio, 7.40 qr moors) Sill 2.02 1.72 81153 1.93 1.87 1.10 1.90 1.10 1.;'13 1.74

Father's edueation Level -

(leOfede school OP 1044.
11.0red or professionsi

.

School) 504 2.118 1.42 8102 3.35 1.48 -0.84 .3.28 3.40 1.45 1,411'

Mother's edUcation tevel
11.0redo school or fess. ,

S.Ored or professional
school) 021 3,00 1.18 80011 3.24 1.21 -4 54 3 20 3.27 1,1e 1.24

Slather Worked While R Mos
Young (104o. 4.7411.
nearly ell tho tome) 5311 2,211 1.12 9153 2.19 1 11 1.11 2.17 2.22 1.011 1 13

.17

0



table 2-3 1ContInued)

Variable

.

Long Form
Respondents

1978

MtF Sample
1978

t-ltatio

Range of Five Mt,"
Ouestionnaire_Forms

If i S.Q. Wtd. IV 1 S.D.

1 S.D.

LoW High Low High

Pollt/cal Orientation
(1Very.conservative.'
6-3adical)

1mpeetence of Wellgion In
Ivo L1fe (104o1 Important.
'4.very Important)

.

e's Hlgh School Grail's
(.1.0. 9.41

.

Mtpurs/thigh Warted During
Schaal fear (1.010ne.
6.204 hours)

Dating From/emir llsOliver.
aelthrs than 3/week)

College Plans (1,410F1m110119
won't gradUate from

....., 4 veer college, .

358

538

534

'27

534

.527

3.21

2.69

9.13

3.56

3.67

.

2.417

,

0.95

016

'

1.119

2.50

.

1.67

1.16

6146

8156,

8979

6907

.

8613

67311

3.21

2.90

6.03

3,00

3.62

2.49

.0.950

0.94

1.84

2.32

1 69

1 21

-0.04

.

-0.22

1.62

0.56

.

0.69

-1.46

3.17

2.87

5.95

3.62

3.57

1 43

I

3.27

2.93

6.04

3.96

3.611

2.53

0,92

0.93

1,64

2.24

1.63

1.19

0,e6

0.96
/
/

/ 1.1111

2.36

1.70

1.23alliaffhltaloy 011).

k.)



Table 2-3 (contlnoed1

-

vorlool.

. long Fore -
Respondents

$975"

MtF Sample
197A

.

t-Rntlo

Range oi Flye MtF
OunotlonnalreForms

N
_..---,

i

".

S.O. Vtd. N i

,

S.O.

S.D.

Low Mott Low Mott

Sem Rote Varlable6

534

533

534

529

535

532

1.115

2'.94

2.93

1.63

2.17

:11.041

a :

0.119

0.94

0.99

0.93

0.99

0.91

11153

11153

11156

.

1951

,

1853

164$

1.92

2.116

2.98

1.53

1.10

3 11

0.1111

Oil
0

0 97

0.93

s

.

0 98

p.94

-0.93

1.61

-0.96

2.52

A

.

1.58

-0 SS

t

.

Married Couple 101thoUt
Children:

Nuebend Works ull-thee.
wlfilt does not have lob
11Not cceptable. .

4.04111rable1

NUaband and wtfe work.
Full-Ilme (1Not 5cce01-
able. 4.0441rablO

MarrlVd Ceuple With
Pre-School Chllren:

NUsband works ull-thwe
wife does.not have Job
(10401 cceptable.
4.11teslrable)

NU4band and wOte both have
full-tlee Jobs 110461
Acceptable. 1mOeslrable1

Nueband hee C0,11-1104 Job
wife does not work:

VIlle Mee all child care
11'0101 acceptable.
4.0eslrable1

Ninsbandend 'olds share
chlld,eare squally
tl.Not cceptable.
di.oeslrablel

1



Table 2-3 iContlnuedl

Verlable

. kong roral
espondents

1978

Ntr Sample
1978

t-naton

Renoe'or FOVO NIF
Ouestlonnalreforms

N 5.0. NM. N i 5.0.

i? 5.0.

tow Mpg Low Mph

.

Nen end women should be
bald equally tor equml
work (9,01segree.
Syllgree) gag 4.77 0.63 19i6 4.86 0.48 -3.66

Settr Or men work outslde
or home end women folio.,
care or home And ramlly
ilyOlsegree. 5w40reel 938 2.95 1.36 1907 2 78 1.48 2.31

Child Mirror w1th workOng .

mother tO.Olsilflrea.
5.Aoreel 833 3.42 1.30 1902

.

3.14 1.48 3.90
..

Worklng mother can have es
. worm e reletlonshlp wlth
?molly as non-worklnq
mother (9.01segree.
5,Apree)

. 838 3.48 1.34 1918 3.67 1.41 -2.77

Fullsr loves for people
who merry 111,0i

.
.

.8*Aoreel .

4

506 3.33 1.27 1753 2.96 I 50 8.07

NUSbend should make ell
Ombortent-decislons
11.1:11magres. 5=Agrael 806 2.55. 1.28 1752 1.91 1.22 10.23



table 2-4.

Oufcription of Vartables IteaSuring Oackground Characteristic!

MaChgrOUnd
Chracteristic

.

Item Or flerlvattve.

-

lesponse Categorles
.

Coorbfned Oat._
tsie-tsa0

AdatroatratIons

Mean Stendard
Opolation

r N i

Pace 'Mow de you deecrlbe
yOUrself7ft

0.111hlte .
.

.

1.611ack
.11 .14 .31 35

9.0ther (was coded as Missing (lats for all
1

r

nalyses)

Uwe with Mother 'Which of the following leMothar (.em female quardlan) .92 .93 .27 .26IM4012141 live In the same
household with you7 (Mark

13.(klot Marked)

. All that apply)*
.

.

.

LIVe with Father ...Which of the following 1.isither (or ale guardian) .13 .61 .36 .390. pimple live In the samo
household with you7 (Oark

0.(14011 Marked)

Mother Iforked

ALL that Nasty),

161d your mother have a 1410 2.12 2.10 1.00 1.12weld Job (half-floe Or 2.,Ves. some of the floe
.Mer) during the time yoU 3.Ves. ledkt of the flop

war. growing Up? .A.Ves. 11 of the time
0

fther's tdUcation level *What le the hIgheof
level of schoolIng your
father completed?"

1.Completed grade school Or leSs
2.501.0 high school
3+Completed.high school

3.50 3.31 1.45 1,47

4some college
5,Completed college
6.GradOote or professional school

Mother's EdUcation Lev& *Whet Is Ole hIgheel
. 1.Comploted giede school Or leSS 3 37 3.27 1.19 1.22

, level of schoolIng your
mother completed?'

2.Some hlgh chool
3-Completed high school
A.Some collge
SeCooploted college
6+GradUote or professional school

.

Uri:tonicity of fresIdence A compoelfe Variable
conSlrifCled from sampling
mformallon on where the
respondent lives now and
his/her report,on where
he/she grew UP.

leffn rihr0

2*In the country. not on farm
3-Non-Standard Metropolitan Area . smell town
or city
4TNOO.,self7representina Standard Metropolltan
Area

3.71 0.71 1.13 1.00

5-Self-representing Standard Metropolitan
ArPn



Table 2-4 (Continued)

,
.,

VackgeoOnd
Cheracterlstle Item or Der1vailve.. Response Categorles

Comblned Data
1976-19110

Admintetretlens

Olean Standard
Deviation

III r i

AcademIc Abillty A mean of two dUestIons
rellerrIng to the
reSpondent's ett-rated
school abIllty end sett-
rioted IntellIgence.

1.Fer Relow Average
74ar Abov Average

4.91 4.04 1.09 .91

Grades 'Which of th tollowIng
best dimerlbee your

11.0 (113-100) ,

111.11- (110-92)
9.49 COP 193 1. 9

90 grade so tr In
hlgh school?"

7.86 (117-09). . .

1.0 (19 or below)

College titans 'How Ilkely le It that
you wIll dO ach or the
followIngrthIngs atter
hIgh school.

0.11robably or detonitely won't
1.Probably or dettnitely wIll

.

.99 .91 .90 .90

Gradliate From C011ege
ftour-year proirwm17"

eellttcal DrIentotIon 0110w would you descrIbe
your polltIcat belle/97"

I.4ery C tIve
2.Con eeeee tIve

3.19 3.20 1.12 .99

3.1110derete
4.1.1berel
9.1/ery Ilberel
G.Redlcal

Rellglous Commitment . A mean o? twO guestIons
reterrIng to how otten
the rspondent ttends
rellglous servlces and
the Importance ttrIbuted
to reloglon on hls/her

10.140 Commltment
40High Commitment

27;12 29.70 9.07 11.49

Datong Frequency On the average. how
oftn do you go out lotth

1.110ver
Vance mOnth or less

3.39 3.9* 1.93 1.07

date for your spouse. 3.2 or 3 floes a month
It you are marrled17" ...Once week

9.2 or 3 ttmtts week
t.Over 3 tlmes a week

,inr more intormetIon on these ~fable!". .0- ..mehmen. Johnston. and WMAllpy 151011.



CHAPTER 3

.SEX ROLE ATTITUDES

, -

A rapidly growing literature reports on sex ro e
attitudes of various subgroups of the U.S. population
on the formation of these attitudes, and on their
change in recent years. Although the term "sex role
attitude" is often left undefined, a Tange of foci c n
be distinguished. One focus is on norms about gend r
differences in roles and behaviors: most notably, en
should operate in the public sphere where they hol
paid employment; women should remain in the privat
sphere, attending to home and children. Another f cus
is on beliefs,about personality differences by ge der:
Men are aggressive and ambitious; women are depen ent
and emotional. A third focus is on beliefs about
stratification by gender: the issue is whether omen
should have the same opportunities and receive t e same
wards as men. In other words, some treatments of
en role attitudes focus on gender differences s such,
others on the consequences of such differences.. In- .

dividuals who subscribe to such differences and dif-
ferential opportunities and rewards are described as
holding "traditional' sex role views, although the term
"sexist" has also been used (e.g., Bayer, 1975;
Angrist, Mickelsen, and Penna, 1977). The opposite end
of the continuum has been termed "egalitarian" (e.g.,
Mason and Bumpass, 1975; Mason et al., 1976; Thornton
and Freedman, 1979), "contemporary" (e.g., Lipman-
Blumen, 1972; Vanfossen,1977), "modern" (e.g., Orcutt
and Bayer, 1978), or "feminist" (e.g., Parelius, 1975;
Mason and Bumpass, 1975). Our own preference is to
refer to sex role attitudes as ranging on a continuum
frowtraditional to non-traditional, where "non-
traditional" attitudes are those which do not urge dif-
ferences in roles or opportunities based on gender.

*search in which more than one of those concep-
tualizations of sex role attitudes was used shows that
the support for role differentiation constitutes a dif-
ferent dimension from the support for equal oppor-
tunities (e.g., . Mason and Bumpass, 1975). There is
some evidence to suggest that recently these two dimen-
sions have become more highly interrelated (Mason,
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Czajka, and Arber, 1976)4 suggusting a growing tendency
toward ideological consistency in sex role attitudes.

We can draw a fairly clear theoretical distinc-
tion between sex role attitudes as general beliefs
about women's and men's roles, on one hand, and per-
sonal preferences for one's own family and work life,
on the other hand. Thus, for example, a woman might
strongly reject the notion that "women ought to stay
home and leave paid employment to men," but at the same
time her own personal preference might be the role of
full-time homemaker and mother. The two positions are
by no means incompatible, although we would expect
general attitudes to be positively associated with per-
sonal preferences. In the present chapter we limit our
focus to sex role attitudes; later we will examine some
of the ways in which such'attitudes impact on the
"traditionality" of personal plans and preferences.

Sex role attitudes are acquired by the in-
dividual duiing the socialization process. First and
foremost, the attitudes prevalent in the parental home
and the actual behaviors displayed by parents con-
stitute a critical set of influence factors on the
child. For example, paid employment by the mother has
been reported to foster non-traditional sex role at-
titudes (as well as higher than average career aspira-
tions and higher evaluation of female competence) in
daughters (Hoffman and Nye, 1974), although the process
by which the effect of mothers work gets transmitted is
"less well understood. The absence of the father has
been linked to problems with masculine identification
in boys. However, that research is fraught with
methodological shortcomings (see, eAg., Safilios-
Rothschild, 1979); the most critical one for our pur-
pose is that sex role attitudes are conceptualized in a
bipolar form as either masculine or feminine, and
intermediate or mixed forms of identification are ack-
nowledged as a failure of developing proper identifica-
tions.

More global parameters of the parental home and
immediate environment also have been reported to Oe as-
sociated with sex role attitudes and behaviors. Among
them, socioeconomic status of the parental family shows
some relationships, although the evidence has not ac-
cumulated to a consistent pattern of findings. Onione
hand, support for non-traditional sex role attitudes
has always been concentrated among the higher
socioeconomic and particularly among the more,highly
educated adults (Mason and Bumpass, 1975; Mason, Czaj-
ka, and Arber, 1976; Thornton and Freedman, 1979) and
awareness about distinct sex roles is higher among
children from a working class background (Safilios-
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Rothschild, 1979). On the cDher.hand, husbands in
higher job echelons and highSr income brackets are less
likely to have a working wifi (Kreps, 1971); they ex-
perience more work demands t4t interfere with their
involvement in housework and child care,(Blood and
Wolfe, 1960); and they have more marital power to
resist Such involvement (ErickSen, Yancey, and Erick-
sen, 1979). These differences\suggest that parents in
higher socioeconomic strata po!tray more traditional
Sex roles than parents from lo er socioeconomic strata
despite their higher endorsement of non-traditional sex
roles.

Another global parameter4-which is to some
degree related to'social class--\is the racial and eth-
nic setting of the family.. Black women on the average
have never assumed as traditional a role as have white
women: they were always more liktly to hold paid
employment (Bowen and Finegan,- 1 69; Sweet, 1973) and
to' maintain a strong position in the family (Ericksen,
et al., 1979; Scanzoni, 1971; Willie and Greenblatt,
1978). Therefore, they presumably portray more
egalitarian sex roles to their oftsprings.

Other societal institutions are, of course, ex-
erting influence on the formation of sex role attitudes
in addition to parental influence. For example, role
differentiation by sex is an integral part of Judeo-
Christian religions. Although there appears to be some
variation among specific religious denominations, most
of them.support the traditional family and its procrea-
tive function, and thereby indirecqy.discourage change
of the female role. Some research in fact suggests a .

relationship between traditional se2c.role attitudes and
religiosity (Bernard, 1975).

By the same token, notions of male supremacy are
fundamental parts of a patriarchical social structure
(Lipman-Blumen and Tickamyer, 1975), while philosophies
on the left tend to view women's eman ipation as a form
of class struggle and thus support th ir equality.
Liberal political views might therefore be expected to
be related"positively to sharing of ro es as a means of
achieving equality between the sexes (Hershey and Sul-
livan, 1977).

The learning of sex role attitud
very young age through socialization me
differential parental treatment and rei
the sexes, observational learning, and

s begins at a
hanisms such as
forcement of
ognitive under-

standing of what it means "to be a man or a woman"
(Maccoby and Jacklin, 1974). Thus notio s of what con-
stitutes sex-appropriate behaviors are a ready present
in quite young children, as demonstrated by Hartley
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(1959-1960, 1964). Since learning continues and Cogni-
tive capabilities develop throughout childhood into
early adolescence, sex role attitudes are postulated to
become more established as a child grows older. There
is in fact some evidence to suggest that older children
are more sex-typed in th&ir behaviors and plans than
younger ones (Kagan andlftss, 1962; Maccoby and Jack-
lin, 1974; Rosen and Aneshensel, 1978).

The cognitive-developmental approach to sex role
development (Kohlberg, 1966; Rebecca, Hefner, and
Oleshansky, 1976) suggests that such a consolidation of
sex-typed behaviors and attitudes only occurs up to a
certain developmental stage, i.e., till the conformis-
tic stage is reached. When the individual progresses
beyond that stage, sex role attitudes become more dif-
ferentiated and more flexible, overcoming conformistic
and stereotyped attitudes. SinCe cognitive development
is closely related to intelligence, we would expect
non-traditional,sex role attitudes among adolescents to
be related to their intelligence and abilities.

Moreover, the socialization process continues
throughout the life span, as Brim (1968) has convinc-
ingly argued. Thus, sex role attitudes may be modified
according to new experiences. Among adolescents, we
would expect that the dating experiences will have an
impact on sex role attitudes. Since frequent dating at
least among young women probably reflects orientation
towards traditional female roles, we would expect it to
be related with traditional sex role attitudes. Some
evidence is in fact available to support this notion
(Scanzoni and Fox, 1980).

In the wake of the women's liberation movement,
attitudes about the proper roles of the sexes have been
changing rather rapidly, resulting in a climate'of in-
creasingly,equal opportunities for women and men.
There is now widespread support for equality of women
in educational opportunities, equal pay for equal work,
and-equal access to political offices (Bayer, 1975;
Ferree, 1974; Mason et al., 1976; Spitze and Huber,
1980; Thornton and Freedman, 1979). Attitudes have
also become more favorable towards paid work by married
women and even by mothers of young children (Mason et
al., 1976; Parelius, 1975).

The measures of sex role attitudes presented here
were largely taken from earlier studies, as indicated
below. The most common question format is a statement
of the way things "should" be, with the respondent
asked to indicate extent of agreement or disagreement
(including a "neither" category for respondents who
have mixed views, are neutral, or simply do not have a
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clear opinion). Each of these items clearly invite the
respondent to prescribe or endorse certain role arran-
gements for women and/or men. Other items, which also
use the agree-disagree response format, are statements
of "the way things are" rather than the way they should
be. For some such items, it may not be entirely clear
whether agreement represents endorsement; nevertheless,
we have indluded them because they have appeared in
other studies and becalise they do show relationships
similar to those for the "should" items. In any case,
however, these items refer to the general population,
as opposed to the respondent's own preferences.

We have found it useful to group our measures of
sex role attitudes under the following topics:

-- Equal opportunities for women in the public
sphere

- - Preference for patriarchical family

-- Encouraging a daughter's independence

- - Effects of a wife/mother working outside the
home

- - Importance of the parent role for males and
females

- - Conventional marriage, extramarital sex

In the following sections we explore each of these
topics in turn, looking at (1) overall levels of agree-
ment or disagreement, (2) differences between male and
female seniors, (3) any evidence of change (trends)
during the past five years, and (4) patterns of cor-
relations between sex role attitudes and various dimen-
sions of background and other characteristics.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN

The four items which are relevant to this topic
probe equal opportunities for both sexes in education,
occupation and pay. As a convenience to our discus-
sion, and also because it provides a means of reducing
the effects of response error and thus sharpening our
findings,-We have computed an index of attitudes about
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3equal )opportunities
(a mean of t e four items in Table

Descriptive Results and Trends

The large majority of high school seniors agree--
or at least agree mostly--that women should have equal
opportunities, as shown on the left-hand side of Table
3-1.1. But within that overall pattern .of agreement
there are a number of important differences, having to
do partly with what sort of equality is being con-
sidered and partly with who is responding. The most
obvious and also the most important difference involves
gender; a majority of male seniors are in favor of
equality, but support for sexual equality is consis-
tently and substantially higher among female seniors.
The percentage distributions show the gender differen-
ces very clearly for seniors in the class of 1980; and
the trends in means, shown in the right-hand side of
the table, indicate that these attitudes have not been
changing very much during the past five years. For
each of the four items in the table, the mean ratings
are practically identical for female seniors in the
classes of 1976 through 1980. Among male seniors, on
the other hand, a very modest increase in egalitarian
views appeared from 1976 through 1980, suggesting a
slight narrowing of the gap. Nevertheless, there is
quite a long way to go before the gap is closed; at
the rate of change suggested by these particular data,
it would not disappear until sometime in the next cen-
tury.

When we look at the four specific items shown in
Table 3-1.1, it is clear that some kinds of equality ,

are more generally acceptable than others. Practically
no one, male or female, disagrees with the idea that .

educational opportunities should be equal between the
sexes; but even in that area some nine percent of
female seniors and 16 percent of male seniors fall
short of unqualified agreement. In the area of work,
the minorities expressing disagreement are larger, and ,

so are the gender differences: Equal pay for equal work
is a proposition which receives full agreement from
about nine out of ten female seniors, contrasted with
seven of ten male seniors. The departures from agree-

'Other indexes are employed throughout this
report whenever several items (a) are clearly related
on conceptualgrounds, (b) are intercorrelated and show
basically similar patterns of correlations with other
variables, and (c) happen to appear in the same ques-
tionnaire form.
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ment are even greater in response to the statement that
"women should be considered as seriously as men for
jobs as-executives or politicians"; less than half of
the males fully agree, compared with three quarters of
the females. Finally, the statement that "a woman
should have exactly the same job opportunities as a
man" receives the least,unqualified agreement (40 per-;
cent among male seni9rs, 58 percent among females). It
is of interest tonbte that male responses to this lat-
ter item are not very different, on the average, from
their respoktes to the preceding item on equal con-
sideration for executive or political jobs. Among
female's, however, the differences are greater, primari-
ly reflecting a shift from "agree" to "mostly agree."

, we speculate that for some females, and also a few
males, the word "exactly" may represent a bit of a
stumbling blOck. Thus if one holds that even a tiny
handful of occupations--e.g., washroom attendant or
coach of the women's basketball team--ought to be
gender specific, then one might feel constrained to ex-
press less than full agreement with the item as stated.
(The parallel item on, exactly equal educational oppor-
tunities seems less prdblematic.)

Background Characteristics

We discussed earlier a number of dimensions of so-
cial background and early experiences which might
predict an individual's sex role attitudes. Table
3-211 presents, separately for male and female seniors,
the ways in which thirteen such dimensions are corre-
lated with attitudes toward equal opportunities for
women. Note, however, that Table 3-2.1 does not in-
clude any data on trends in correlations, because our
prelimimary examination of the data did not reveal any
clear trends. Given that finding, we judged it useful
to present the correlations using combined data from
all five.senior classes, 1976 through 1980. This
produces a fairly high degree of precision; specifical-
ly, we estimate that the five percent (two-tailed) con-
fidence intervals for single correlations are smaller
than +.03 while those for differences between male and
female correlations are smaller than +.04. Thus, even
though some of the relationships reported here are
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relatively small, we have a good deal of confidence in

their accuracy.'

Perhaps the most general point to be made about
the correlations appearing in Table 3t-2.1 is that there
are some fairly substantial differences between male
and female seniors in the extent to which their views
about equal opportunities are predictable from the
dimensions of background and experience shown in the
table. If-one considered only the gender differences
in response distributions, which indicate much more
uniformity among females than among males in their en-
dorsement of equal opportunities, one, might expect that,
female attitudes would be less "predictable" simply be-
cause they evidence less variability. In fact,
however, the correlational data show that female views'
about equal opportunities are more predictable than
those of males. Indeed, about three times as much
variance in attitudes for females than for males is ex-
Taainable in terms of the factors that were explored
here.

Among the most important prediCtors of support for
equal opportunity are those dimensions having to do
with academic accomplishment; grades, college plans,,
and self-concept of.acedemic ability have product-
moment correlations of .15 to .18 for female seniors,
and .09 to .11 for males. Related to the seniors' own
academic interests and accomplishments are their
parents' educational attainment.s; thus it is,not
-surprising to find these are also positively correlated
with support for equal opportunities. Regression
analyses, not reported ia detail here/ support the
interpretation that the impact of parents' education
occurs indirectly via the seniors' own educational
,aspirations and accompLishments, eince regression coef-
ficients for parental education on attitudes tolford
equal opportunities are virtually zero; once the
.seniors' academic plans and accomplishments are con-
trolled.

. ;

2The usual'estimates of confidence'intirvals,are
'based on statistical procedures.designed for simple
random samples. Our complex samples thus had to be ad-
justed or "discounVe(*according to design effects dit-
cussed and estimated elsewhere. Assuming a single-form
design effect of 1.5, and given annual samples of lbaut
1,500 males and females, the five 'cohort6-(1976 through
1980) yield samples of about 7,500 males'and /,500
females per form, each with an "effeCtive N" of 'about

%

5,000.
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Several other relationships require only brief
mention at this point. There is a slight tendency,
among both male and female seniors, for those with more
urban backgrounds to show higher support for equal
treatment; put,differently, it appears that seniors in

rural areas are a bit more traditional than their
counterparts living in the cities. Among females it
further appears that support for equal opportunity is
somewhat weaker among those with strong commitment to

,religion and with relatively conservative political
views; each of these relationships is much weaker among
males. Finally, black females show a bit less support
for equal treatment than do white females, while there
are no similar racial differences among males. This
particular racial difference is somewhat atypical. As
will be shown below, on many other sex role dimensions
blacks--both males and females--are somewhat less
traditional than whites.

PATRIARCHICAL FAMILY STRUCTURE

Two items which have appeared'in other studies of
sex role attitudes were included in the present study
as examples of rather itrong traditional sex role
stereotypes. Both have to do with views about "ideal".
family arrangements, and agreement with the items tould
be characterized as support for a patriarchical type of
family. Specifically, they refer to the two major
dimensions of sex segregatiorvin the nuclear family:
division of labor and division of power. These items,
like those in the previous section, reveal substantial
differences between sex eble attitudes of young men and
young women.

a 0

Beginning- with the more-extreme of the two items,
the statement that "The husband should make all the im-
portant decisions in the family," (an item which had
been included in previous surveys, for example the 1970
National Fertility Study) we find that there is more
disagreement than agreement among both ma]le and female
seniors (see Table 3-1.2, leftrhand panel). All in
all, responses to this item reflect a fairly strong
rejection of male supremacy.

The other item is not stated in terms of ho;4
things "should" be, but rather makes an assertion about
what is "usually better for everyone involved"--in this
case a male achievement role outside the home and a
female role limited to child reari'ng and homemaking.
The question thus has the difficulty of representing
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things as they "usually" are rather than as the .
respondent thinks they ought to,be. In other words, it
confounds the respondent's perceOtions of the statisti-
cal norm with his or her personal attitudes. Moreov.er,
.the statement leaves out an important specification:
It is phrased as comparison, but the alternative is not
defined (i.e., better than what?). In spite of these.

,techniCal difficulties, the item has some history of
use in surveys, and the responses (in Table 3-1.2,
left-hand side) help to indicate the reason for its
popularity. The gender differences again are substan-
tial, and this time we see that more majles agree than
disagree, whereas the reverse is true for females. But
_perhaps more interesting than this difference is the
fact that only about half of the females express dis-
agreement, and well over one third indicate agreement.

. This represents a considerable contrast with the very
high ratesof female endorsement of the equal oppor-
tunity items. Clearly there are some female seniors ,

who favor equal opportunities but nevertheless view the
more traditional family arrangement as "usually better
for everyone involved. Such views, of course, are not
really contradictory even though we describe one as
traditional and the other as egalitarian; the former
refers to equal opportunities in the public arena, as-
suming women wish to pursue equal goals as men, while
the latter refers to whether women-should pursue equal
goals in the first place.

Trends

These attitudes concerning the patriarchical family
_structure have undergone some change during recent
years. There has been a gradual decline in the propor-
"tion of seniors favoring the traditional malenachiever/
female homemaker model. Female seniors in the class of
978..were split just about evenly .on the issue (a mean
of 3.05 on-escale of 1 to 5); but in the class of
1980,1i&lioted above, disagreement outweighed agreement
Ca mean'of. .The shift for males was nearly as
large (from-3.8540m tof3.51). Also, there has been a

- very sligh.t.,:decline in support for the idea that the
,husbandshould make-all the important decisions.in the

Background Characteristics .

The pattern of-&orreliiions with background fac-
tors shown in Table 3-2.2 is similar in several
respects to those involving the equal opportunity views
(see Table-3-2.1). Here again, the correlations tend
to be stronger for the ,females,than for the males, al-
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though the differences are not as large.or consistent
as before. Again, academic accomplishments of seniors
(and their parents) are positively associ ted with non-
traditional sex role attitudes, though alp. of the
relationships are quite modest in size. Support for
patriarchical family arrangements is als slightly, as-
sociated with political conservatism, r ligious commit-
ment, and a rural background. Addition lly, seniors
whose mothers worked outside the home re a bit below
average in agreement with the statement that things
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tendency for traditional sex role views to be as-
sociated with religious commitment and political con-
servatism isreflected here again, but the effects are
not very strong.

EFFECTS OF A WIFE OR MOTHER WORKING OUTSIDE THE HOME

As we will show in the next chapter, preferences
for pail employment by the wife are critically affected
by whether the wife is assumed to have children to care
for. This relationship suggest that beliefs about ef-
fects of a mother's work on her children are an impor-
tant aspect of sex role attitudes, in the sense that
these beliefs help sustain traditional attitudes abodt
,the division of labor between the spouses. Table 3-1.4
presents two items dealing with this issue, one stated
in positive, one in negative terms. Both items were
included in the 1970 National Fertility Study. While
the responses show the now-familiar gender differences,
they also show some of the highest levels of female
support for traditional sex roles.

Trends in Beliefs about Effects on Children

Slightly more female seniors agree than disagree
with the statement that "a preschool child is likely to
suffer if the mother works." Among male seniors,
agreement exceeds disagreement by a factor of nearly
three to one. On the other hand, the assertion that "a
working mother can establish just as warm and secure a
rPlationship with her children as a mother who does not
work" prompts three times as much agreement as dis-
agreement among females, whereas males divide about
equally. These responses.of seniors in the class of
1980, while reflecting a good deal oi traditionality,
are nevertheless somewhat less traditional than respon-
ses from the class of 1976. As the table shows, there
has been a facirly steady shift in a non-traditional
direction for both males and females.

Background Characteristics

Since the above two item$ are correlated in
similar ways to background factors (although the signs
are opposite),and since they are appreciably intercor-
related (r = -.48 for males, -.51 for females), an in-
dex based on thd two items will prove useful as a way
of simplifying and sharpening the pattern to be
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described. These particular sex role views show no ap-
preciable correlation with seniors' (nor parents')
academic accomplishments, although there is a very
modest tendency for females planning on a college
education to be less traditional in their views about
working mothers (see Table 3-2.4). Political conser-
vatism apd religious commitment continue to correlate
with traditionality in these specific indicators of sex
role attitudes, and the links are slightly stronger for
females than for males.

The strongest predictor of a senior's attitudes
about working mothers is his or her own experience
while growing up. The more extensively a senior's
mother was employed outside the home during that time,
the more likely the senior is to hold positive views
about working mothers. Thus it appears that most
seniors whose mothers worked did not conclude that they
"suffered" unduly, or were deprived of "warm and secure
relationships" with their mothers.

Another rather strong.predictor of views about
working mothers is race; blacks are less traditional
than whites, and the differences are somewhat larger
than the correlation coefficients might imply (because
correlations are constrained by the fact that there are
many more whites than blacks in our samples). Of
course,"a majority of black seniors had experienced a
mother holding a paid job most or all of the time when
they were growing up, compared with only about half as
many whites. Accordingly, a part of the racial dif-
ference might be attributable directly to this personal
experience. But regression analyses (not displayed
here) indicate that most of the racial difference
remains after taking account of whether the respondent
had a working mother, and thus we must conclude that
part of the effect of race is due to broader subcul-
tural differences related to sex role attitudes.

Trends in Beliefs about Effects on Marriage

Three more items dealing with different effects of
a wife's employment are displayed in Table 3-1.5.
Responses to these items indicate that a majority of
the seniors agree (or mostly agree) that "having a job
gives a wife more of a chance to develop herself as a .

person"; that a majority disagree (or mostly disagree)
with the assertion.that "having a job takes away from a
woman's relationship with her husband"; and that these
majorities are larger among females than among Males.
Neither of these two items has shown a clear pattern of
change during the late sever.ties.
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While the two items described above are stated in
terms of the way things "are", the third item in Table
3-1.5 is a statement of what "should" be the case: "if

a wife works, her husband should take a greater part in

housework and child care." Theie is a good deal of
support for that statement, but not without some reser-
vation on the pari of'females as well as males. Close
to one third of the females and sOmewhat More of the
males mostly agree with the statement; but"the "dis-
agree" or "neither" categories are checked by just over
one quarter of the males and just under one quarter of

,the females among seniors in the class of 1980. There
has been some movement in seniors' responses to .this
item during the late seventies; in fact, the mean score
for males in the class of 1980 just equals the mean
score that females had in the class of 1976 (suggesting
that along this dimension males are only four years
"behind" females). It may be worth noting that here
again we deal with an item that presents some wording
problems.. The item makes a comparative statement ("a
greeter part") but the base of the comparison is not
specified. For example, many seni.ors prefer equal
sharing of childcare even if only the husband is
employed, and such individuals might not fully endorse
a "greater" (i.e., more than.equal) part in childcare
for the htsband whose wife is also employed.

Background Characteristics
.,

The correlations with background factors displiyed
in Table 3-2.5 show a number of weak relationships.
There is a slight tendency for the more academically
oriented females to be less traditional in their views
about working wives. Perhaps more interesting is the
fact that, unlike the previously discussed items, views
about a working wife's relationship.with her husband or
"development of herself as a person" are not correlated
wit race or with the experience of growing up while
one s mother was employed. We cannot help speculating
that the lack of predictability may be due to the fact
that these particular items are somewhat less clear in
their meaning than most of the other items reflecting
sex role attitudes.

IMPORTANCE OF THE.PARENTING ROLE

This section, and especially the next one, present
data which are of some relevance to our present discus-
sion, but which do not fall so clearly within Our
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definition of sex role attitudes as the items discussed
before, since they do not explicitly refer to the divi-
sion of labor between the sexes nor to differences in
influence and opportunities. In this section we ex-
amine the views of high school seniors about the impor-
tance, or value, of raising children, and about whether
mothers and fathers should spend more time with their
children. These items are located in two different
questionnaire forms in order that seniors are not
tempted either to draw distinctions or to strive for
complete consistency in their tesponses concerning
motherhood and fatherhood. (One form contains an item
on the importance of fatherhood and an item about
whether mothers should spend more time with children.
The other form asks the parallel questions about
motherhood and about fathers, respectively. A two-item
index vas computed for each form.)

The responses to the four items on parenting,
shown in Table 3-1.6, indicate that a majority of
seniors, both male and female, consider parenthood a
very fulfilling experience, and feel that most parents
should spend more time with their children. Looking
more closely at responses to the two items concerning
parenthood as a fulfilling experience, we find no dif-
ference in male and female seniors' views about the im-
portance of fatherhood; furthermore, female seniors'
views about motherhood are essentially the same (on the
average) as the views about fatherhood. (Note however,
that nearly twice as many female seniors disagree here
than in the comparable item regarding fathers, although
the percentages are still small). Among male seniors,
however, the responses about motherhood are noticeably
different; there is less agreement and a large propor-
tion indicating that they neither agree nor disagree.
This particular question about motherhood being a "most
fulfilling experience" may strike some seniors as being
sexist; if so, males may be especially cautious about
endorsing such an item.

The items about whether mothers and fathsrs should
spend more time with their children show a-consistent
gender difference: females are somewhat more likely
than males to agree. A different and somewhat larger
distinction appears when we contrast the seniors!
prescriptions for fathers and for mothers: the state-
ment. about fathers spending more time with their
children prompts greater agreement than the parallel
statement about mothers--and this differential holds
equally Among male and female seniors.. This latter
finding may well reflect the opposition to the uneven
involvement of both parents in child care, as it exiits
in a large majority of families today.
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Trends

None of these items show a significant trend
change over the past five years.

Backgroundtharacteristics

The correlational data in Table 3-2.6 indicate
that those seniors placing the highest emphasis on
parenthood are apt to be high in religious commitment
'and politically conservative. On the other hand, em-
phasis on parenthood is not strongly correlated with
academic achievements of seniors or their parents, but
the small relationships that appear are negative. ;
These findings, interpreted in the light of those
reported in the earlier sections, would seem to indi-
cate that agreement with these parenthood items is re-
lated, at least somewhat, to the traditional end of the
sex-role attitude continuum. But the picture is com-
plicated by several observations which do not fit that
generalization. In particular, for three out of four
of the items we find that females show higher agree-
ment, on the average, than do males--and these are the
first instances reported here in which female seniors
appear more "traditionalw-than males. Additionally,
the correlations with race (blacks showing higher
agreement with the parenthood items than do whites) are
not consistent with the general pattern of blacks ap-
pearing less traditional than whites.

In sum, it appears that seniors generally place a
high value on parenthood. Although this is in some
respects a "traditional" point of view (e.g., linked to
strong religious commitment and political conser-
vatism), it is also a view which receives somewhat
higher endorsements from females than from males. This
more complicated'pattern of findings for these items,
compared with items presented earlier, confirms our
view that the items do not fit altogether well within
our definition of sex role attitudes. Although they
are related to sex role attitudes in the sense that
they deal with one of the major roles which is usually,
sex-segregated, the relationship is a complex one.

CONVENTIONAL MARRIAGE; EXTRAMARITAL SEX

The final set of items discussed in this chapter
fall rather clearly outside our definition of sexirole
attitudes;moreover, special correlational analyses
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discussed later reveal that they show no appreciable
correlation with the sex role attitudes discussed
above. Why then should we include them here at all?
The reasons are briefly the following. First, these
items deal with marriage, and many of the sex role at-
titudes discussed earlier are conceptualized within the
context of marriage. Furthermore, it is sometimes sug-
gested that the "liberated" female (and perhaps male
also) might be less disposed toward conventional mar
riage. Thus our exploration of these items helps to
round out our understanding of high school seniors'
views about sex roles and marriage.

Table 3-1.7 presents four items that invite
seniors' agreement or disagreement with statements
about the viability of conventional marriage, and the
advisability of premarital and extramarital sex. The
first three items, which appear in the same form, have
further been combined to form an index. The first
item, which qUestions marriage as a way of life,
prompts disagreement by just over half of the seniors
and.agreement by about 30 percent, with no appreciable
difference between male and female responses. The next
item, an assertion that couples should live together
before getting married, produces the same levels of
disagreement on the part ofiemale seniors, whereas
males agree and disagree in roughly equal numbers. The
highest proportions of disagreement occur in response
to the third item, a statement that "having a close in-
timate relationship with only one partner is too
restrictive lor the average person." Here again, the
tendency to disagree is somewhat stronger among the
females than among the males. The final item asserts
that "most people will have fuller and happier
lives..." within the framework of conventional mar-
riage. There are no gender differences in responses to
this item; seniors divide just about equally into agree
and disagree categories, with one in four unwilling to
commit tc either side.

The picture suggested by the above percentages is
that seniors today are not all convinced that conven-
tional marriage is the one best answer for most people
(although their own plans and expectations, reported in
a later,chapter, show that most favor marriage for
themselves). Many seniors express at least some reser-
vations about marriage, but relatively few go as far as
to agree fully with the statement that "...one ques-
tions it as a way of life." Another part of this pic-
ture is the fact that higher proportions of female than
male seniors express resistance to the ideas that.a
couple should live together before marriage, and that
monogamy "... is too restrictive for the average per-
son." This certainly fits the,stereotype of females
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resisting male suggestions for sexual relationships
outside of marriage; however, it must be noted that the
differences are not as large as many of the ones
reported earlier in this chapter.

Trends

The trend data shown in Table 3-1.7, particularly
the index scores based on the first three items, show
some convergence of'male and female attitudes in this
area during the past few years. Interestingly, this
has not occurred because females have moved more toward
the "male" position. On the contrary, female views on
these issues have changed very little since the class
of 1976, whereas male seniors have*shown a modest in- -
crease in support of conventional marriage. As a
result, the gap between males and females is only about
half as large for the class of 1980 as it was for the
class of 1976 (see index mean scores in Table 3-1.7).
Thus, during the latter half of the seventies we do not

see any evidence of erosion of young people's commit-
mentsto marriage; and there may actually be some move-
ment back toward it on the part of young men.

Background Characteristics

The correlates of views on conventional marriage
(see Table 3-2.7) are interesting in several respects.
Not surprisingly, seniors from intact homes are a bit
more positive about conventional marriage than are
seniors not living with both parents. Additionally,
there is slightly less support for conventional mar-
riage among seniors whose mothers worked outside the

home. Religious commitment and political conservatism
are both also associated with support for traditional
marriage.

Each of the relationships listed above imply that

support for conventional marriage belongs toward the
traditionat end of any sex role attitude continuum, but
the picture becomes more complicated when we consider

the following observations. Seniors.with high grade-
point averages and high reported academic ability, who
generally tend toward non-traditional sex role at-
titudes, also show greater than average enthusiasm for

conventional marriage. Scanzoni and Fox (1980) have
recently pointed to a closely related finding: among
teenage women, traditional sex role attitudes are re-
lated positively to having had sexual intercourse. As

we noted before, we conclude from these findings that
views on conventional marriage and extramarital sex
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should not be conceptualized as S,elt role attitudes,
even though they involve some closely related issues.

INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG THE SEX ROLE.'ATTITUDES

In each of the previous sections we examined the
relationships between sex role attitudes and various
dimensions of sdcial origin and early experiences. We
noted repeatedly that males and7-to a lesser extent--
seniors with strong religious commitmentt and those
with politically conservative views scored relatively
high on what we labelled the "traditional" end of the
attitude in question. These findings alone would lead
one to expect some degree-of interrelatedness among the
various sex role attitude dimensions we have considered
here. But there is a more important reason for expect-
ing some interrelatedness: the primary thrust.of con-
ceptualization in this area, as implied by such terms
as "traditional," or "sexist," or "egalitarian," or
"feminist," is that a broad underlying dimension is in-
volved which cuts across a variety of more specific at-
titudes. In this section we therefore explore the
degree of interrelatedness among our measures of sex
role attitudes in order to see whether there is
evidence for such an underlying dimension of sex role
traditionality. Additionally, we undertake the
development of a.single index to serve as a general-
purpose measure of such a dimension.

Since the sex role attitude ite-ms appear in
several different questionnaire forms in the annual
Monitoring the Future surveys, our exploration of
interrelationships must rely on a different source of
data: responses of approximately 1,000 seniors to the
special Long Form questionnaire adminiStered in 1978.
The Long Form included all of the sex role items dis-
cussed above, plus a number of others. Thus we were
able to examint intercorrelations amodg all*of the
above items and indexes, and also to develop a new in-
dex of sex role traditiodality which combines items
from several of the different Monitoring the Future
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questionnaire forms (as well as some items not present-
ly included in the annual surveys).'

We have already noted that views about.the impor-
tance of parenting, and about _conventional marriage and
extramarital sex, do not seem to fit very well within
our definition of sex role attitudes--i.e., attitudes
about whether and in what ways roles and opportunities
should be different,for males and females. According- ,
ly, we decided that the items dealing with these topics
(shown in Tables 3-1.6, 3-1.7, 3-2.6 and 3-2.7) should
not be included in a general index of sex role
traditionality, but that two separate indices should be
formed. We also decided to exclude the items dealing
with equality of opportunities for males and females
(shown in Tables 3-1.1 and 3-2.1); but in this case our.
reason for exclusion is that the concept of equal op-
portunity seems sufficiently important to treat it as a
separate dimension rather than lumping it together with
attitudes about sex role responsibilities, etc. The
remaining eight items shown in Tables 3-1.2 through
3-1.5 and 3-2.2 through 3-2.5 seemed appropriate for
inclusion in a general index of sex role
traditionality.

An examination of the intercorrelations among the
eight-items originally presented in Tables,3-1.2
through 3-1.5 (all items coded so that a high score in-
dicated a traditional response) revealed thirteen cor- -
relations in.the range of .05 to .19, nine correlations
in the range from .20 to .39, and six correlations of
.40 or higher. The above findings, based on the total
Long Form sample, were fairly closely replicated among
both the male and female subsamples.

We extended the above form of analysis to include
anOther eight items which were available in the Long
Form but which had not been repeated throughout all of
the annual Monitoring the Future data collections (and
thus were not included in the analysis presented ear-
lier in the chapter). These items, which are listed as
the last eight entries in Table 3-3, were judged to be
appropriate indicators of the general concept of sex
role traditionality. Intercorrelations among these

'It should be noted that the Long Form versions
of the intercorrelations among items, and the correla-
tions between sex role attitudes and various background
dimensions, were compared with those from the annual
Monitoring the Future samples whenever possible. No
important differences in relationships were evident,
thus adding to our confidence in employing the Long
Form data for correlational analyses.
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eight items' (when coded so that high scores indicated
traditional views) were all positive, with thirteen in
the range of .20 to .39 and the remaining fifteen lower
than .20. Again,.analyses for male and female sub-
samples showed similar relationships. Furthermore, we
found that this set of items showed consistently posi-
tive correlations with the first set of eight items:
two correlations above .40, twenty-two in the range of
.20 to .39, thirty-nine in the range of .00 to .19, and
one negative (-.02).

We thus proceeded to compute three indices, one
for each set of eight items and one for the full set of
aixteen items. The indices were formed as means of the
relevant items. The two eight-item indexes correlated
.60 Ior the total sample, .57 for the females, and .48
for the males. The tendency for males to show slightly
,lower correlations than females has been noted earlier
in this chapter (based on the annual Monitoring the Fu-
ture samples), and we will return to that issue a bit
later; for the present, however, the important finding
is that for both males and females it appears that the
two gets of eight items overlap considerably, and thus
may usefully be combined in a single index of sex role
traditionality.

The middle three columns of Table 3-3 display (for
males, females, and the total sample) the correlations
between the overall index of sex role traditionality
and all items and indexes described earlier in this
chapter. These columns thus include the correlations
between the overall index and each of its sixteen in-
gredient items. The two weakest item-index correla-
tions involve the item stating that "if a wife works,
her husband should take a greater part in housework and
childcare" (r=.20 for total saMple), and the item stat-
ing that "parents should encourage just as much inde-
pendence in their daughters as in their sons" (r=.29
for the total sample). The remaining item-index cor-
relations range from .38 to .68, with most lying in a
range from .46 to .58. We consider this reasonably
good empirical sOpport for our a priori decision to
develop the indek based on these sixteen items.

1

Turning now to the remaining items and indexet in
Table 3-3, as they relate to the overall index of sex
role traditionality, we find that there is a substan-
tial correlation with the items and index dealing'with
support for equal opportunities for women. As ex-
pected, the more traditional individuals are less like-
ly to favor equal opportunities for women, and this
shows up a bit more strongly for the total sample (r =
-.45) than for either sex. The picture is not as
straightforward for the items and index dealing with
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the importance of parenting. Little relationship ex-
ists between this index and overall sex role
traditionality for the total sample (r = .08) or ,for
males (r = .08), whereas for females the two dimensions
are, positively associated (r = .23): An examin tion of

,
the individual items indicates that neither item having
to do with fatherhood shows much of a relation hip wi
sex role traditionality, but the two items ab ut
motherhood do, especially.among females. The cleare t
illustration is the item which states that " ost

, mothers should spend more time with'their children t an
they do-now;" among females this is strongly associaied
with sex'role traditionality (r = .40), but among males
the _relationship is Only moderate (r = .20). The index
dealing with support for traditional marriage actually
shows a slight negative relationship with sex role
traditionality (r = -.15 for the total sample), al-
though the single item (not part of the index) assert-
ing that marriage leads to fuller lives shows a slight
positive relationship with overall sex role
traditionality (r = .15 for the total sample).

The remaining correlations in Table 3-3 involve
the two indexes showing (a) support for equal oppor-
tunities for women, and (b) the importance of parent-
ing. The two indexes show little correlation with each
other (r = .08 for the,'total sample), or with the index
of suppbrt for traditional marriage (total sample cor-
relations of .09 and .05). In fact, the index of the
importance of-parenting seems unrelated.to practically
all of the items (other than its four ingredients).; two
exceptions involve positive correlations with the
statement that most people have fuller lives if they
are married (r = .30 for the total sample), and with
the statement that husbands with working wives should
help more with housework and childcare (r = .32, total
sample, for agreement with that statement). But it is
certainly not surprising that an index reflecting the
importance of parenting would correlate with the two
specific items noted above; the moreimportant finding,
which dovetails with our earlier observations about the
items on parenting, is that this dimension,seems quite
separate and distinct from the dimensions having to do
with traditionality.or feminism or sexism or equal
rights.

A few comments are in order concerning the extent
to which patterns of correlation are similar for male
seniors and female seniors. The most important obser-

. vation is that the relationships are, on the whole,
quite similar. Although the mean scores are in many
cases distinctly different fo7-Farg-gria-females, the
patterns of interrelationship are not. To the extent
that there are differences in patterns of correlation,
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I.

there is a,tendency for female correlations to be
slightly stronger than those for males; and sometimes
this appears even when females show less variance

more uniformity or "solidarity" qf viewpoint)
than maled do. Given the fact that there are appreci-
abae gender differences in many o: the mean scores, the
correlations based on the total sample (males plus
Iemales)'tend often to be.slightly stronger than for
either gender alone, because the gender differences
usually show females as less traditional than-males
-(except for those.items having to do with importance of
parenting .and support for traditional marriage). Each
of the above observations can be checked,in Table 3-3,
but,it should be noted that they also hOld true for-the
inte-item correlations not shown in that table. Thus
'we conclude that the interrelationships among sex role
attitudes do show a moderate degree of consistency
amongleniales; and the patterns of consittency are
similar and nearly as strong for males, although males
show.a greater-overall tendency toward traditiOnality
in sex role attitudes.

SUMMARY

.For the purpose of this study', sex role at-
titudes are conceptualized as opinions and beliefs
about the ways that family and work roles do, and
should, differ by gender. A number of questions in the
annual Monitoring the Future questionnaires refer to
these issues. Some of the questions probe the gender
or role difference directly, others issess attitudes
towards.,,one particular role, such as parenting. Many
of these questions show reasonably high interrelations.
They also show similar patterns of relationship to
gender, academic accomplishments, religiosity, and
political orientation. Specifically. , young men,
seniors with strong religious commitment, those with
politically conservative views, and those with rela-
tively low academic abilities tend to score relatively
high on what we labelled measures of traditional views
with regard to equal opportunities, patriarchical fami-
ly structure, socialization of independence in
daughters, and effects of wife's work on herself, her
children, and her marriage. Based on this evidence, an
index of "traditional sex role attitudes" was formedi
including all these items except the four items referr-
ing to equality of opportunities for the sexes. For
conceptual reasons, these latter items were included
into a separate index.
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Four items referring to the parenting ro).e and
foUr items referring to the Concept :of conventional
marriage and extramarital sex showed little,interConm
relation with the.remaining items, and showed different
patterns of relationships with the'stahdard set of ,

background factors. Therefore; they were,formed into'
two separate indices.,

- The items that are most-central tolour
tion of sex role-attitudesopinions abdutodivision of
paid work and housework and the effects of mother's
work onther children--have undergone sable change in-the
non-traditional direction during the last five years.
These changes have occurred at about an equal paceJor
both sexes, leaving the substantial gender.dtherences -

on thes; items largely unchanged, , ."- 3
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Table 2-1.2

Attitudes About Petriarcnical Fosily'Structure: Distributions and trend,
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Table 3-1.3

Att1tudes Shout encoureging Daughter's Independence, DIstrIbutions nd Trends
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Table 2-1.4 A,

AttltUdes About effects of WorkIng Mother on ChIldren 0181rIbutlorel end Trends
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foible 3-1.5

attitudee About Effects of Working Wife on Slarrlage: OlstrObullons.end Trends'
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Teb1 3-1.8

Attltudes About importance of the Prentlng Role: OistrIbutlons nd Trends
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Table 2-1.7

Attitudes About Conventional Marriage and Filtrammirltel Sew: Distributions and Trends-
°
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Table 3-2.1

Attitudes About Osumi Opportunities fOr Women: Effie!. of Osckground Characteristics.

Zero-Order CorreIst1on CoeffIclents
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*for description of background characteristics refer to totals 2-4.



Table 3-2 2

Attltudf4 Ahout Patrlarchical famlly Structure: Effects of Background Characteristics,

2ero-Order Correlation Coefficients
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cares for home F. 00 - 02 .00 -.07 -.09 -.10 -.II -.17 - 09 -.141 -.16 .15 .06 .29

Husbend should
make ,EMporiant
decislons in M- .00 -.03 -.02 -.03 - OR - OR -.03 -.11 -.13 -.12 -.10 ' .05 .03 .19
family 4._ .04 -.03 .00 01 -.OS - 07 - 03 -.II -.09 -.11 -.14 .15 .03 .24

,For doscrIptIon, of background CharaCteriglics refer to Table 2-4
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fable 3-2.4

ettltudes Abourt Effcts of Working Mother on Children. Effects of Background Charactristics'

Zorn-Order Correltion Coefficients

MUltIple _
Correlatlon
CoefficientsMac

Live
with

Mother

Live
with

father
Mother father Mother Orbent- Aced
Worked EdUc EdUc. city Ability Oracls

Coll. Pollt. 12elig. Dating
Plans Orient. Commit Fred.

PrSchool child
likely to suffer -.I8 .02 .00 -.01 .03 -.02 -.02 .03 .02 -.02 -.OS .10 .02 :211
Of mother works F : -.14 '.03 .05 - ON '-. 01 - 04 - 03 - 01 ,01 -.07 -.II .12 .03 .27

Working woman as
were relationship
as non-working a .12 - 02 - 08 18 - 01 01 01 - 01 -.01 .02 07 -.OS -.02 .23
mother f .10 -.01 -.02- .15 01 .03 02 03 .01 .08 .13 -.11 -.03 .2S

Working Mother _ - - -.._

/

/ .- ,

Ind!! N -.18 .02 OS - -.21 02 - 02 - 02 02 .01 -.02 -.OS .11 .03 .29
ckhnve 2 Itikes14 r -.14 .02 .04 - OS - 01 - 04 - 03 - 02 00 -.03 -.14 .14 .04 .30

iFor description of backgrownd characteristics refer to Tabl 2-4.

111, sfv:.nnd limo was reversed before Inclusion In the indew.



TRW. 3-2.5

Attitudes About Effects of Working Wife on Marriage: Effects ot.ilackground thermeterlistles.

lpru-Order Correlation Cootticients

Multipl
Corrlation
Coefficient*ace

liv
with
MOther

live.
with
Fther

Mother Father Mother Urbani- Acd.
Worked Ed0c. Edw. city Ability Grades

Coil'. Petit.
Otni Orient:

Refig,
Commit.

Elating
Freq.

----.

Wif haying Job
interfere With
relationsh1p M: -.06 .00 .03 -.08 -.04 -.OS -.02 -.03 -.OS -.07 -.03 -.01 -.01 .12
with husband

.

F. MO -.02 -.01 -.02 -.04 -.09 -.03 -.09
.

-.OR -.09 -.08 .0, -.02 .tS

Wife haying job e

give' chance for 111. ..OS .00- -.04 .07 03 .02 .460 03 64 .13S .04 -.OS -.01 .11
solf-dOyelopment F: -.02 .04 .01 .01 .03 03 .01 .07 .07 .06 .10 -Ala .01 %111

If wife wörks.
husband:should
Nola wIthl -
houpswork:ond M. .04 .04 -.02 .01 .00 .07 .04 .06 .02 .01 -.02 .09
childcare

i

F. .01 .02 -.01 .00 .06 .01 .01 13 .10 .13 .07 -.03 -.OS .18

'for doScription of background cheracterlatics rotor to tabl 2-4.



fable 3-2 6

Attltudes About the Importance of the 4aranting Ettoct, of Ilieluground ChAracteristOcit

111.-
7oro-Order Correlation Coefficients.

. 11101tIlle
Cocrelat1nn
Coeffloientsepee

L1/4,
with

Mother

,

Ltye
wIth

fattest*

bother father Nothar
Workwd 7t1W- Fduc

Urbani-
city

ACAIWI

AbIlity

_.

Grades-

.

Coll. 4olit.
Plena Orient,

ellg
CommIt

bating
res,

getng father end
rolsIng children
Offe of most
fulfilling es-
parlance an cen
have

MOIR mothers
should spend'
more Sia
with,children

oing mother and
retsIng chIldren
One of most .

fulfilling ea-
peclence woman
can hey*

bbst tethers
Shpuld spend
more thee
with chititrOn

10.

F-

N
7,

7

05
OS

'

10le

12
10

10
AO

...

01
.00

- 02
- os

- 03
- 02

00
- OS

--01
00

- 01
- as

- 01
00

. 03
- 00

._.-

- nt
in

01
0 o

00
02

01
, 07

- 03_
- 05

- 04
- 13

- 06
- 11

- 06
. 07

- 03
. - 03

. 06
- 14

. 04
- 06

. OS
- 06

- 02
- 06

- 06
09 :

- OS
- ps

- 04-
. OS

01
01

05
- 09

OS
06

02
00

.

_.

00
01

OS
07

041

01

0
00 f,,._

00
00

- 07
- 12

. 04
. II

.0,
- 02

07
- /0

',., 10
- 14

- 10
. 14

02'
. QS

Il
13

14

. 19

IS
21

10
as

'

,

04
Oi

02
07

OS
07

00

.

14
Al

21
. 30

21
30

14

oS

.for descrIptOon of backcvound choraeteristic4 rwfwr to 1461, 2.4



Table 3-2.7

Attitudes About Conventional Marriage and Ext ital Sex: Effects of Background Characteristics.

,

0

Zero-Order Correlation Coefficients

Multiple
Correlation
Coefficients

Race

Live
with

Mother

Live
with Mother Father MOther Urbane- Acad.

FatherWorked Educ, EdUc. city Ability Grades
Coll. Pollt.
Plans Orient.

Rettig. Dating
Commit Freq.

.

.

So few tiood
marriages, one
questions it.as : .15 -.06 -.10 .06 -.10 -.09 02 -.IS -.16 -.13 .07 -.14 -.04 . .27

way of life ',

t
.4! -.OS -.14 .10 -.12

.

. -.12 .00 -.12 -.14 -.06 .10 -.11 -.04 .29

Good ides to live
together before M: .06 -.OS -.OS .06 .01. .01 .12 -.09 -.14 -.07 .16 -.37 .02 .42

getting married F: .05. -.OS -.II .09 -.03 -.01 .11 -.10 .,.16 -.OS .23 -.40 .13 '.46

Only one partner 01: .10 -.06 7.04 .07 -.06 -.04 -.03 -.II -.11 -.07 .07 -.09 -.02 .19

too restrictive F: .ff -.02 -.03 .04 -.04 -.OS ,01 -.11 -.11 .00 .10 -SOO -.OS .20

,

Mave happier life
if choose
merrlage over
living together 01: -.03 .02 .06 -.OS -.01 -.02 -.11 .01 .09 .04" -.20 .10 -..02 ,35

or staying single F: -.03 .00 .07 -.05 .01 .00 -.09 .05 .05 .01 -.19 .30 -.03 -.34

.

. c

Traditional

.

Marriage Index 111: -.15 ..09 .10 -.09 .07 AS -.04 .15 .19 .12 -.14 . .29 .01 .38

(First 3 1 toms) F: -.17 .06 .14 -.II .09 .09 -.OS ..16 .20 -07 -.21 .29 - 02 .42

9bovol
,

.For description of background characteristics refer to Table 2-4,



Table 3-3

Sex Role Altitudes: InterreletIonshlos between IndlceS
end Single Variables

HIgh .

Tree-
tIonallty
Score.

Equal Opportunit1es
Index

Soli Pole
TridltIonallty

tietOrtanCe of
Parenting

01 r Total 14 F Totel 01 -F yOtat

Mewl . 4.22 . 4.62 4.13 3.01 2.50 2.73 3.62 3.66 3,74

Standard DevlatIon .79 .56 .72 .52 .63 .63 .70 473 .74

Produci-MOment Correlations:. ........./:'

Women shOUld be Wild some
It dtp some work' DIsmgree -.72 -.62 -.70 .19. .2? .26 .00 -.03 -.06

Women 'should be consIdered aS 4

seriously tor executIve or politIclen' Disegree -.65 -.77 -.64 ,36 .33 .40 -.01

Woman litIOUld have sem; .

Job opportunitles,

women should have same

DIsagree -.79 -.81 -.81 .36 '.37 .41 .00

4

.07 .01

edUcatlomal oppOrtunItleS. DIsagree -.73 -.70 -74 .19 .11 .16 -.02 -.07. -.07

Equal OpportunIty Index
(Above 4 items) -.37 -.42 -.45 .12 -.08 mit

MUltband should make Important
decIsloni'ln Ienfly Agree -.17 -.34 -, -.29 .46 .65 .62 .16 .20 .13

Setter Itmen wtorks outsIde
home 6 women cares for home' Agree -.08 -.31 1.25 ' .59 .70 .66 .11 .25 .14

Prents should encourage as much
Independence sr' daughter as in son. Disagree 7.09 -.13 -.16 .20 .25 29 -.09 -.17 -.18

Preschool child Iftely
to suffer II mother works. Agree .03 -.07 -.03 .48 .54 .51 _19 .26 .21

WorkIng women-as close to
chIld as non-workIMg mother. Dlsagrew -.1( -.09 -.16 :43 .46 .47 .12 .11 .06

Wor41ng Mother Index filbove 2 Items) -.07 - 01 -.It .56 .56 .56 ,17 :24
_

.17

9 6



Table 3-3 (none.)

.1 High
Tradi-
tIonallty.
Score,

i- Equal Opportunities
Index

Sex Rol
TradltIonality

Importance of
Oarenting '

14 F Total M F 'Total 14 F Totel

Wife hewing Job Interferes with
relationshlp with husband' - Agree -.10 -.27- -.25 .36 .51 .52 .06 .09 .00

Wife hewing J0Wgives chance
for self-development.

lettere works. husband should
help With housework 6 chlIdcare.

Disagree

Disagree

-.12

-.11

-..17

-.12

.20

-.14

.21

.og

:37

..19

_.311

.20

-.T7

-.34.

-.16

-.30

-.22

-..32

Sot^. tether 6 raising children one Of
most fulfilling experience man can have* agree .10 .04 .09 -.03 -.03 -.07 .66 .69 . .69

Most mothers should Spend
more time with children' Agree .01 -.10 -.03 .20 .40 .27 .65 .70 .66

Lilting mother 6 raising children one of .

most fulfilling experience woman can haver Agree .05 -.15 .02 .12 .23 .09 .70 .75 .75

Most fathers shbuld spend .

*orb time with chlidren* Agree .15 -.01 .12 ,.06 -.01 -.II .66 .65 .66

ImpOrtence of Perenting
Illbove.4 items) .12 -.OR .06 .06 .23 .06 -- :-

Have happier life If choose mar01099
over 11v1ng together or staying single Agree .00 -.011 -.04 .15 .16 .13, .33 .29 .20

So few good Marr49011, one
qUOstIOW.4 ft as way of life' Disagree .06 .07 .07 -.15 -.16 -.14 -.06 -.06 -.011
_
Good Idea to live, together
before getting married Disagree 7.01 -.09 .00 .04 .04 -,01 .15 .06 .10'

01111i One Partner too restr4CtIve
..

D1segree .06 .10 .13 -.13 -.13
b

-,ig .03, .07 .06

Traditional Marriage Index
111bOve 3 items) .09 .05 .09 -.10 -.II . -.15 .06 .02 ' .05



table 3-3 (Cont.)

HIgh .
Tradl-
tIonallty
Score

Equal Opportunitles
Index

Sex Role
TradItIonmItty

.1,Portance of
ParentIng

r

,

ttel

.

M P Total 0

..

r total

MOre Important for volt. to help
wIth husbnd's career. Agree -.21 -.23 -.24 :93 .99 .911 .10 .270 .17

IF wIfe makes more money than husband.
marrIsge heeded for trouble. Agree -:18 7,19 -.15 .49 .50 .47 .00 .13 .09

Moat women howler tf s'tay et home Agree -.19 -.22 , -.29 .91 .95 .99 .19 .27 .17

Meuse huSband.not rIght. '- S Agree -.011 -.16 -.12 .49 .46 .44 .13 .20 .14

Parente should stlow boys to .

cry es often es glris. DIsagrie -.21 -.22 -.29 .311 .39 .42 -.01 .04 -.02
..,

Parents should not ellow.boyS
to flight more than glrls.

tf one partner smarter.
better If It's husband' .

DIsagree

Agree

-.29

-.13,

-.23

-.27

-.27

-.24

.37

.99

:34

At

.39

.111

-.07

.07

:10

.10

-.01

.04

Fathers maln reeponsIbIlltlf
to faintly Is paycheck. Agwee -.13 -.29 .--.24 .49 .99 .99 .14 .19 .12

'Item sCortng ed. when nee so'theehogh scores are assigned to more .tredItIonst. vhsee.

'lased on Long Form sample of 434 melee and 939 female sentare surveyed In 19711.

,Thls la one of the Items InelUded In the Index of Support for Equal OpportunItles for Women. Stnce there ere only POW
Items fn ft* Index. there, OS strong part-whole effect In the Item-Index correlatIons.

.Thls Is one of the Items Included In the tndex of Sex Pole TradItIonallty. SInce therm are sIxteen Items tn the tndea .
the part-whole effect on an Item-Index correlatIon Is moderate.

'fhts la one of the Itemi Included In the Index of Importance of ParentInd. SInce there are only four Items In the tndex.
there OS strong part-whole effect In the Item-index correlatlons.

I. u



CHAPTER 4

PERSONAL PREFERENCES,FOR'THE DIVI-
SION OF LABOR IN 'THE FAMILY

The term "sex role" is used to denote a wide range
of normative and behavioral differences between the
sexes. Among,the core differences are those involving
the-division of work and family responsibilities be-
tween husband and wife. Historically, this division of
'responsibilities emerged during industrialization, when
production was moved out of the home and into.the fac-
tories. While women stayed home and attended to
children and housework, men followed the opportunities,
for paid work and began to specialize more exclusively
in prbduction. This pattern was 4escribed by Parsons
and Bales (1955) as the basic role structure of the
family, according to which the husband is the task-
oriented leader and the wife the emotional caretaker of
the family members.

Young and Willmott (1973) have argued that this
role structure is not inherent in the family per se but
rather reflects the effect of certain historical con-
stellations. These authors describe a more integrated
pattern of work between husband and wife for the pre-:,
industrialized society, in which both partners were in-
volved in productive as well as maintenance tasks. The
historical relativity of sex-segregated role structure
is further underscored by recent changes in sex roles.
Most notable 'among these is the increasing number of
gainfully employed married women (Treiman and Terrell,
1975a; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1976). During the
1950's and the 1960's this increase consisted primarily
of middle-aged women without children at home; in the
seventies the large part Was accounted for by younger
women with preschool children (Bednarzik and Klein,
1977; Farkas, 1977). While much of the earlier
research suggested that the wife's participation iR the
work force is associated with increased involvement of
the husband in housework and child care (Blood and
Hamblin, 1958; Blood and Wolfe, 1960; Holmstrom, 1972;
Weil, 1961), more recent studies relying on the time
budget method for assessing housework and child care
have called this conclusion into question (Meissner,
Humphreys, Meis, and Scheu, 1975; Robinson, 1977).



These studies tend to show that there is very little
difference between the involvement of husbands of work-
ing and non-working wives. Whatever the exact level of
change in the husband's role may turn out to be, it is-
clear that it.. is much less extensive than the change in

the wife's role.

In discussing these various forms of division of
family responsibilities, it appears useful to view the
family as a unit faced with'a set of tasks all of which
are relevant for nfaintaining the physical and
psychological well-being of its members (Ericksen, Yan-
cey, and Ericksen, 1979; Pleck, 1977). Historically,
different solutions for,allocation of these tasks have
emerged, some of them more sex-segregated, some more
shared. At,present, we seem to be witnessing a trend
towards sharing of duties between husband and wife, al-
though the trend is more adequately described as
reflec'ting some involvement of each spouse in the .
other's sphere rather than equal sharing of major tasks
(Young and Willmott, 1973). Furthermore, the degree of
sharing is more pronounced for the work role than for
the family roles.

As mentioned before, these trends toward more
'egalitarian division of labor appear to'be paralleled
by attitudinal changes among the adult population
(Mason, Czajka, and Arber, 1976; Thornton and Freedman,
1979). But what are the attitudes of young people who
have not yet entered marital and parental roles? With
what expectations do they approach these roles? Knd .

how flexible are their expectations? This latter point .
is particularly critical ,in a time of change when
partners are more likely to bring different expecta-
tions into their marriage, and flexibility may criti-
cally facilitate their negotiation process. The
evidence on all these questions is incomplete and in-
consistent; some investigatorshave observed trends
towards egalitarian attitudes among college students
(Bayer,.1975; Parelius, 1975), but others have reported
considerable conservatism among high school students,
and in some instances also among college students
(Angrist, Mickelsen, and Penna, 1977;.,Christensen, -

1961; Dunn, 1960; Nelson and Goldman, 1969; Osmond and
Martin, 1975; Payne, 1956). Many of the latter
studies, however, suffer from methodological limita-
tions such as old and possibly obsolete data, use of
local samples of students, or question formats not
detailed enough to enable a careful analysis of the
range of possible attitudes.

Naturally, the attitudes of individuals are likely
to vary, apart from the aggregate changes over time.-
According tb a socialization perspective, the social
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environment encountered during childhood andeadoles-
cence constitutes an important influence on subsequent
expectations and aspirations. As noted before, black
women traditionally have been involved in the labor
force at _higher percentages. than have white women, and
the presence of preschool'children has not served as
much as a barrier to their employment as it has in the
white community. Also, black couples are reported'as
more egalitarian in the division of houiework (Erick-
sen, Yancey, and'Ericksen, 1979; but for a contrasting
finding see Blood and Wolfe, 1960) and in decision:
making (Scanzoni, 1971; dillie and Greenblatt, 1978).
Thus, Ws might predict black adolescents to be mire
supportive of shared family responsibilities than
whites.

As suggested earlier, middle-class adults.are
more likely to support non-traditional sex role at-
titudes than working class adults, while at the same
time, displaying in their actual behaviors more
traditional sex roles. However, in a study of ap-

, proximately 250 couples, upper- and middle-class
" respondents reported Considerable sharing of roles and
decision-making, while lower-class respondents
described more sex-segregated patterns (Rainwater,
1965). rn sum, it is not entirely clear how a family
of higher socioeconomic level differs from the lower
level family regqrding the sex role attitudes it is

I most likely to foster.

The sex-role relevant climate of a family'can be
specified better if direct measures of the hypothesized
mediators are available. One sue) example is the model
set By a working mother. As reviewed by Hoffman and.
Nye (1974), effects on daughters of having had a work-
ing mother include higher than average career aspira-
tions, non-traditional sex role concepts, greater ap-
proval of employment by mothers of young children, and
a higher evaluation of female competence. Although
some have suggested that the effect of a mother's work
may interact with her own orientations towards her work
and with the nature of her relationship with her off-
spring (Macke and Morgan, 1978; Safilios-Rothschild,
1979), we have no measures available in the Monitoring
the Future data to test any interactions of that sort.

Of course, sex role attitudes are related to
factors other than family background. Th2 adolescent's
own educational plans are likely to be important corre-
lates also. Since educafional aspirations are corre-
lated with parental education (Alexander and Eckland,
1974; Hout and Morgan, 1975; Sewell and Shah, 1967),
their effects reflect to some degree the influence of
parental education .on sex role attitudes; but they also
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stand for the kind of peer subgroup an adolescent is

likely to be involved with, the'kind of.educational ex-
periences he or she is likely to be exposed to in high
school, and the kind of future work and family roles he
or the envisiges. Educational plans might thus be
predicted, to be related to sex role atfittides and
preferences for the division of labor.

e
. We might also expect.preferences for the divi-

sion of labor to be related to academic abilities, and
religious and political orientation by virtue of their
relationship with sex role attitudes.

In this chapter we (a) describe in detail seniors'
preferences for the diyision of labor between husband
and wife, including the flexibili,ty inherent in the
various alternatives, (b) assess changes in these
preferences over recent years, and (c) explore poten-
tial correlates. We also (d) examine the inter-
relationships between the variables and forma limited
set of indices for use in subsequent analyses. We
_finally (e) investigate the impact of sex role at-
titudes on preferences for the diiiision 'of labor.

Question Content and Format

° In several respects, the items used in the,
Monitoring the Future study to measure preferences ar
more detailed than the measures contained in most sur-
veys.- First, using a scale ranging from "not at all
acceptable" to "desirable," seniors rate each of five
different ways a particular family task might be appor-
tioned between the spouses. ,.The apportionments range
from traditionally sex-segregated-to completely shared
to segregated in a sex-reversed sense. This.format al-
lows each respondent to express the latitude of his (5? -

her acceptance across the range of arrangements, in ad-
dition to indicating his or her preferred.arrangement.
These ratings are furthermore made separately for each
of three major.tasks--paid employment, child care, and
housework. The three tasks cover the major respon-
sibilities of,a couple towards its family of procrea-
tion, and the separate assessments of each of the tasks
will enable examination of these various aspects of the
female and the male role. Finally, critical family

'circumstances, such as whether the wife holds paid
employment or the couple has young children, are
specified, i.e.,.the respondent is asked to imagine
himself or herself in each'of the specific family
situations. This has the effect of making the measures
more specific and thereby more reliable, since
preferences are likely to be contingent upon the situa-
tion that the respondents assume to exist. Of course,
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these contingencies, are not entirely independent of
each other; i.e., intended labor-force participation
affects intended family size (Waite and Stolzenberg,
1976). But séenarios as broadly defined as these will

,apply to large parts of the adult population at some
point during their life span (Glick, 1977).and thus may
justifiably be specified as general contingencies.

This question format results in a set of five or
six items'for each task and family situation, that are
rated on a four-point scale: "Not at ,all-acceptable,"
"Somewhat acceptable," "Acceptable," and "Desirable."
The full questions are given in Tables 4-1.1 through
4-1.5.

Data Presentation

A graphic ditplay was developed to summarize the
data in a quickly apprehendable form. These graphs are
based on data collected in 1979. The actual response
distributions of the 1980 data are given in Tables
4-1.1 through 4-1.5, as are trends between 1976 and
198(4 Since this kind of figure has not been intro-
duced before and will be used throughout this entire
section, it will be useful to outline some of its key
features, using Figure 4-1 as an example.

1. The different possible divisions of labor are
arrayed as a rough continuum across the bottom of the
figure, ranging from a high degree'of labor specializa-
tion of the traditional type (on the left), to an -

egalitarian Sharing of iabor, to a high degree of labor
specialization of a sex-reversed type (on the right).
(One other possible arrangement; both partners working
half-time, did not fit neatly oh the continuum and is
not included in the figures.)'

. 2. The bottom 'set of profile lines in Figure 4-1
shows the percentages of.males (solid line) and females
(dashed line) who rated each arrangement as desirable.

3. The next set of lines shows the percentage who
rate each arrangement as at least acceptable--i.e., as
either desirable or acceptable.

4. The to0 set of lines indicates the percentage
who rate each arrangement as at least somewhat accepta-
ble.

5. The distance between the top det of lines and
100 percent represents those who rate the alternative
as not at all acceptable. (This is the case because
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iissing,data.cases were eicluded froM the percentage
calculatiahs.)

4

DTVISZON OF'PAID WORK

It is clear from Figure 4-1 that the two most
widely accepted types of working arrangement for a
couple without children is for the husbarid to work
full-time while the wifeis employed either,full-time
or half-time. These two alternatives receive the
largest proportions of "desirable" and "acceptable"
ratings by both males and females. It is interesting
to note that the least problematic alternative for both
sexes--i.e. the one that only about 3 percent rate "not
at all acpeptable"--involvei the husband working full-
time and Tthe wife working half-time. . While for many
this is not their first choice, this compromise between
traditionality and egalitarianism presumably comes
close enough to be accpptable or at least somewhat ac-
ceptable to almost everyone. In contrast, the com-
pletely shared arrangement with both partners working
full-time is not universally acceptable; about 20 per-
cent of the males and 12 percent of the females rats it
as unacceptable.

The most traditional arrangementli.e., in which
the husband is employed 1:ull-time while the wife is not
employed, is considered desirable by only. about 13.ver-
cent of the Wales and -4' percent of the females. the
sex differences are most striking in the proportions
who find this alternative not at all acceptable--39
percent of the females feel they could net accept this
arrangement compared with Only 16yercent of the males.

The right-hand portion of Figure 4-1 shows what
might be termed sex role reversal--wife employed full-
time with husband employed only half-time or not at
all. It is very clear from the figure that this is not

. a popular notion among hilh school seniors. Large
majorities of both males and females rate these arran-
gements as unacceptable. It may not be surprising that
fully 83 percent of males rule out an arrangementin
which they would not be employed at all (with a full-
time working wife); however, it is interesting to note
that just as many females (85%) would be unwilling to
tolerate an unemployed husband. In other words, only
15 percent of the female seniors would contider it even
marginally acceptable to work full-time and "support" a
spouse with no job, whereas fully 84 percent of male
seniors would find it at least marginally addeptable to
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tiave a wife with no employment outside the hkme.
tlearly when it comes to employment vereus non-
employment, the sex role prescriptions for males are
much more narrowly constrained than those for females.

Preferences for the woman's work arrangement are
most ardmatically affected by the existence of pre-
school children in 'the family,pas,the answers to a
second set Df questions'(Figure 4-2) illustrate. Among
the live alternatives for the division of raid work,
the arrangement which is clearly preferred above-all
others is that the husband.wori full-time and the wife
not hold a paid job. Thirty-nine percent of the
seniors rate this arrangement as detirable and only 8
percent cQiQr it as nof at all acceptablee

Any arrangemept in which(the wife would work full-
tiMe, on the other hand, finds little accepOhce;
sixty-three percent or more judge each of Khese alter-
natives asyiot acceptable. Moreover, only tOpercent
think it desirable for wile to worie half-time if
the husband is workin9..., NRrge majority of them feel,
however, that they could at lkast accept thie-latter
arrangement. This finding suggests that ft is half-
time work by the mother of young childreh which is be-
coming the widely accepted nop-traditional option.

Interestingly, the,profile lines show that-the ac-
ceptability of-a wife's working*does not vary with the
extent to which her husband works, i.e., there appears
to be little weight given tO the fact that a husband,
who is not employed could take on some of the child )
care respondibilities his working wife cannot manage.
The overriding consideration underlying these ratings
appears to be the rejection of a husband who does not
.work.

Trends

Tables 4-1.1 through 411.2 present mean values for
1976 through 1980 on the variables dehling with the
division of paid work between husband and wife. As
evidenced in these valuese preferences have been shift-
ing away from the working husband and towards a working
couple. Although the teends are not at°all sti-ongi
they are consistent in direction over what must be con- ,

sidered a very short historical period in which to ob-..
serve social change.

At the same time, little,systematic change has oc-
curred in preferences for sex-reversed arrangements.
The idea of a husband working less than full-time while
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his wife works full-time is alMosi as strongly rejected
- in 1980 as it was in 1976..

These trends in preferences for work outside the
home are quite similar for the two sexes; thus, there
is no substantial closing or widening of the sex gap on
these issues.

Background Characteristics

-Although Tables 4-2.1 and 4-2.2 do not reveal very
many strong relationships, clear effects of race on the
preference for employment of mothers of Young children
are noted. More specifically, blacks look more
favorably-upon such employment; about half of the black
seniors find a full-time workinVmother of young
children at least somewhat acceptable, while only about
one quarter of the white seniors express the same
preferences. Another clear correlate of these
preferences is reflected in the level of work involve
ment by the respondent's mother; respondents who were
raised by a working mother tend to feel more positive
about employment by a mother of young children. Based
on regression resultE not reported here, the two vari-
ables, race and working mother,,have largely independ-

- ent effetts on preferences for paid employment.

these two variables are much less clearly related
to,preferences for pa4.d employment by a wife without
children, although blacks are again less likely to
favoi none or half-time employment by such a wife than
are wLites.

Self-reported ability, college plans, and politi-
cal orientation show generally weaker effects on
lpreferences for paid employment"of wives than race and
'working ilother, but most of the relationships are in
the expected direction; i.e., respondents with higher
ability, college plans,,and a more liberal political
orientation are a bit more likely to prefer employment
by a wife, whether with or without children. A curious
exception is observed for males' preferences concerning
paid employment of,mothers. In this case, males'
abilities and their educational aspirations are nega-
tively related to acceptance of employment.

This latter observation points to an interesting
interaction of sex with ability and eduztional plans.
Female seniors' preferences for the /rife's employment
if no children are assumed to be present are positively
related to abilities and educational plans--probably
reflecting effects of career aspirations--but less of a
relationship is found for the situation where children
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are present. In other words, only when no children are
, present do higher career "aspirations among young women

translate into a preference for working. Among male
,seniors, on the ether hand, abilities and educational
plans are related only to preferences for paid employ-
ment of wives with children, while little relationship
is noticeable for employment of wives without children.
In this case, however, the relationship is actually
negative. We interpret this finding as reflecting the
more able males' greater sensitivity to the welfare of
ithildreni-a-concern which is not counterbalahced by
their higher tendency toWaid-S-A-ereer, as-in the_case_
of females. On the contrary, by assuming a more

. traditional attitude they may be protecting their own
occupational strivings from being curtailed by child
car'e duties.

DIVISION OF CHILDCARE AND HOUSEWORK
4

Two questions directly dealing with child care
were included in the set of division,=ef'-labor ques-
t,kons. Consider first the preferences for child care
arrangements for a couple in which only the husband is
employed, as shown in Figure 4-3. In this particular
family situation,- equal responsibility for child care
is the most often desired alternative (35%) and is
rejected by'almost none (6%). The mother handling all
of the child care responsibilities is judged-as
desirable-by only a few (11%) and as unacceptable by a
goodly number (31%). These findings may seem somewhat
surprising in that they suggest that the husband should
share child care responsibilities equally with his
wife, in addition to having a full-time job. However,
it may be that "child care" is understood in less in-

, clusime terms by many seniors than the entire range of
, chores of keepihg children fed, dressed, changed, and
supervised. Respondents may be thinking primarily in
terms of time spent in activeinteraction with children
or of the time when both parents can be home. If this
were the case, the equally shared involvement of a
full-time employed husband and non-employed wife might
seem more understandable. Ex post facto, we can only
suggest that the dimension of child care as used in
this set of,questions may be somewhat less precise in
its meaning than the dimension of paid employment. 'Al-
together, however, it appears safe to conclude from
these data that seniors do not believe that a father,is
relieMed of child care responsibilities by virtue of
beingflihe sole breadwinner in the family.



Consider next the situation of the working couple,
as shown in Figure 4-4. Since this situation deals
with the division of child care on evenings and on
weekends only, a substantial involvement'of a working
parent is more feasible than where day-to-day child
care is concerned. The difference in the preferences
for equal ddvision between this and the previous set of

questions may thus partly reflect a difference in
feasibility rather than in actual preference;
therefore, direct comparison between the two sets of
items is not-attempted. The preference for equal divi-
sion of child care is even more strong in this situa-
tion, probably -reflecting the effect of an equity norm.
In contrast, all the remaining alternatives defining an
unequai sh&td-of7child-care a_r_e_rated desirable by only
a small minority that in no case exceedilirpercenti-----
though more rate them as at least somewhat acceptable.
Note, however, that among the unequal arrangements,

__somewhat hiqherpercentages of seniors are tolerant of
a division in which the wiTe-haa-a-disproportionate-
responsibility for the children than one in which the
husband does. _

In,contrast to division of-% child care, arrange-
ments for the division of housework were rated only for
a couple in which both partners are working full-
time.'

The general pattern of views about a working
couple sharing housework is fairly similar to the pat-
tern of views about a working couple sharing child care
(Figure 4-5). .The equal division of housework is
clearly the preferred arrangement, and females favor it
more strongly than males. However, where housework is
concerned, there is not as strong a preferz:nce for an
equal division as there is in the case of child care.
It may be that seniors perceive theoequal contribution
of both partners as less critical for the outcome,of
housework than for the outcome of child care.

Trends

Rather little systematic change has occurred in
preferences for housework and child care (Tables 4-1.3
through-4-1,5), although whatever trends there are
point again in an egalitarian direction: equal sharing
of housework and child care has become slightly more

'A set of questions on housework for a couple in

which only the husband works was included in the Long
Form questionnaire and will be included in analysis
reported below.
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acceptable or desirable to seniors when they think
about their prospective marriages.

Background Characteristics

The pattern of correlates for the preferences for
division of housework and child,care (see Tables 4-2.3
through 4-2.5) can be summarized rather briefly. The
most consistent correlations of equal involvement are
grades, self-reported academic abilities, and college
plans. These relationships are moderate for females
and somewhat weaker for males. In addition, females
with a more liberal-radical political orientation or
with less religious commitment also tend to favor
shared division of duties. In sum, the pattern for
female respondents seems to parallel the correlations
observed for division of paid work betweena husband
and wife without children, while for males the
relationships are-much-weakez,--

INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
PREFERENCES: A SET OF INDICES

In addition to the analyses reported above we
have'conducted extensive investigations on the intrain-
dividual patte/rning of these ratings (Herzog, Bachman,
and Johnston, 197,9). These investigations have con-
vinced us that the respondents are in fact using the
set of variables for each specific duty and family
situation in a systematic and logical fashion. The
most typical respondent rates one arrangement as
desirable, and rates the next most similar arrangements
(those adjacent orrthe continuum) as acceptable or
somewhat acceptable. It thus appears that the set of
variables ds used more or less like a scale ranging
from an entirely sex-segregated over a somewhat shared
to an entirely egalitarian arrangement.

It seems, therefore, that a composite index
ranging from a sex-segregated to a shared arrangement
for each-family duty_and family situation might capture
the major information contained in these ratings.
Since the two sex-reversed arrangements are rated as
acceptable or desirable by extremely few seniors and
since they would complicate the unidimensionality of
the scale, they were not included in the indices to be
presented below.
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The indicesare based upon the six sets of three
questions referring to division of paid work, child
care, and housework. In order to capture each respond-
ent's "central" tendency for each set of questions, the
three items ih each set are assigned continuous values
starting with "1" for the most traditional or sex-
segregated arrangement and ending with "3" for the
shared or egalitarian arrangement. These values are
then multiplied by the degree of acceptability assigned
to each (i.e., not at all acceptable = 0, somewhat ac-
ceptable = 1, acceptable = 2, and desirable = 3). When
the sum of these multiplied values is divided by the
sum of the acceptability ratings (ranging from 0 to 9),
values ranging between 1 and 3 result, which represent
the respondent's locatidn on the dimension from
traditional to shared division of labor independent of
his/her general level of acceptability of all the ar-
'rangements. Respondents whojiad either rated all of
the arrangements as "not at all acceptable" (i.e., sum
of acceptability ratings = 0) or all of them as
"desirablew-Ti.e., sum of-rat-tags 9Y-were-deleted
from the index, since those respondents did not, in
fact, make a choice. (Only one to three percent of all
the respondents were excluded on this basis.)

Means for the six indices as well as item-index
correlations based on the Long Form data are given in
Table 4-3. They suggest that the indices reflect quite
closely the patterns of results observed by more
detailed analyses. In particular, they replicate the
findings reported earlier of (a) a shift toward more
traditional attitudes on division of paid work when
preschool children are added to the family situation,
and°(b) consistently more conservative attitudes of the
male than the female seniors.

The six indices relate quite predictably to
their components (as this was built into their con-
struction). They are negatively correlated with the
Araditional/conservative items and positively with the
egalitarian items. Most interestingly, half-time work
by a wife relates negatively (in the case of female
respondents) or not at all (in the case of males)-to
the index on division of paid work when the questions
deal with a_couple having no children, but positively -

when the questions concern parents of preschool
children. In other words, half-time work by the wife
is part of the liberal orientation when she has
children but part of the conservative orientation when
she doesn't.

As shown in Table 4-3, the six indices are also
related in a systematic fashion to each other. The two
indices.on division of paid work are correlated at ap-
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proximately .35, but at lower levels to the four in-

dices of division of housework and child care, which.in

turn are highly related among each other. This finding

implies that despite the overall shifts in preferences

that occur according to the family situation that is

assumed, general orientations about the division of

labor among the couple persist within duties outside

the home and within duties inside the home. At the

same time, there is much lesi carry-over between duties

within and duties outside of thehome.

In order to facilitate multivariate analyses in

later chapters, we have combined the two indices
referring to division of paid work into one overall in-

dex and the four indices referring to division of

housework and child care into another overall index.

These two indices--labeled as "Division of Paid Work"

and "Division of Home Duties"--are also included in the

table.

THE. EFFECT OF SEX ROLE ATTITUDES ON
PREFERENCES FOR DIVISION OF LABOR

As suggested by the previous sets of analyses,

the background factors do not provide much insight into

why young people prefer different arrangements for the

division of labor in their own prospective families.

Most likely, these preferences are more influenced by

general attitudes about the roles of the sexes than by

the background characteristics examined before. We

therefore examine next theseffect of the sex role at-

titudes, described in the previous chapter, on
preferences for the division of labor. The analyses

reported in this section are be-Ved-exclusively on-the

Long Form data since they utilize variables which were

contained in different questionnaire forms in the

Monitoring the Future study.

Among the sex role attitude indices, the index of

traditional §ex role attitudes is quite strongly re-

lated to preferences for the-division of labor; the

aveaage correlations between the traditional sex role

index and the six division of labor indices is r = -.34

for females, r =_ -.27 for males. This relationship

was, of coufW, expected since the.index of traditional

sex role attitudes iv composed of items dealing largely

with the-definition of the roles of husband and wife.

Interestingly, the personal preferences regarding child

care and housework are further related to the attitudes

about.equal opportunities for women, although these
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correlations are weaker than the previous ones (i.e.,
average correlation coefficient for females is r = .21,
for males r = .22). In othet words, young men and
women who support egalitarian treatment of the sexes in
the public arena,appear more likely to prefer
egalitarian arrangements for taking care of their
duties at home.

Since the two sex role attitude indices--
traditional sex role attitudes and equal
opportunities--are negatively related to each other, as
demonstrated in the previous chapter, it is likely that
their relationships with division of labor preferences
are somewhat overlapping. This possibility needs to be
tested in a multivariate analysis in which both of
these attitudes are simultaneously used as predictors
of any division of labor preference. Moreover, the
relationships may also be influenced by one or more
prior causal factors that are shared.

In order to explore these several possibilities,
a number ofmultipleregression analyses-wereperiormed

---predictingseparately to each index of preferences for
division of labor. A first-tetOfTregression-analyses
includes as predictors only the baCkground factors that
were already discussed in this chapter. In fact, we
included only a subset of these background ,factors, the
ones that produced bivariate correlations of .10 or
higher (for males and/or females) in the Monitoring the
Future analyses.2 This set of regressions serves to
check effects of background factors in the Long Form
data and to incorporate them into a multivariate
framework.

20ne other restriction in the use of background
factors es pre4ic_tors should be noted here. If we had
used any combination of the Academic Ability Measure,
Grades, and College Plans as joint predictors; the
results could have been misleading. Since these three
variables are highly intercorrelated, the multiple
regression procedure might have "split up" their shared
predictive value with the result that three small
separate "effects" would appear rather than one larger
relationship. In order to deal with this problem, we
built a variable termed "Academic Ability Composite,"
which is a mean of'Grades and Academic Ability (with
both variables standardized). Also, whenever the Col-
lege Plans variable was included among the predictors
it was added as a separate step so that the impact of
the Academic Ability Composite could be examined in-
dependent of College Plans.



A second set of regressions includes as predictors
the three sex role attitude indices, in addition to the
background factors included in the previous regression
equations. These latter regression analyses permit us
to examine the effects of each of the three sex role
attitude indices, after the effects of the background
factors' and the other two sex role indices have been
controlled. The standardized regression coefficieneSN,
from these analyses and the proportion of variance ex- N,
plained'--along with bivariate coefficients--are
presented in Tables 4-4.1 through 4-4.54

While traditional sex role attitudes retain a
strong and statistically signifitant effect on
preferences for the diviSion of labor after controls
have been implemented, this is not the case for the at-
titudes about equal opportunities for women. The coef-
ficients associated with the latter index are redUced
substantially when controls are introduced. Thus at-
titudes about equality of opportunities explain little
if any.thin%more about preferences than is already ex-
plained by the index of traditional sex role attitudes
and relevant background-factors. -

third sex role attitude index--importance of
parenting--relates nega Ively-t-o-pre-ferences for paid
work among young women, and positively to piifiiifite-e--
for equal sharing of child care. None of these
relationships is very strong, however.

In sum, the data from the Long Form suggest that
l'oung men's and women's attitudes about family and work
roles.and the ways that those roles should be divided
up between the sexes are directly and consistently re-
lated to the preferences that these young people have
formed with respect to their own divisions of labor
when they are married.

'The proportion of variance explained by the
predictors was corrected for degrees of freedom..

'Only five indices for division-of-labor
preferences were examined, since relevant Monitoring
the Future data were available for only those five in-
dices.

°The significance calculations are based on an
estimated design effect of 2. For rationale see Chap-
ter 2.
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SUMMARY

Several general themes seem to emerge from the
data as discussed above.

A Preference for Egalitarianism Within Limits

The first three alternatives which respondents
rated for each family situation can be regarded as
spannin9 the range from traditionally sex-segregated to
shared arrangements. From this perspective high school
seniors appear quite open to sharing family respon-
sibilities between the partners. Specifically, most of
them would accept or even desire that a wife par-
ticipate full-time or half-time in peid employment if
she has no children; and even assuming the presence of
young children, quite a few seniors rate half-time work
by the mother as at least acceptable. The seniors
react in an even more egalitarian fashion where child
care and household duties are concerned. This focus is

--particularly_ clear for the family situation where the
wife is assumed to have a ftilFtime-jobT-but-it -is-also
evident for child care when the mother has no outside

-------employmentoreover, these preferences reflect some
11 but signifft-laaftsrtowards shared arrange-

ments since S.767---For-paid_wPrAjn particular, the
largest shifts are in the directi6K-61-both-sp
working full-time, where a couple without children Ls_
concerned, and in the direction of half-time work by,
the wife, where pre-school children are present.

Although we have identified considerable support,
for egalitarian arrangements, we must add that the data
by no means reflect a complete abandonment of the sex-
segregated role distinctions. Most notably, the ac-
ceptable options for paid work of wives without
children include don-emploYment ard half-time employ-
ment, as well as full-time employment. In other words,
there are still many seniors who prefer a wife who
works half-time or not at all over one who holds a
full-time job. Moreover, if the couple is assumed to
have pre-school children, the wife is very clearly the
one who ii expected to drop out of the labor force or
to change to part-time work in order to attend to the
children. Although the preferences,for child care ex-
hibit a strong focus on the egaliiarian alternative,
considerable numbers of seniors would still find it at
least somewhat acceptable if the wife were responsible
for all or most of the child care.
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Some apparent contradictions in the data further
suggest that what appears to be a preference for
egalitarianism may actually.hide a more subtle form of
traditionalism. Consider the following juxtaposition
of findings: if the preferences of most seniors for an
equal division of child care is taken as a valid find-
ing, not just a wording artifact, then it seems incon-
sistent with the finding that most prefer the woman to
stay home with.her young children.' If half of the
child care really were to be done by the husband, the
wife would be freed for paid work. It would then ap-
pear inconsistent that a husband should still have to,
work full-time, since the wife's economic contribution
could presumably lighten his obligation. Further,
having only a part-time job would Iree the husband to
do his share of the child care.

We offer'the following interpretation of these ap-
parent contradicktions: there is, on one hand, a tenden-
cy towards shartag of-duties between marital partners; -

on the other hand, however, the final responsibility is
still seen as resting with the one partner who
traditionally held that particular duty. Thus, a hus-
band's help in child care is veny welcome evep to a
point of equal,involvement with the wife; but the final
responsibility still rests with the wife, and it is the
wife who will be blamed if any insufficiencies with
regard to child care would develoP (Kellerman and Katz,
1978). By the same token, the involvemeht of a woman
in paid work is widely accepted; but it is still the

--husband who is likely to be held accountable if
economic support 161.thefamily_is not adequate.

Small Children Change Things--For fhe Wife

The presence of preschool children drastically af-
fects the preference pattern for women's work. For the
couple with no children, half-time or full-time work
for the wife seems acceptable or even desirable tc4 a
considerable proportion of seniors. On the other hand,
when a couple has one or more pre-school children,
having the wife refrain from working seems desirable to
almost half of the seniors and is at least somewhat ac-

,, ceptable to virtually all of them. In clear contrast
N to the effect on women's work patterns, preferences for

Nrien's work are very little affected hy the presence of
koung children. In each case, less than full-time
em0-oyment meets with little acceptance.

.
0 e,rall, the findings are impressive in.their

strengthAnd quality; despite the observed tendenCies
toward shaeed responsibilities (including more equal
sharing of chi4d care)I the arrival of children affects
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only the preference pattern for the wife's work.
Moreover, these views are shared by male and female
seniors, pointing to a general agreement about the dif-
ferential modifiability of work patterns with the ad-
vent of children.

-More.Flexibility-for-the Wife than-the Husband

Viewed from a slightly, different angle, preferen-
ces regardinTthe male and the female work roles differ
greatly in latitude or flexibility. We have noted
before that for childless wives, full-time, half-time,
or no employment are all rated at least somewhat ac=
ceptable by over 72 percent of the seniors. For wlves
with young children the elternatives are more limited;
no employment or half-time employment are the,only
widely accepted arrangements. However, a completely
different picture emergeO:for the husband. In his
ease, cmly full-time work is preferred, while accep-
tability (in terms of at least "somewhat acceptable")
infrequently exceeds 40 percent for all the part-time
Alternatives. Overall, there is an impressive lack of
flexibility in the way the husband's employment respon-
sibilities are viewed- by both male and female seniors.
Also, and thii is particularly remarkable in this age
of changing sex roles, no significant change in
preferences regarding the husband's role has been
registered during the Zest five years.

Little Interest in Sex Role Reversal

In general, we have found few seniors who rate sex
role reversed arrangements as desirable or even
acceptable--a settern which-has -motchanged--eppreciably
from,1976 to 1980. Substantial majorities of the
seniors would find it unacceptable for the husband of a
ehildlese couple to work half-time (62%) or not work at
all'(84%), even if his wife worked full-time and
thereby contributed considerably to their economic sup-
port. Similarly, for a couple with preschool children,
the great majority reject the option of the husband
working less than the wife, even though it might
reasonably be argued that the children would benefit
from having their father spend more time at home. Fur-
thermore, sex role reversal is no more weacome where
child care and housework are concerned; over half of
both male and female seniors reject-as unacceptable any
situation in which the husband does more thanan equal
share under any of the circumstances covered in the
questionnaire, and fewer than 3 percent rate any such
situation as desirable.
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Sex Differences in Preference Patterns

As Wown in the figures and quantitatively'sum-
marized in Tables 4-1.1 through 4-1.5, sex differences
that are notable ate qpite consistent. Fewer female
than male seniors are traditional in their preferences
concerning particiahT arrangements for allocating
various types of family responsibilities between them-
selves and their future husbands while more females
than males favor egalitarian arrangements.

The consistent tendency for males to be somewhat
more conservative, on the average, confirms other
reports of more traditional sex role attitudes in males
than in females (Angrist, Mickelsen, and Penne, 1977;
Osmond hnd Martin, 1975). Nevertheless, it seems to us
that the level of sex differences observed in our data
are not pronounced enouth to predict widespread and
fundamental disagreement between the sexes,about the
proper roles for husbands dnd wives, especially when we
consider that most respondents report that Several dif-
ferent arrangements would be at-least somewhat accepta-
ble.

Other Correlates of Preference Patterns

. Above average support-for working wives as well as
equally shared ',child care and housework is evident
among-female respondents who report high academic
ability, those with college plans, and those with

-liberst-palitical-beliels,Although_the relationships
are not strong, they are consistent with hypotheseS--
formulated on the basis of previous research.

In contrast to-the females, young men show some-
what less clear pattetns of correlation. This sUggests
that men's abilities, attitudes, and ideologies bear a
less uniform relationship to theit preferences for the
division of tasks between spouses. It appears indeed
quite plausible ihat sex role preferences would be less
well linked with men's attitudinal structure and with
their'life styles, since variation in sex role defini-
tion has less bearing on men's lives or, at least, such
bearing is less commonly recognized by the seniors.

Two unique and reasonably strong predictors are
observed whete the diVision of paid work for a couple
with young children is concerned: respondents who are
black and respondents who have had a working mother
themselves are more likely to respond positively to the
employment of a mother with 'young children. Thus,
while personal ambitions and attitudes appear to in-
_fluence intentions for labor force participation among
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young women, the piesumed presence of preschool
children in their future family weakens the effect of
those very variables and equalizes intended labOr force
participation. The only variables which noticeably in-
crease preferences for a working wife under the latter
circumstances deal with directly relevant experiences--
the examples a working mothers or otherwise self-
supporting women, which abound in the black community.
Interestingly, the example of the working mother has a
positive effect on the preferences of young men as well
as young women. This finding suggests that the effect
should be understood in'a broad sense as disOlaying a
viable lifestyle or as a setting of norms rather than
in the more narrow sensexif providing a model for the
same-sexed child.

In addition to background factors, preferences
are very clearly influenced by traditional sex role at-
titudes. Young men and women with traditional at-
titudes are more likely than those with non-traditional
views.,to prefer sex-segregated arrangements for their
own marriages.
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Table 4-1.1

Preferred 01vIeIon or Peld Work of a Couple without ChIldren: OistrTbutIons and Trend/

i

,

080 Percentage DIstrIbutIons 1976-1980 Trends nd Sex OIT eeee nee,

vi
Not at

ell mc-
ceptable

Somewhat
accept-
nble

Accept-
able

Oeslr-
able

Weans
' Zero-order

correlation
coeffIclents,

Trend 'Sex
111 121 131 II) 19118 1977 1978 1979 1980

Imeglrel you are marrled and hav
no chIldren. How would you fool
about each of the followIng
,worklng arrangrxents7 . ...

NUeband work. /01-time M: 16.0 30.8 40.8 12.6 2 55 2.54 2.51 2.69 2.50 -.02

Ulf. dbesn't work F: 38.6 34.8 22.5 4.1 1.98 1.96 1.92 1.89 1.92 -.03 -.31

HOeben$ works full-tlook II: 2.5.. 18.2 60.7 18.5 2.93 2.69 2.83 2.9$ 2.95 .00

WIli works about /*till-time F! 4.9 26.2 52.5 18.9 2.89 2.84 2.85 2.82 2.86 -.02 -.07

80th work full-time /6: 19.4 22.9 60.9 18.9 2.39 2.63 2.43 2.50 2.55 ,OS

F: 11.6 16.6 46.0 25.6 2.75 2.80 2.86 2.95 2.86 .05 .19

..

Both work about holt-time /6: 47.1 27.9 17.4 7.5 1.83 1.81 1.78 1.72 1.85 .00

F: 48.5 28.6 16,2 6.7 1.89 i.SQ 1:85 1.76 1.81 -.03 .01

Hueband works *bout halt-time M: $4.0 18.5 12.1 4.4 1.47 1.49 1.51 1.45 1.56 .02

elf eeeee full-tIme F: 59,5 25.5 V3.3 1.6 1.52 1.57 1.55 1.52 1.57' .01 .03

Husband doesn't work /6: 83.0 7.6 4.7 6.8 1.27 1.29 1.30 1.23 1.31 .00

Mlle worke Tull-tIme F: 84.6 9.8 3.8 1.7 1.23 1.23 1.23 1.19 1.23 -.01 -.04

DATA' ist
1.e5 1.9$ 1.11$ 1.95 2.00 .06

1fIrt 3 items above) F: 2.19 2.21 2.24 2.28 2.23 .05 .32

'For description of the index formatIon. sew 11141.

'For an explanation of these,coefficients. see Chapter 2.

A



Table 4-1.2

Preferred Division of Paid Work of Couple 11.1th Preichool Children: 01-trlbutIons end Trends

9

1880 Percentage Distributhms 1474-1480 frendl end Sew Olfferencell

Net et
ell ec-
ceptsible

Somewhat
accept-
abl

Accept-, Desir-
able ble

means
' Zero-order
correletlon
cpuffOcientse

(/) 42/ 43/ 441 1574 1477 1478 1975 1440- (tend Sew

lowelme you ere merried and
hove one or more pre-school
children. How would you fl
ebOUt ach of the
fo$10wing working rrangements?

MUsband works ull-thee 14: 8.8 12.8 34.1 44.1 3.32 3.24 3.18 3.18 3.18 -.04
Wife doesn't work F: i0.4 17.4 37.4 34.2 3.12 3.02 2.44 2.49 '2.84 -.OS -.12

HUsbend works full-time 11: 14,7 24.4 44.4 10.8 2.32 2.38 2.47 2.90 2.92 .04

Wife works shout half-time F: 8.2 27.4 48.4 15.4 2.54 2.44 2.44 2..73 2.72 .011 .13

Seth work full-time 11: 45.4 11.3 11.0 11.2 1,42 1,43 1.44 1.90 1.98 .04

F: 41,4 20.1 13.2 5,2 1.44 1.93 1.93 1.53 1.42 .06 .03

Both work *bout half-time II: 51.8 28.4 13,4 4.0 1.48 1.44 1.47 1.44 (.14 .02
I: 45.8 29.4 15.4 4.3 1.71 1,74 1.74 1.72 : 1.75 -.00 .04

NUalland works about helf-time 41: 72.2 17.1 7,8 2.8 1 32 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.41 .01
Wife works full-time F: 71.7 18.7 7.7 1.5 1.31 1.39 1.34 1.38 1.40 .04 .00

HUsband dOesn't work 0: 74.4 8.3 7.4 3.7 1.24 1.32 1.28 1 27 1.39 .02
Wife works.full-time F: 81.2 10.2 5.4 2.7 1.21 1.24 1.24 1.27 1 30 .01 -,02

India. 107 1.44 1.44 1.92 1.54 1,57 .09
iffra/ 3 items above) F: 1 56 1.60, 1.62 1.62 1.44 .00 ,12

'For descrIption of the indew formation. sae teat.

'For an ',planation of those coefficfents, see Chapter 2.

I



table 4-1,2_
d-

PrAferrod Division of Child Care When the Nusbamd Works: Distributions Snd trend,

.

'

.

isno nrcentngo DistribUtions 1976-19110 Trends end Sex Difference%

-Not at
all'ac-
ceptable

(1)

'

Somewhat
Accept-
eble
(2)

Accept-
:able

(3)

Delir-
able
f4/

t

1976 1977

'Mean!

1978 1979 1990

Zero-order
correlatfon

coefficients,

Trend Sgs

InegIne yea are married and hav
one or'more pre-school children.
Imitetne lso that the husband is
working full-time and the mite
does not have n Job outside the
home. Nbw would you feel about
ach of these arrangements for
the day-to-day core of
the children7

.
,

. .

tiffs &Pee ell child care
,

Wife doss most sf it
0

90111 de it equally

Nusbend does most of it

NUsband dens ell of it

Index,
ifIrst 2 items obovel

n:
F:

M:
F:

M:
F:

M:
F:

II:

F.:

14:

F:

.

26.9
35.4

OA
'9.5

6.9
5.2

St.11
56.5

66.5
90.0

,

,

29.7
30.6

29.7
30.0

22.4
12,2

.

36.4
32.3

6.3
7.3

.,

,

26.6
°26 5

45:0
44.6

40.2
37.2

6.3
7.1

24
I.4

14.6
7 4

16.7
ISA

30.0
32.1

2.7
2.1

2.9
1.3

.

2.35
2.13

2.76
2.76

2., 66

3.04

1.55
E.42

1.19
1.12

2.15
2.73

-'

2.27
2.06

2.74
2.71

2.92
3.09

1.56
1.49

1.21
1.14

2.16
2.26

.

2.27
2.10

2.75
2.69

2.94
3.11

1.55
1.49

1.19
t,15

2.19
2.26

2.32
.7.06

2.74-
2.72

2.94
3.14

1.59
1.52

1.19
1.12

2.17
2.27

2.21
205

2.76
2.67

2.94
2210

1.62
1.52

1.22
1.14-

2.16
2.27

-.02 .

-,.02

-.01
-.02

.02

.02

.

.03

.05

.01

.01

.02

.04

,

-.12

-.03

.10

-.06

-.06

.11

,For dosciiptinn of the Index formation. xne text.

.rer'Sn xplanetion of teso coefficionts. Sett Cheptor 2.

rt
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" Table 4 1.4-

Preferred Division of Child Ogre When loth Spouses Work: Distributions and Trends

.16410 Prcentage Olotributions 1976,-1980 TrendO and S. Differences

Not et
ill ec-
ceptable

(1)

Somewhat
accept-
able
(2)

Accept- Dealr,
able able
(3) 141 1876.. 1677

Peens

1976 1979 1960

-Zero-order
correlation
coefficients*

Trend Sew

Imegine you are-YerriedLand-
have one or more pre-school
Children and both yoU and yOur
epotoke work full-time. New
would you fillei about een of
these rrargeilente fo thy
day-to-day care of the
child(ren) ffr working hours
ond on weekends?

a
.

Wife deem 4111 chlld care N. 57.2 25.7 9.9 7.2 I.es 1.71 1.70 1.87 ,01

F: 70.7 18.0. 9.4 1.9 1.42 1.47 1.36 1.1, -.01 -.16

Wife dove poet of It MI; 17.7 44.1 21.3 6.6 2.04 2.09 2.03 2.07 .01

F: 32.1 .42.9 20.6 .4.4 1.91 2.02 1.89 1,97 .00 -.06

Both do Ot equally, M: 4.11 17.2 37.8 40.3 2.94 3.10 3.05 . 2.14 .06

V: 1.4 6.7 24.1 65.8 9.32 3.42 3.35 2.54 .06 .21

NUeband doge most of It
.
N 50.6 35.6 11.0 2,5 1.57 1.58 1.59 1.65 .04

.

F: 52.7
.

36.6 9.1 1.6 1.49 1.53 1.50 1.60 ..04 -.OS

nisehand'dbea all of It ill: 63.2 10.6
.

4.0' 4.1 1.28 1.24' 1.27 '1.25'. -,01 -

F: 86.6 9.2 3.6 1.6 1.18 1.9 1.16 1.21 .01 -.OS

_

Index' 111:

. 2.45 2.47 2.47 2.46 .02

(first 2 Items Reeve) 1: 2.61 2.59 2.63 2.62 .02 . 7

'Items not Included In 1976 survey Instrument.

'for description of Index-formation. moo text.

'for en explain/rotten of these coefficients. see Chapter 2.

1'2,4



table 4-1.5

Pr eeeee ed Division of'Housework When 60th Spouses Work: OistrlbutIone and trends

-

19110-Percentage 01(itrIbutions 1976-1960.Trends and Sex Differendes

Nbt at
al1 cc:-
ceptahle

117

Somewhat
accept-
able
(7)

_

Accept- Des1r7
able able
(3) 141

.

1976. 1977 1976 1979 1960

24a,o-order
correletlon

coeffIclental

trend Sex .

Imagine both you and your
spouse ere worelno full-timm.- .

Hem would you feel about toech
of these rraegemente For
doing things llke cook1no.
cleaning and _laundry/

.

_ .

81441 does ell cooking IC 39.2 '...29.5 20.2 11.0 2.07 2.11 2.02 2.03 -.02
cleanIno end laundry F: 56.5 23.4 16.0 4.0 . 1..73 1.72 1:71 1.66 -.03 -.17

Wife dftes most of it 1 111: 20.2 37.0 34.6 11.5 u2.32 2.24 2.26 2.35 .00 .

F: 26.7 317.4 26.6 6.1 7.12 2.22 2.10 2.16 .00 -.08

Both do.it 4101.11011i 41' 6.2- 24.6 37.4 29.6 . 2.73 2.11 2.66 2.6U .05
F: 4.1 11.9 27.9 56.1 3.17 3.27 3.15 3.36 .06 .21

.

.

Ousband'does most of it 01: 61.2 29.0 7.8 2.0 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.51 .01.
F: 60.4 79

i
5 7.6 2.3 1.48 1.44 1.45 1.52, .02 -.01

Husband does ell of lt NI 66.1 6.6 3.5 1.7' 1.23 1.20 1.24 1.19 -.02
F: 66.7 6.3 2.6 2.2 1.17 1.17 1.19 1.21 .02 -0.3

Index' 14:
..

2.25 2.28 2.32 2.29 A03

(fIrst 3 Items above) F: 2.45, 2.44 2.45 2.49 .64 .19

.11ems not-1ncluded in 1976 survey instrument.

`For descrlptlon of index format1on. see text.

-Ifo an explanation of these.coeffIctents, see Chapter 7.

(-)
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table 4-2.1

Preferred Division of /old Work of a Couple Without Chilaron: tfticts of flackpround ChAractaristice

Fero-Order Correlation Coefficients
.

_

MOttliste

Oece

liv live
with. wfth

laather Father
Polit.
Orient

. -

1WFilh, nor Mother Orbanl- Acad.
Worked Ef'v. Echos. city : Abilltv

Coif.
Credits Piens

iteligrOstinc
Commit Freq.

Correttion
Coefficient's

,

Worried. no child:

MUSband work FT
wife not

NUOband work FT
wife holt-tgme

!loth work Ft

lft!
ti- items *bowl

04
f!

111:

W:
f:

111;

r

-A,
-.00

-.14
;.-16

.05
-.07

'13
.05

.

. .0,

. .04
.

:OS - - .06
.04 ,07

.02 -410

.02 ,01 ..
7

,

..00 -.02
.01 -.03

-.10
. -%10

-.01
-.05

,OS
.07

, ..12

.12

.

-.Of
-.OS

.06
, .02

.04 '

.07

.06

.00

-

-.03
-.07

.06

.01

.041

.09

-.06

.10

-.07
--.00

.05
-.05

.05

.02

.08

.001

. -

.02
-,07

-.02 '.

.

.

.06
19

.04
AG

_

.04 : -.03
-.04 - .1..11

.09 .00

.03"-.06

.07 10
16 .14

.04 AO

.10 .17

-.07
-.10

_

-.01
-.08

.09

.07

.10

.12

_

.06

.07

.00

.06

-.06
--.06

-.07
-.OS

301
.01

.00
... .05

-.01
-.01

-.01
-.03

_

7 .

.21

.21

.I8

.31.'

.f6
.25-

.24
.27

,



Table 4-2.2

Preferred Division of Paid Work of Cowie with Preschool Children: Effects pr Background CherecteristIcs

_

.
..

.
.

7oro-Order Corrlation Coefficients

eace

Liv
with

010her

Live
with

Father
Mother Father-Mother Urbeni- Aced.
Worked Educ. Edit. cite Ability

.

Oradea
Coll. Polit. Selig. Dating
Plens Orient Commit freq.

.

Multiple
Correlation
Coefficients

Siert. with pre-
schOo1-child

MOSbend work PT
wife not

-
NOWbend work FT
wife half-tine

Soth work fT

'WIZ
-13 items-ebove1

_

011!

r:

M!
1'7

M:
F_
0.

r

-

-.27.
7_29

.04
-.02

.19

.22

.25

.29

.09
,.07

.00
-.01

,

-.04
-.00

-.07
-.04

, 11- _

.12
._

-.02
-.01

-.OS
-.00

-.09-
-.11

-17
.

.

.
-.18

.14
.09

.17

.17

.22
.2.2

_

.09

.06

Ali
-.01

-.OS
-.09

-.OS
-.07

.07

.04

.04

.01-

-.OS
-.09

-.03
'-.04

.04
-.03

-.02
-.04

-.10
-.09

-.09
-.02

.04

.09

-.04
-.04

,-.03
-.03

-.OW
-.07

.17

.07

.02

.02

-.13
-.03

,

-.13
-.02

.111

.10

.03

.02

-Aqms

-.OS

-.09
-.06

.11
-.02

.04

.03

-.OS
.00

-.OS
.03

-.04
-.10

.03

.02

.02

.03

.04
,07

-.01
.02

.00

.01

.03

.00

.02
-.01

.33

.34

.10

.12

.27

.27
.

.33

.3S

12
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Tabl 4-2.3

1Prirrerriel-trhyre-ton-or-ehi-119-Care-When-the--ktusband-wartecte of Background Charecterfetfce

.

.

2ero-Order Correiation Coefficients

Multiple
Correlation
Coert1ciente

Wee.

live
with

Mother

LIVe
with Mother Father Mother Urbanl- Acad.

rather Worked cduc. EdUc. city ability Oradea
Coll. Polit. Itellp. Outing
Plane Orient Commit frq.

,
.

Husband work FT
wire not:

-

elf,/ does ell N: .01 .00 -.02 -.01 -.02 -.04 -.02 -.04 -.OS -.04 .00 -.04 .01 .03

childcare : 11: .003 =.03. -.02 -.01 -.OS -.00 -.OS -.OS -.OS -.OS -..011 .03 .03 .16

Wife *MS most N: ...10 .03 .04 -.04 .07 .09 .01 .11. .07 .04 -.02 -.03 .00 .19

ot it V: -.13 .02 .04 -.06 .04 .03 -.03 .10 00 .04 -.07 _OS .04 .111

Moth do It equally NO -.041 .03 .02 .00 .09 .06 .03 .06 .011 .07 .04 .05 .00 .13

-,..
r: -.10 .03 .04 .00 .03 .04 .02 .06 .06 .02 .03 -.OS -.01 .12

kg!! MI -.OS .01 .03 .01 .013 .07 .04 .06-, .06 .011 .02 .06 -.01 .11

13-lieme above) r. -.07 .02 .03 .00 .00 .011 .05 .07 .05 .06 .07 -.OS -.04 .115

1



Tablif 4-2.4

Preferred Division of Child Care when Moth Spouses Mork: Effects of Ilackground Character s co

2ero-Order Correlation Coefficients

Multiple
Correlation
CoefficientsRace

Live
with

Mother

Live'
with

Father

.

.11other Father Mother Debani- Aced.
Wbrked'EdUc. EdUc. city Ability Grackle

.

Coll. Polit. Relig. Dating
Plano Orient Commit Freq.

,

lioth work VT: ,

'

IfIfe does .00 -.03 '.01 -.01 -.OS -.02 -.07 -.10 -.00 -.04 -.03 -.04 -.01 .12
ell Childcare f: .041 -.04 -.OS .02 -.11 .-.03 -.04 -.17 -.14 -.14 -.00 .07 .02 .22

Wife does 011: -,02 -.02 .02 -.03 .01 .00 -.04 .00 -.01 -.01 -.03 -.01 -.04 .00
meet of it V: .03 -.03 -.01 .00 -.OS -.04 -.09 -.04 .00 -.07 -.11 .11 .02 .17

Both db it MI -.04 .00 .04 .01 .07 .04 .05 .14 .13 .11 .02 .02 .02 .17
equally FI -.OS .04 .03 -.01 .13 .11 .02 .14 .13 .19 .10 -.02 -.01 .23

IVO! 111! -,01 .03 -.01 .02 .04 .04 .07 .11 .10 .00 .04 .03 .03 .19
13 items above) f: -.07 .00 .04 -:02 .12 .10 .07 .14 .12 .18 .12 -.OS -.02 .24

'Sim, this Item set was not InclUded in 1074 questionnaires'. data shown represent 1977-1000 surveys.



Tees 4-2.9

Preferred Ofvfolon of Housework When Roth Spouses or :
ac_g_i______.s_krond*Charactorlet fess

,

70ro-OrdOr Correfatfon Creficfents

multwo
Correatfon
CoeffIclente

.

Race

llve
wIth
Mother

i'lv .

With Mother father Mbther Urine-
Father Worked tduc. Nam. city

Acad.
Ahllity Cradles

Cell. Peff. liefti Delia;
Plana Orfent Comet freq,

lloth work fY: .

0100 dbes all M!

houlework f:
-.00
.04

.01
-.OS

.04
-.00

-.0,
.03

-.04
-AS

-.04
-,13

-.OS
-.12

-.10
-.14

-.10
*.14

-.07
-.22

-.03
-.14

-.01
.04

-.Of
.04

.13.

.22

IMO dbell M: -.04 .00 .009 -.04 .00 .00 -.03 .03 .00 -.02 -.03 .01 .01 .05

abet of ft i: -.Of -.02 .01 .01 -.07 -.OS -.12 -.02 .01 -.10 -.14 .14 .07 .24

40th db ft equally 0: -.02 .00 .02 .CIS .01 .04 :OS .01 .04 A/ .04 -.03 .02 .11

f: ,00 .03 -.01 .02 AO .09 .07 .ff .04 .03 .ff -.07 -.07 .21

M: .01 .00 -.00 .04 .02 .04 .07 '.09 .04 ' .04 .06 -.02 .01 .14

frIfess above f: -.02 .04 .01 -.01 .13 .13 .12 .17 .12 .20 .01 -.02 -.09 .32

.

,S1nce tells Item set was not Included In 1978 duestfonnalree. data shown represent 1977-1440 surveys.



Table 4-3

Preferred DIvIsion of Labor In tho Faelly: InterrolatIonshIps
Between IndIce and Single Variables.

Irides Index Index
Olv.poId Olv.pald Dp.pald

Work Work Work
no child. prosch.ch. combined

Irides Index
D1v. = ..D1v.

ChIldeare. "ChIldcare.
Husband wk. Couple wk.

incise

-. Div.
HOuseverk.
Husband wk.

--iilii--77---hreose---
Oiv. Hone

Housework, Outline
Couple wk. Conblned

M. F Fs F N F. it F -. M F m F M F M F

Mean 1.92 2.26 1.53 1.62 1.73 1.04 2.t9 2.26 2.29 2.53 2.01 2.01 2.2. 0 2.40 2.16 2.30
Stand. DevlatIon .38 .37 .40 .43 .32 .33 .42 .38 -.43 .40 .42 .41 .43 .42 .31 .30

erodUct-Moment .

Corrlattons:
DIv.Pald VOrk
No children:

.

Hb.full.wf.not -.60 -.77 -.27 -.IV -.58 -59 -.05 :AG' -..07 -.13 -.09 -.10 -.05 -.20 -.11 -.21
Ntrl-fu If .15 -.55 -.07 -.24 ._:03 -.47 .oe -.II .03 -.06 .02 -.07 .03 -.13 .03 -.13
Both full ---,1,......_313_5, .60 -.02 .10 .09 .17 .01 .06 .03 .14 .04 .16

Index (3 Items) .37 .33 Alli---:Te- --Jou- --AO- ---Al06 .05 .11 .07 .21 .10 .22
Prfer.. ,crelld:
Hb.fullwf.not -.22 -.39 -.67 -.71 --.57 -.66 -.04 -.06 .01 -,..04 -.II -.16 .02 -.10 -.07 ---. 12
Hb.full.wf.half ,29 .09 .56 .35 .50 .20 -.01 -.10 -.03 .00 .00 -.02 -.OS :00 -.03 -.09
Both full .29 .22 .83 .82 .66 .67 -.09 -.02 -.10 -.01 -.04 .12 -.II .02 -.12 .03

Indes 13 Items/ .37 .33 .83 .64 -.06 ''.02 -.02 -.02' .01 .11 -.09 .04 -.09 .02

Olv.ChIldcaro , ,

Hb work,: -
101.611 chIldt. -.06 -.17 '-.01 -,01 -.04 -.09

..

-.82 -.82 -.27 -.26 -.40 -.70 -.24 -.23 -.56 -.54
Wf.most .09 -.12 -.10 -.11 -.04 -.14 -.45 -.48 -.12 - 10 -.21 -.26 -.07 -.18 -.31 -.36
Moth equally -.04 .04 -.15 -.05 -.12 -.02 .69 .64 .18. .19 .37 .39 .17 .21 .46 .47

tildes (3 Items) .01 .16 -.06 ,.02 -.ot .08 '.29 .34 .46 .46 .27 .32 .68 .69
Couple works:
WI all chIldc -.07 -.13 .04 .00 -,02 -.07 -,26 -.30 -.82 .-.87 -.28 -.23 -.56 -.62 -.67 -.66
Wfraost , -.07 -.16 -.02 -.04 -.06 -.12 -.12 -.28 -.63 -.73 -.20 -.26 -.43 -.55 -.52 -.GO
!loth equally .10 ,13 .01 -.11 .06 -.01 .18 .17 .67 .64 .25 .22 .40 .49 .52 .54

Index 13 Items! .13 .16 -.02 -.02 .07 .07 '.29 .34 .34 .30 .64 .70 .77 .78

Olv.of Hewes/wk. .

Ht, works:. 0 .

WI .I I housevk . -.10 -.14 -.03 -.13 -.08 -.17 -.45 -.39 -.30 -.27 -.80 -.76 -.38 -.36 -.65 -.60
Wf..mos1 -.03 -At - 09 -.17 -.07 -.18 -.13 -.16 -.13 -.13 -.33 -.34 -.17 -.20 -.28 -.27
Oloth qually .03 .09 .0! .06 .02 .09 .34 .36 .24 .19 .74 .79 .32 .22 .55 .51

Ind*. (3 Items) .09 .11 .01 .11 .04 .13 .48 .16 .34 30 .43 .39 .75 .72
Casple works, . -
WV all housewk. -.06 -.16 .07 ,..06 .00 -.14 -.26 -.25 -.48 - 60 -.33 -.26 -.82 -.88 -,66 ,,A9
Wf,aost - 01 ' - . IS -.01 -.10 - 01 -.19 -.22 -,24 -.38 -.49 -.29 - - .34 -.GO -.42 -.54 -.61
Rnlh oqually . 09 .13 -.03 -.OR .03 .02 .20 .22 .48 .52 .36 .33 .71 .72 .60 .64

Onepyr (2 1 IMAS) .07 .21 -.09 .04 -.01 .14 .27 32 .64 .70. .43 .39 .79 .82

'Rased no 434 Males and 538 females surveyed In 1978 as part of the; Long form sample.



/mble 4-4.1

Preferred Division of Pold pork of CouPie Without Children: -Effects of Predictors

-^

el-varlets
Coefficients,- Multiveriete Coefficients,

ROCS ill: . - .09 .11 -

F: .07- .07 .11 _

Working Mother M: .09 .041 .09
F: .07 .07 -

Mother's Edination M: .07 .03 .04
F: .01 . -.01 -.09

Aced. Ability Coop. M: .14* .19* .12

_ .
F. .13

_

,i3. _ .02

Politica) OrtenttIon M: .11 .09 .011

F. .041
._

. .00

?red. 9o. Role Attitudes M: -AO. - , -.12
1.: -.40* -....42*

-
Equal Opp. Attitudes N: .12 .0e

- .- F: .12 -.04

4
Fierenalrig Attitudes M: -.13 -.12

. F:
,

-,146 -.07

(adj.) M:
s.

.

.19 .22
ii: .10 .311

' (ed)./ 111; .02 .09
, F:

.

.01 .19

Note: *0 .09,

'Fntrivs are Sofro-order correlation coefficients

'Fnlries ere.stenderdffed regression coefficients.
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Table 4-4.2

Preferred 'Division of PIld Work of Couple With Preschool Children: Effe0ts of Predictors

Olverlato
CattfichwIto. Multiverfolto Coe7fic1ente,

Roe. IC .236 _ .19. AS.
. _ i: .306 .2840 .3040

1.1w with rather M: -.12 -.G2 . -.01

i: -.12 -.04 -.03

.. MOther WOrked II: ,2116 42 .20.

i: .27. .246. .2040

. ,

Aced. 4b1117w Comp. ,. JO: -.11 -.OS -.07

i: -...02 -.02 ....,011

fred- Ser Rot Attitudes , 4 IC -.No -.23.

_ 7:- -.22. -.296

70741 00m. Attitudes M: -.09- ,:12

...r: -.02 -.09

.

erentinp Attitudes- II:- ...I0 -.07

i: -.196 -.19.

8 fed),) 111: .30 .37

% 7:-
_

- .39 .47

R.-fd1.) II: .09 .14

. Fl
. .13 .22

Note: *IP :OS

'Intrlity r tero-ordOr correlation coefficients.-

,tneries rs slond40417ed regrweioh coefficients.'



Table 4-4..3

Preferred OlvIelon of Child Care When the husband Works: Effects of Predictor*

Olvarlete
Coefficients, MUltiverlat Coefficients'

Trod. S. Wol Attitudes M:
, V:

111*

V:

. /N ,

',
_JF-rr

M:
ft

P:
VI

.

-.29 e

18*

.07

_

-.32*

:13

"Mgo

.

-.22*

.10

.08

.23

:OS

-.32*

.00

-.02

.

.20

.

.09

.

tguel Opp. Attitude*

Prenting Attitudes

I fee.J./ ,-_

1. (edI.)

hett *go .< .08

ra.tero-order correlation coefficients.

'Entries ere standardirnd regression coefficients.
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Table 4-4,4

Preferred Division ef Child Care When'lloth Spouses,Worlv Effects of Preidietoril

-

Iliveriete
Coefficients'

.
MUltiveriate Coefficfents,

1

_

Father'e EdUestion M: .12 .02 .07

F: .09 .01 .01

Mother's !caseation M: .10 .01 .00

F: .12 .0t .01

Acd. Abillty ComP. M: .24
. -

.23. .19.

F: .23. .22. .11

Political Orientat1on M: -.12 -.14*, -.13
F: .080

.

.113

_

.05

INDIC Urar Pose attitudee M: -.31*
F: -.44.

V411111 ftp. Attitudes 11: .24. .09

F: .28. .10

Parenting Attitudes M: .14 ,11

F:. .03 ,13.

11 18411.1 M: .25 .38

V: .22 .43

111 ladj.1 M: .011 ,14

F: An .18

Mote: .81 4 .09

'Entrles are zero-order correlation coefficients.

'Intel., are tandardlred regression coefficirits.
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Table 4-4.9

Prefrred Division of Housework When 'loth Spouses Work: Effects of Predictors

.

Coefficients,
Eliveriste

Nuitivarlate Coefficients;
_

Fathers' EdUction

Mother' Education
.''

Urbenicity

Aced, Ability Comp.

Political Orientation

Religious Commitment

/red. Sew Mole Attitudes

Equal Opp. Attitudes

-

Parenting Attitudes

fadj.1

at (adj./

a

-

0: ,

4:

0:
F:

0:
F:

0:
F:

0:
f:

r

0:
F:.

0:
F:

0:
F:

0:
F:

0:
f:

0:
F:

.

;

.00

.09

.0e

.23*

-.13

:01

-.39.

.23*

.09

.13

.14

-.09

.24*

.09

-.07

.

-.42*

.27*

-.01
,

.03

-.02

.02

.24*

.-

-.13*,

-.03

.22

.013

.04

.011

-.13

.24*
,

.01 ,-,

-.10

.

.

.27

.07

.03

-.03

.1S.

- 01

.10

.07

.39

.1S

.04

.02

.12

.02

.43

Al
I

Nbte: *0 ,OS

'Entries re sero-order correlations coefficients.'

'Entries rm,Ciandardived rpgrellion coefficients.
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.. Figure. 4-1

Preferred Division of Paid.Work (No Children)

Not ot All AcCeptoble

.Nst:Ws0 N1:W1 Ns.5:WI Hs0:W1
DIVISION OF PAID WORK

Note: The bottom lines trace the percentages of males and females who rate
'each arrangement as'desirable, the intermediate lines the cumulative
percentages who rate each arrangement as either desirable or acceptable,
the top lines the cumulative percentages who rate each arrangement as
either desirable, acceptable, or somewtat acceptable. 1979 data is displayed.

a
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Figure 4-2

Preferred Division of Paid Work (Preschool Children)

0
Ni:Wat) Nut:W.5 N1:Wal

DIVISION OF PAID WORK

^

Note: The bottom lines trace the percentages of males and females who rate
each arrangement as desirable, the intermediate lines the cumulative
percentages who rate each arrangement as either desirable or acceptable, the
top lines the cumulative percentages who rate each arrangement as either
desirable, acceptable, or somewhat acceptable. 1979 data is displayed.
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Figure 4-3

Preferred Division of Child Care.(Husband Works Full-Time)

W ALL W MIDST W.441 EQUALLY H MOST H ALL

DIVISION OF CHILD CARE

Note: The bottom lines trace the percentages of males and females who rate
each arrangement as desirable, the intermediate lines the cumulative
percentages who rate each arrangement as either desirable or acceptable, the
top lines the cumulative percentages who rate each arrangement as either
'desirable, acceptable, or somewhat acceptable. 1979 data is displayed.
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Figure 4-4

Preferred Division of Child Care (Husband and Wife Work Full-Time)

100, Not at all
Acceptable

Males
110 -- Females

11 sor
%

W
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Li n.
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%= 40 \2= ii %
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i
%
%

20 .00'
%

%.. %..
Deskable

. .. %
%

_ IN WV W+H EOUALLY H MOST_
DIVISION OF CHILD CARE

Note: The bottom lines trace the percentages of males and females who rate
each arrangement as desirable, the intermediate lines the cumulative
percentages who rate each arrangement as either desirable or acceptable, the
top lines the cumulative percentages who rate each arrangement as either
desirable, acceptable, or somewhat acceptable. 1979 data is displayed.
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Figure 4-5

Preferred Division of Housework (Husband and Wife Work Full-Time)

100

WALL W h4IDST V$441 BMW( MHIAOST
omslow OF MCMSEVADRK

Note: The bottom lines trace the percentages of males and females who rate
each arrangement as desirable, the intermediate lines the cumulative
percentages who rate each arrangement as either desirable or acceptable, the
top lines the cumulative percentages who rate each arrangement as either
desirable, acceptable, or somewhat acceptable. 1979 data is displayed.
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CHAPTER 5

EDUCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL PLANS

While recent trends show increasing support for
husband's and wfves' sharing of family and work roles
and for sex equality, in education, occupation, and
public office (Bayer, 1975; Ferree, 1974; Mason and
Bumpass, 1975; Mason, Czajka, and Arber, 1976;
Parelius, 1975; Spitze and Huber, 1980; Thornton and
Freedman, 1979; Chapter 3 and 4 of this report), and
while women have certainly established their place in
the-wark-force-in-terms-of-numbersASmith,_1979), the
basic sex differentiation persists. Women still hold
primary responsibility for child rearing and are ex-
pected to modify their labor force participation ac-
cordingly, while men are chiefly responsible for
economic support of the family and encounter widespread
disapproval when attempting to modify their full-time
work involvement (Young and Willmott, 1973; Chapter 4).
Also, once women are employed, they differ substantial-
ly from employed men in terms of earnings (Featherman
and Hauser, 1976; Treiman and Terrell, 1975b),
authority on the job (Wolf and Fligstein, 1979), and
specific occupational categories and industries that
they have entered (Blau and Hendricks, 1979; Davis,
1980; Fuchs, 1971; Oppenheimer, 1968; Rosenfeld and
Sorenson, 1979; U.S.Department of Labor, 1975a). Al
together, female workers are cont-emtrz-Verdim-reta-tively
few occupations that employ mostly women (i.e., cleri-
cal, sales, service, and a few professional jobs such

as elementary and secondary school teacher, nurse, so-
cial worker, or librarian), while this is less the case
for male workers. Such sex segregation in the labor
force is recognized as a significant factor in the con-
tinuing wage differentials between the sexes (Blau and
Jusenius, 1976; Fuchs, 1971; Oaxaca, 1973).

Giv,en the saliency of the roles of wife, mother,
and homemaker for young women, and given the establish-
ment of these basic role priorities as early as elemen-
tary school (Hartley, 1959-1960), they are likely to
have a profound impact on the development of oc-
cupational aspirations among young women and thereby
contribute to the perpetuation of existing sex dif-
ferences in the labor force. Several hypotheses have
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been specified about the particular process that is in-
volved here.

It has been suggested that 'work plays a less piim-
tal role in young women's thinking about their future:
Young women expect to spend_less time than men over
their entire lifetime in paid work and actually seem to
underestimate their lifetime work involvement (3usenius
and Sandell, 1974, cited in U.S. Department of Labor,
1977). They also tend to pay less attention to various
gains from their, future work since they will presumably
obtain importanepay-offs such as economic support,
standard of living, and social prestige indirectly
through their husband's work activities (Lipman-Blumen',
1972; Turner, 1964). Thus young women as well as young
men tend to view female employment as of more marginal
significance than male employment, as not being criti,-
cal.for the family's survival, even though it may af-
ford them some luxuries or prove helpful in case'of
economic hardship.

Under these circumstances it would appear logi7
cal that young women, on the average, plan their future
careers less carefully, get less-counseling on the
issue, get insufficient education, look for short-term
returns (Psathas, 1968), forego on-the-job training for ,
somewhat higher starting salaries (Shapiro and Carr,
1978), and frequently interrupt their early career for
family responsibilities. In the language of the .

economic model of' human capital, women invest less in
human capital and/or lose their investment when they
interrupt their career at an early point; and their
lesser investment presumably attenuates later returns
in form of prestige and income.

Although some data suggest that women are about
equally likely to graduite from high school and college
as young men (U. S. Department of Education, 1980),
they may fail to choose an appropriate type of educa-
tion and training. For example, girls seem to be less
likely to take courses in mathematics, and that
prevents them later from enrolling in various scien-
uur___f_ields_.__Ln__conner_t_iori_withthe_uncertaint_y__at
tached to marital and family roles, it has been sug-
gested that women tend to "hedge" their career prepara-
tions (Theodore, 1971) which is supposed to express it-
self in their choice of general educational curricula
and in a reluctance to make educational and oc-

, cupational commitments. In some sense, the career
hedging is likely to continue even after choosing a .

particular marital partner, since the husband's career
development almost always gets first attention and of-
ten introduces constraints in the form of geographical
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moves or-rigid and demanding time-schedules that re-
quire increased flexibility on the part of the wife.

It.has also been suggested that in making
specific occupational choices women seek to satisfy
typically female needs. For example, many of the jobs
predominantly held by women such as nursing, teaching,
clerical, and service work represent an extension of
the traditional female role, in that they involve help
to others and attendance to domegtic duties, which are
also predominant features of the traditional female
role (Bernard, 1971; Oppenheimer, 1968). Related to
this argument is the notion of women's indirect
achievement strivings, i.e. women's expectation to
achieve economic well-being and status through their
husband's achievements rather than through-their own
job, while regarding their own job exclusiyely for its
potential to exercise skills and abilities (Lipman-
Blumen, 1972; Turner, 1964). Such an orientation would
imply that women are less likely to emphasize the
economic function of a job and related characteristics
than men, while they are more attuned to characteris-
tics dealing with self-actualization. Finally, it has
been suggested that traditional, female occupations ap-
peal to women because of assumed flexibility in work
schedules and occupational commitment which makes these
occupations appear more compatible with family respon-
sibilities (Kreps, 1971).

Occupational choices are, of course, guided not
only by preferences and interests but also by what is
perceived as realistic opportunities for successful
competition and performance. With regard to women's
occupational choices, such an "expectancy-value" ap-
proach implies that traditionally female occupations
are chosen by a majority of women not only because they
are believed to satisfy some uniquely female needs and
values, but also because they are assumed--rightly or
wrongly--to provide opportunities for women and be com-
mensurate with women's abilities and personalities
(Laws, 1976). Therefore, investigations of women's oc-
cupational aspirations need to include measures of

their perceOtions of existing opportunities in variOus
fields andAmisures of self-perceived competence, along

with meadures of ocdupational values.

Aside from factors that refer to the difference
in perspectives between young men and women, there are
a number of general socialization factors and personal
characteristics that have'been studied as part of the
research efforts fodused on status attainment. In that

research tradition, parental education and
socioeconomic status of the family of origin have been
identified as critical predictors of educational and
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occupational plans of young people (hlexander and Eck-
land, 1974; Hout and Morgan, 1975; Marini and Green-
berger, 1978a, b; Rosen and Aneshensel, 1978; Sewell
and Shah, 1968). Moreover, some studies have suggested
that the effect of same-sex parent may be stronger than
the effect of the 60posite-sex parent (e.g., . Aneshensel
and Rosen; 1980). A more specific socialization factor
refers to having had the experience of a working
mother.- This experience appears to foster occupational

_plans in daughters (Rosen and Aneshensel, 1978; Tangri,
1972), although the mechanism by which this effect gets
transmitted is not well-understood.

Young people's abilities represent another.major
factor in determining plans. Such abilities are often
conceptualized as partial Mediators of parental educe-.
tion and socioecOnomic status on offspring's plans, and
research has tended to support this view (Alexander and
Eckland, 1974; Hout and Morgan, 1975; Marini and Green-
berger, 1978a,b; Rosen and Aneshensel, 1978; Sewell and
Hauser, 1975; Sewell and Shah, 1968). Interestingly,
these rather limited models of the formation of plans
have not revealed any substantial differences in this
process for the two sexes, which is rather puzzling in
light of the substantial differences in the labor
force. As has been noted by some, a critical shOrtcom-
ing of the status attainment literature is the dis-
regard of sex role-related variables of the sort that
we have discussed above (Alexander and Eckland, 1974;
Marini, 1980; Sewell and Shah, 1967). For example,
young women who hold more traditional Views about sex
roles may view paid work as more marginal where their
plans ior the future are concerned than young women who

hold less traditional views. The few $tudies that have
addressed this issue provide some suggestive evidence
that sex role attitudes do affect occupational plans
(Aneshensel and Rosen, 1980; Gaskell, 1977-78; McLaugh-
lin, 1974) as well as educational plans (Aneshensel and
Rosen, 1980; Gaskell, 1977-78).

In the wake of the rather marked changes in at-
titudes towards women's work and family roles that have
taken place redently, it is possible that occupational
plans also have changed. However, little specific
knowledge is available. Among the relevant studies,
Garrison (1979) reports an increase in aspirations
towards higher level professional jobs betweem 1970 and
1976 among female high school seniors in the State of

Virginia. No such increase was observed fOr male
seniors, which'resulted in a net closing of the sex gap
on these aspirations. Lueptow (1980) reports on a num-
ber of occupational values among high school seniors in
Wisconsin over a ten-year span from 1964 to 1975. He
observed several trends: importance of money, interper-
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sonal contacts, leadership, adventure, and autonomi in-.
creased; importance of security and being able to use
one's abilities declined. These trends were similar -

for both sexes, although there were some overall dif-
ferences in level--males attributed-higher importance
to money, status, autonomy, and authority, 'Ii114.le
females attributed higher importance to interpersonal
contacts and altruistic concerns.

We turn now to reporting our own findings on high
school seniors' plans for the luture. We begin with
educational plans, which can be,treated fairly briefly.
Views about future work are multidimensional. We have
found it useful to treat each --of the following topics
separately: the role of paid work; occupational
values; perceptions about potential\for success;
preferences for various work setting b\. and specific oc-
cupational plans (type of job expected t age 30).

EDUCATIONAL PLANS

Four types of after-high school education were
probed in the Monitoring the Future questionnaires as
to the likelihood with which the respondent expects to
pursue any of them. As Table 5-1.1 shows, more than
half of the respondents expect that they "definitely"
or "probably" will attend a four-year college program.
This is by far the most popular choice among the
seniors. Furthermore, more than fiilf of those .seniors
plan on continuing with graduate or professional
schools.

There is only a tiny difference in the propor-
tions of males and females planning to complete col-
lege. Young men are a bit more likely to plan on at-
tending graduate school than are young women, but the
difference is still small.

Less popular types of education show a slightly
stronger sex difference. Young men are more likely
than young women to plan on attending a vocational or
technical school (i.e., 29% of the males and 25% of the
lemales). On the other hand, young women are somewhat
more likely to plan on a two-year college education.
These sex differences are consistent with the notion of
career hedging; vocational and'technical schools are
more specified and focused, while two-year college
programs provide a more general and more flexible cur:-

riculum.
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Trends'

College and graduate school plans have become
slightly more frequent over the last five years.
Interestingly, while the plans of young women have
steadily changed over that period, the plans of young
men show a very substantial change only in the last
year, with comparatively little change in the years
before. We certainly need to watch these trends over a
longer period of time in order to determine the
reliability of the sudden change in males' plans., A
possible interpretation of such a change, if found to
be reliable, is that it reflects a reaction to the
recent economic recession. The continuous trend among
females, on the other hand, more likely reflects long-
term changes in women's self-concepts and their outlook
on life.

Background Characteristics

, Educational plans are, of course, very strongly
influenced by abilities and by.parents' -educational at-
tainments: Able seniors from educated backgrounds are
more likely than less able seniors from less educated
backgrounds to plan for college and graduate school
(Table 5-2.0. The reverse holds for vocational and
technical schools: More able seniors from better edu-
cated backgrounds are less likely to aspire to these
schools than less able seniors from less edUcated back-
grounds. Although not presented here, multivariate
,analyses show that the effect of parental education is
largely mediated through abilities. Also, while paren-
t.al-educat-i-on-appeavs to-,affect-educational plans of
both sexes in similar ways, the effect of abilities is
a trifle stronger on males' than on females'
educational plans.

Another predictor of seniors' educational plans
,13, the urban character of their residence. Seniors who
live in more urban settings are more likely to plan on
entering college and graduate school, and somewhat less
likely to plan on vocational or technical training.

Race and dating frequency are related to
educational plans for female but not for male seniors.
Young black women are more Jitely than white women to
aspire tO\ a college and graduate education. Also
women who report dating more frequently are less in-

clined towards college and graduate education.
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Sex Roles and Educational Plans

As far..as the'background factors are concerned,
the findings from the Long Form data in most respects
replicate the findings from the Monitoring the Future
data that were just reported. '(In the Monitoring the
Future data, the liniu between self-reported academic
ability and educational aspirations is slightly
stronger for males than for feMales. The Long Form
data exaggerate this six differential, and thus must be
interpreted'with some caution.)

As for the central focus of this report, sig-
nificant bivariate effects of traditional sex role at-
titudes and preferentes for the, division of labor in
the family on educational plans.are present. However,
these effetts are partly explainable in terms of their
relationships with.abilities, since the effects are
reftte0-substentially-in multiple regression analyses
(see Tables 5-3.1 and 5-3.2).

THE ROLE OF PAID WORK

Contrary to predictions based on the literature,
it is quite clear from the data that young women eXpect
work to play a major role in their Lves, and in this
regard *they appear not at all different from young men.
When asked about the "kind of work.you will be doing
when you are 30 yeais-old," an overwhelming majority
_(about_92 pement in 1980) of young women mark a par-

ticular occupational category, rather than the category
"full-time homemaker or housewife" which was explicitly
included as response alternative (Table
5-1.6). Moreover, when asked to rate a set of general
life values, young women judge "success in work"

equally important as do young men (Table 5-1.2).
Finally, young women appear to plan on devoting similar
attention and effort to their future work as do young

men. They agree to a similar extent with the state-
ment:."I want to do the best in my job, even if this
sometimes means working overtime, and they agree even
less than men with .the statement that "working is noth-

ing more than making a living." Moreover, they are
equally likely to indicate that they would continue
working, even if they did not need to do so for finan-

cial reasons (Table 5-1.2). The latter items indicate
in more subjective terms the centrality that work as-
sumes within the projected life space of the seniors
and its significance beyond a simple etonomic neces-

sity. The lack of consistent sex differences suggest
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that the sexes do noi differ critically in the role
they assign to paid work within their future life

On the other hand, we notice several indic tions
that the centrality of the work role relative to mari-
taly and fimily roles must be lower for young women than

men. For example, women attribute higher importance to
0 t4e value of a good marriage and family life than young

'men, and they thinks more often about whether they would

,want to have any children of their own (Table 5-1.2).
This suggests that marital and parental roles have an
increased saliency and importance for young women. Put

in a different way, young women on the average attach
distinctly higher importance to Lamily and marital

,
roles that* to work roles, whereas for young men there .

, is little average difference in importance., We
therefore,suspect that the anticigiation of and the
planninglor marital and family roles are more likely

to conflict with preparation and plans for the work
role among young women than men.

In fact, differences betieen thesexes in orien-
tation towards work do.appear when work is explicitly
pitted against family responsibilities, i.e., when the
centrality of the work role is evaluated'relative to

family roles. For example, a set'of questions dis-

cussed earlier (Chapter 4) includes seniprs' preferen-,
ces for their own and their prospective,spouse's
employment when they assume that they would have- pre-

school children. Note that in thesecomparisons sex
differences are revealed in the difference between
projected roles for husband and wife. The data suggest
that young women (as well Eu; men) view women's work in-
volvement as somewhat more variable than men's, and
that the rearing of children is a major factor in
modifying expectations for women's labor force par-

ticipation. But even when seniors are asked to imagine

marriage without children, full-time work is still less

;likely to be fully endorsed for the wife than for the ,

'husband. .

Trends

In the two previous'chapters we have noted high

school seniors' increasing acceptance of paid work by a

wife and a mother: We have also noted their increas-

ingly positive personal'preferences for a working wife

and even a working mother in their own prospective mar-

riage. However, the overall role of work described
here does not show any systematic change since 1976.
Specifically, little change has occurred for any of the

four items included in the centrality index, for the .

importance rating of steady work as life value, or for
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the willingness to continue working without economic

necessity. On the other hand, the percentage of female

seniors who choose full-time housewife as their occupa-

tion at age 30 has declined continuously. Separate'

analyses for college-bound and non-college-bound youth

(not reported here in detail) indicate that the lattee

decline has occurred almost exclusively for the non-

college-bounde\shift fiom 22 percent in 1976.to 13

percent in 1979 (Bachman and Johnston, 1979)..'

Background Characteristics

The centrality attributed to work is positively

related to abilities'and educational plans: seniors of

both sexes with higherabilities and more ambiti.ous

plans expect their work to be more central (see Table

5-2.2). This relationship,showa up clearly only for

the two items in the index that measure centrality

negatively, i.e. by disagreement with work defined

solely in econOMic terms. This means that-more able

seniors are less likely to assign work a purely

economic role within their life butpresumablyexpect
their work also to fulfill non-economic needs. Inter-

mst.ingly, abilities and educational aspirations are at

least as critical in determining centrality of work

among young women as among young men.

Similarly, the only predictors of female expec-

tations to be working at the age of 30 that exceed cor-

relations of .10 are abilities (r .11) and, more im-

portantly,ocollege plans (r ..21).

/

Sex Role Attitudes and the Role of Work

In order to turn our attention to the effect of

sex role attitudes on the anticipated role of work, we

,have to switch to,Long Form data, upon which the fol-

lowing analyses and comments are based. We are par-

ticularly interested in what these sex role attitudes

can explain above what is already explained by

abilities. Secondly, we ate interested in what

specific preferences and educational plans can Cod-

tribute above what is already explained by sex role at-

titudes. To thia end we conducted a series of multiple

'regression analyses. In the first analysis only back-

ground factors that showed a substantial effect (i.e.,

product-moment correlations of .10 or more) in the

''For the class of,lps1, the proportion of non-

college bound women.expecring to be full-time

homeMakers at age 30 was only about 9 percent.
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Monitoring the Future analyses aFe included as predic-

tors of the expected centrality of work. In the second
analysis the three sex role attitude indices are in=
cluded along with the background factors. In the third
analysis indices of preferences for division of labor
in the family aTe added to the previously included
predictors. In the next analysis college plans are in-
cluded as predictors, but since we do not postulate a
causal direction between 15laps and preferences (see
Chapter 1), college plans ate 'included only in combina-

tion with relevant background characteristics and with

sex role attitudes, but not wit'h division of labor in-

dices. Finally, all predictors discussed thUs far are
intluded simultaneously.in a regression analysis
predioting the anticipated role of work. 1

The simple distinction of whether a young woman

plans to work at all when she is 30 years old is a
basic indicator of the role that she-expects work to
play in her adult li4e. At the same time, this ques-
tion is a very crude indicator, since it only
dichotomizes plans, while not prpviding for any finer

distinctiont. This is particularly critical in this

case, since the distribution on that-question is very
skewed; less than 10 percent of the young women plan on
being full-time homemakers at that point in their

lives. This skewed dichotomized distribution ani the
implied restriction of the upper bouno on coirelation

-and regression coefficients have to be kept in mind
when evaluating the following findings. (Note-also
that this variable showed no variation among males and

thus was only analyzed for females.)

This'indicator of the role of work is related
quite strongly to traditional sex role attitudes and,
more weakly, to the importance of parenting (see Table

5-33). Young women who plan on being full-time
hoMemakers are more traditional in their sex role at-
titudes and attribute higher importance to parenting
than their female classmates who plan on working.
'Moreover, the future full-time homemakers are more
likely to prefer that they as wives do most or all of
the housework.in their future marriage. (The

relationship for division of paid work is of course
tautological, andcis therefore not interpreted.)
Finally, they are less likely to aspire to a college
education, which replicates what was already noted in

the Monitoring the.Future analysis.

The effect of traditional sex role attitudes
remains strong when the other sex role attitudes,
preferences'-for division of labor, and college plans

are simultaneously included in the multiple regression
equation. This suggests that tiaditional sex role at-
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titudes exert an effect that is largely independent'of
these other variables. On the other hand, attitudes
towards parenting and preferences for the.division of
home duties achieve substantial bivariate relationships
with plans to be a housewife only because they are re-
lated to traditional sex role attitudes, but do not
achieve an independent effect.

The four-item index (Table 5-3.4) provides a
more differentiated.assessment of the centrality that a
senior assigns to the work role within his or her fu-,
-ture life, as can be gathered from the more even dis-
tributions of the responses to the ingredient items.

As we concluded from the Monitoring-the Future
analyses, ability variables are eritical predictors of
expected centrality oi work and do not seem to affect
work orientation any differently among women than among
men. This finding is replicated in.the Long Form data.

0'

Traditional sex role attitudes (as reflected in
the index) and preferences for the,division oUlabbr in
the family, however, relate in different ways to
centrality of work for the two sexes. These variables
are substantially related to the anticipated centrality
of work among women, while little or no such effect is
apparent among young men. Since the sex role liberal
women are also the women who are acajemically more com-
petent, as was noted before, itj.s Incumbent on us to
examine the effect of the index4of traditional sex role
attitudes after controlling on this background factor.
As the relevant multivariate analysis shows, the rarge
part of the effect is in fact independent of abilities:
when the sex role attitude variables are included in a
multiple regression simultaneously with academic
abilities, the effects of traditional sex role index
and academic ability are both reduced only modestly:
When the division of labor preferenCes are also in-
cluded in the multiple regression, the effect ofthe
traditional sex role index is further reduced, due to
the overlapping effects of the two sets of variables.

College plans relate quite strongly to the an-
ticipated centrality of the work role for'both males
and females. While this relitionship seems largely.in-
dependent of sex role attitudes and 'preferences for the
division of labor, part of the relationship is due to
the overlap with academic abilities;\col.lege plans ap-
parently mediate some of the effect of academic
abilities.
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OCCUPATIONAL VALUES

An important .role in plans for specific occupa-
tions and eventual occupational attainments is played
by occupational values. The Monitoring the Future
questionnaire contains an extensive set of 23 oc-
cupational values that were rated by the seniors on a
four-point Likert-type scale as to their importance for
their future work. The questions are based on items
used in the Quality of Work Surveys (Quinn and Staines,-
1979) and in the study -"Youth and the Meaning of Work"
(Gottlieb, 1973); some of them,were modified for the
inclusion into the Monitoring the Future instrument.
The questions ire given in Table 5-1.3. For ease of
discussion the 23 items are organized into seven
groups, and seven indices are formed. The rationale of
this organization is discussed in the next section.

-

Interrelationships Among Occupational Values
.
and the Formation of a Set of Indices

The 23.items'theasuring occupational malues tend
to be positively interrelated, although some of, them at

very low strength. .The positive interrelationship
reflectd most likely a method artifact, since all marl-
ablet used the same response scale. (This effect is
even .stronger for the.Long Form data, as discussed'in
Chapter 2 and in Appendix A.) Otherwise, the low or
non-existent relationship among some of the items sug-
gest that these ratings of occupational values capture
a multidimensional concept. In order to examine the
different dimensians more closely and,-hopefully, ar-
rive at a small number of indices, we.conducted ex-
ploratory factor analyser for males BS well as for
females.

Since the Kaiser criterion suggested that five
factors be extracted for males but six for females, we
extracted six factors for both sexes to facilitate com-
parison. The six factors accounted for 34 percent of
the variance in males' ratings and 35 percent in

females' ratings. The loadings of the separate items
on the orthogonally rotated factors were quite similar
for the two sexes, suggesting essentially similar fac-
tors.

Based on these loadings as well as on conceptual
grounds seven groups of items were defined that may be

labeled as follows:
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Importance of material rewards and status (4
items)

- - Importance of stability and security (2 items)

- - Importance of eesponsibility (2 items)

- Importance of ease of pace on and off the job
(4 items)

- - Importance of stimulation and mastery (7
items)

.Importance of interpersonal contact (2 items)

- - Importance of altruistic concerns (2 items)

Not all of these groups include items that are equally
coherent. .The group of items that refer to stimulation
and mastery iS conceptually somewhat less coherent, a
fact which isfalso reflected in the results of the fac-
tor analysis showing that these items load less highly
on the relevant factor and less consistently across the
sexes.

In 'order to facilitate the following discussion
and further analysis, indices were formed as averages
across items in each of the groups listed above. The
groups of items are shown in Table 5-4.1; also
presented are correlations of each item with each of
the seven indices. The correlations show, of course,
that the items ,load highly on their respective indices..
'The correlations also show that the indices are not or-
thogonal; many of the items show some degree of cor-
relation with indices for which they are not in-
gredients.

Descriptive Results

The importance that respondents attribute to the
sets of'occupational values included in the Monitoring
the Future questionnaire clearly varies across items
and indices (see Table 5-1.3). In general, values
referring to the tangible rewards of a job--income,
potential for advancement, and job security--and values
related to the dimension of stimulation and mastery--
interesting work, potential for learning, use of
skills, seeing results of one's work, and the value of

being able to be oneself--are rated as most important.
Much less importance is attributed to the easy pace on
and off the job, as represented by amount of vacation,
easy pace, and lack of supervision.
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While values referring to interpersonal contact
and altruism are rated by young women as at least as
important as stimulation and tangible rewards, these
values are less'important to young men. These sex dif-
ferences are the strongest in the entire set of values,
only approached by the sex difference on the values of
stimulation and mastery. Again, young women are at-
tributing much higher importance to these latter oc-
cupational values. Both of these sex differences are
of course entirely consistent with the traditional
female role, according to which women fulfill a nur-
turant and other-oriented function in the family and,
if employed, are more concerned than men about the
lself-actualizing potential of their work.

Sex differences on other values, although less
pronounced, are also in accordance with the traditional
female tole. Specifically, the lower importance at-
tributed by females to status and money received from a
job is consistent with the notion that a woman's
employment is not essential for the economic survival
of the family and for its representation in the social
world. In the same vein, young,women's lesser atten-
tion to the responsibility required by a job is probab-
ly best understood by their lesser career commitment.

On the other hand, results on the importance of
an easy pace on the job are inconsistent with our ex-
pectations. /oung liomen do not attribute more impor-
tance to these factors than do young men. Rather,
young women attribute less importance to the amount of
vacation and leisure time, in spite of the fact that
full-time working wives are under the permanent pres-
sure of insufficient time (Meissner et al., 1975), and
the availability of additional time could presumably
ease the strain of combining work and family respon-
sibilities. Of course, it is possible that women ac-
tually hold more dedicated and responsible attitudes
towards their work than men do, and that such attitudes
are expressed in the lesser importance that women at-
tach to the ease of pace both on and off the job. An
alternative explanation of this unexpected sex dif-
ference refers to women's higher propensity to answer
in "socially desirable" terms (Bush, Simmons, Hutchin-
son, and Blyth, 1977-78). Perhaps women believe that
expressing a desire for lots of free time creates the
impression of a lack of social responsibility on their
pert and their tendenCy to give the soCially
desirable--i.e., the responsible answer--counteracts
their "real" preferenCes for more free time. Still
another alternative interpretation, more substantive
than methodological, should also be considered. It is
possible that young women still in high school, and
thus lacking most relevant experiences, are not suffi-
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ciently aware of the enormous and often conflicting
time demands incurred under the multiple roles of
spouse, parent, housewife and worker.

Trends

Values referring to status ,and money have in-
creased in importance over the last few years, a trend
which probably refl,ects recent changes in economic ou
look. The effects are not strong; but considering t e
short time period over,which they can be observed, they
are remarkably consiitent. Aside from these cohort/
trends, very little change in occupational values has
occurred over, the rast five senior cohorts.

Background Characteristics

While altruistic and interpersonal values are
regarded as more important by female than male s niors,
these specific,values do not vary much by backgr und
characteristics within sex (Table 5-2.3). The qnly
characteristic that is related to altruistic an
albeit weakly--to interpersonal values is religiosity:
Both female and male seniors who consider them elves
religious attribute higher importance to altru stic and
interpersonal values in their future work.

Emphasis on material rewards and status show
substantial differences by race, as well as some inter-
action between race and sex. In general, blacks score
substantially higher than whites in concerns about
making money, gaining status, and having the pos-
sibility for advancement. Among blacks these concerns
do not differ appreciably by sex; however, among whites
the females consistently score somewhat lower than the

males. This may be related to the fact that black
women in recent decades have not experienced the. same
sex role differentiation that white women have,'but.
participated equally with black. men in the pursuit of
paid work and thereby economic support of their
families. Thus the role models may be somewhat dif-
ferent for black versus white females.

A slightly different pattern is shown by the item
about having a Job people can respect; black females
show the highest average score, followed by black
males, and then by white females and males. In other
words, the race differences remain intact for this
item, but the sex differences shifi somewhat in the
direction of higher female concerns when the issue is
job respect.
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Young people of lesser abilities and lesser col-
lege orientation are also more like:4 to be concerned
about making moneY in a job than Li-e their more able
counterparts, although they are not different in their

concerns for status, respeet, and possibilities for ad-

vancement. Again, these differences are somewhat
Stronger for young women than men.

On the other hand, seniors of higher abilities
and with college plans are above average in stresstng
the importance of the responsibilities that a job re-
quires, having difficult problems to solve, and being
involved in decision making.

The ease of pace on the job--but not the amount

of free time off the job--is also related to abilities
and college plans among young women: Female seniors of
higher abilities and more ambitious educational plans

are less concerned than less able and less ambitious
seniors about having an easy time on their future job.

In sum, while occupational values appear not to

be extensively influenced by background variables,
abilities and educational aspirations as well as race
appear to account for some variation, among females
more so than among males. Specifically, female seniors
who report themselves as less able academically and
less ambitious educationally have a quite different
orientation towards their future jobs than their more

able and ambitious classmates. The former are more
concerned about making money and about having an easy'
time on the job; and at the same time, they are less
concerned about the responsibility that is bestowed on
them in a particular. job. Black female seniors differ
from white female senior's in that they are more con-
cerned about a number of status and money-related
characteristics of the job. While college plans/
abilities and race are to a certain extent related to
each other, their effects on occupational values are
largely independent, as shown by the results of
multiple regression analyses not reported here. The

overall higher relevance of these predictors.for
females is reflected in the generally somewhat higher

amount of variance accounted for in their occupatiOnal

values.

PERCEPTIONS ABOUT POTENTIAL FOR SUCCESS

As noted above, occupational plans are in-
fluenced not only by which work-values young people
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deem important, but also by which,Ifork they believe
they will be able to perform-=7their expectations for
success. Two major groups of factors must be distin-
guished in the assessment of success expectations; one
refers to personal characterisrics, the other to socie-
tal characteristics. Personal\characteristics refer to
a host of qualifications for any given type of work, .

such as abilities, educational 1.edentials, experience,
and personality characteristics: Particularly relevant
for women's occupational aspiraions is the,notion that
women tend to trust their skills\ and abilities less
than men and are altogether somewhat less confident im
their self-assessment. This sex\difference has been
linked to the sex role orientations and has in fact
been proposed as the mechanism by, which sex role at-
titudes mediate sex differences in educational and oc-
cupational ambitions (Spenner and\Featherman, 1978):
When females step out of the traditional female role
definition and into the male role of work and competi-
tion they hold lower expectancies for success. .By the
same token, the more traditional wOmen will be more
thoroughly affected by such sex role values than the
less traditional women.

Societal characteristics, on the other hand,
refer to perceived opportunities inthe labor market,
which of course vary according to eoonomic cycles,
general developmental level of a giv'en society, and the
like. Of particular importance for understanding
women's occupational aspirations are,perceptions about
existing sex discrimination in vario4 fields.

Unfortunately, the measures ofthese concepts
that are available in the Monitoring the Future study
have their limitations. In keeping witb the multipur-
pose design of the study, the measures probe perceived
personal competence and perceived societal oppor-
tunities in rather global ways. Therefore, we cannot
always differentiate these perceptions with respect to
a specific occupational field.

Turning to the data, we find rat er little
evidence of sex differences in perceived competencies.
Although fewer than half of either sex kate themselves
as "average" or lower in academic ability or intel-
ligende, 'the,proportion of females ratin themselves'
above average in intelligence is slightl (about .6%)

!
smaller than the proportion of males. ( his is.ln
spite of the fact that females report hi her grade
point averages). Females also average a ittle bit
lower than males on one question about th ir expecta-
tions that they will be competent as work rs; however,
responses to a parallel question indicate that they
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feel equally well "prepared" for being a worker as

young men (Table 5-1.4).

Young women perceive considerable sex dis-
crimination existing in all the areas that were probed

in the Monitoring the Future questions, except in the

area of getting a collegejOducation (see Table 5-1.4).

Specifically, they perceive a lot of discrimination in

becoming elected to political office, in getting into

executive positions in business, and generally into
positions of leadership. Although these examples
reflect fairly extreme choices and may therefore not be

representative of the large majority of jobs.women
might aspire to, young women also perceive con-

siderable degree of sex discrimination in more average

choices such a getting top professional jobs, skilled
labor jobs, and equal pay for equal work. Between

twenty-five and forty percent of the young women
believe that "a good deal" or "a great deal" of dis-

crimination against women is practiced in these latter

settings. As might be expected, male seniors are less

likely than females to perceive "a great deal" of dis-

criminaticm again.st women; nevertheless large
majorities of males acknowledge at least "some" dis-
crimination in most of the above areas.

In conclusion, it seems not surprising that we

observe so much sex segregation in occupational plans,

since in addition to their different values discussed

before, young women also perceive external barriers to

their successful competition in many occupational,

educational and public service fields. Moreover, about

a quarter of young women agree with the statement that

their sex will prevent them "somewhat" from getting the

work they would like to have (Table 5-1.4). That the

,latter figure is not higher, considering the substan-

tial sex discrimination that is perceived in the labor

market, suggests that young women may have already ad-

justed their occupational plans to some extent. Plan-

ning largely for typically female occupations, they do

not expect sex to represent a hindrance.

Among both female and male respondents these
perceptions of sex discrimination in various areas are

highly interrelated. With one exception, all correla-

tions are higher than r .24; and the average inter-

correlation is r .42 for females and r = .41 for

males'. This suggests that the various perceptions are

all part of one general underlying perception of sex

discrimination. Therefore one single index was formed

by averaging across the seven items; one item was al-

lowed to be missing. .
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Trends

On the bright side, young women's (as well as
young men's) perceptions of existing sex discrimination
have changed by a small but systematic amount over the
last five years. The seniors in 1980 perceived sig7
nificantly less existing discrimination than the high
school senior cohort,of 1976. If we assume that such
perceptions have some effect on the seniors' own plans,
then this is another indication in support of the
prediction that the next decade will see some young
women moving away from the traditional female jobs and
moving increasingly into male-dominated fields.

Self-reported competencies in various roles also
show a slight but steady increase, which might indicate
that young people enter the work role with somewhat
more confidence than they used to.

Background Characteristics

Perceptions about sex discrimination vary little
by background factors (see Table 5-2.4). Exceptions
are the sex differences noted above and a slightly
higher perception of sex discrimination voiced by the
women of a more liberal political orientation.

Confidence in future competence as a worker can-
not be explained much better by the factors at our dis-
position, except for academic abilities which leads to
higher confidence, especially among females (although
it should be noted that this is a positive correlation
between self-ratings).

Sex Role Attitudes and Success Expectations

Overall, the predictors that were examined in
the Long Form data also explain little about the per-
ceptions of discrimination among young men and women
(see Table 5-3.5). There is some hint in the data that
non-traditional or egalitarian attitudes and preferen-
ces are rerated,to perceived discrimination, but the
coefficients are very weak:

PREFERENCES FOR VARIOUS WORK SETTINGS

Working in a large corporation, in a small busi-
ness, on one's own, or with a small group of partners
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are all rated as acceptable by a majority of the
seniors and are clearly preferred over work in the
military, in a police department, in a school, or in a
government agency, as shown in Table 5-1.5. Of course,
the widely accepted work settings are phrased in very
general terms and thus are unlikely to meet widespread
opposition. In other words, a large corporation, and
even more a small business, can encompass almost any
type of product or service, management,style, and
general philosophy; and thus they are,not so likely to
be opposed on any of those grounds. Nevertheless, it
is interesting that self-employment also finds
widespread acceptance. It would appear that work on

vone's own would be rejected by many more, namely those
who look for a stable, predictable, and secure work en-

vironment.

In addition, self-employment displays one of the
largest sex differences, and the only one (other than
military service) in which men show distinctly stronger
preferences than women. Women, on the other hand, are
more inclined towards school and social service set-
tings than men. These latter differences are, of
course, consistent with the traditional roles of the

sexes.

Trends -

Over the last few years preferences for working
in large corporations have increased, while preferences
for social service, military, and police work have all

declined. Some of these trends are probably reflective

of trends towards traditional careers,/ as noted by

other scholars (e.g., Yankelovich, 19710.

An additional trend occurs only for young women
and ii most readily, interpreted as another indicator of,

women slowly adopting traditionally male employment
preferences: young -women have become significantly more
accepting of self-employment since 1976. As a result

the sex difference on self-employment preference has

declined subAtantially.

Background Characteristics

Abilities and educational aspirations are clear-

ly related to preferences for certain work places (see

Table 5-2.5). Most importantly, able and college-bound
seniors are much more likely to rate a scool as a
desirable work place than their less able and less am-

bitious classmates. They are also more inclined toward
a government agency and a small group of partners as an
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ideal work place. These settings are, of course, typi-
cal for professional jobs. The effects of the three
indicators--self-rated abilities,- grades, and college
plans--are overlapping, as shoWn in the results of the
multiple egression analyses,: By the same token, ihe
effect of parental education on the desire to-work with
a small group of partners/is partly mediated by
respondents' abilities and college plans.

Religious commitment shows a slight positive
relationship with preferences for a school or a social
service agency as an ideal work setting. These are
settings that are designed to help and nurture others,
which in turn is an important mandate of many
religions.

Finally, young Idacks differ from young whites
in their preferences for several of the work settings.
.They are more likely to desire work in a large corpora-
tion, in a government agency, or in the military serv-

,

ice, but less likely to desire work in a small busi-
ness. Young black men are also more inclined towards
work in a school and a social service organization.
These race differences probably reflect the formation
'of occupational plans according to the existing oc-
cupatiOnal and opportunity structure.

OCCUPATIONAL PLANS.

Actual occupational plans were measured by the
question, "What kind of work do you think you will be
doing when you are 30 years old?" A forced choice for-,
mat, the question provides 14 occupational categories
and a category of "full-time homemaker," each including
in addition a few concrete examples of occupations

.within that category. In response to this question
young' women and men name very different occupations
(Table 5-1.6) which parallel the existing occupational
segregation in the labor force. The job categories
that are most frequently chosen by young women are:
"professional with* doctoral degree," "clerical," and
"professional with'doctoral degree." "Service worker"
or "manager/administrator" jobs are chosen less fre-
quently but still by approximately five percent of all

women. Among young men the most popular choices are:
"professional" and "craftsman." Less popular but still
chosen by at least five percent of the men are "opera-
tive or semiskilled worker," "owner of small business,"

and "manager/administrator." In sum, while the
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popularity of professional,and managerial choices is
common to both sexes, remaining categories are not.

A convenient summary measure of the overall
level of sex segregation is the index of segregation
(Duncan and Duncan, 1955). Defined as one-half of the
sum of the absolute differences between male and female
percentages across occupational categories, the index
can be interpreted as the percentage o men (or women)
who would have to change occupitions in order to
actieve,equal occupational distributions for the two
sexes. This index of segregation indicates a con-
siderable degree of sex segregation in occupatigner
aspirations; namely, about a third to half of the young
men would have to change their occupational categories
'in order to achieve occupational distributions equal tb
those of young women. -

When the'question on occupational aspirations
was developed, the categories.fiad been specified such .

that they could be used as a prestige measure on at
least an ordinil level of scaling., To achieve this
goal the Census prestige ratings of the occupations in-4
cluded in the maJor categories were exami.ned for
homogeneity (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1971). Upon,
this exploration some categories were found too
heterogeneous and were therefore redefined. Specifi-
cally, the category of "professionAls".was divided into
"professionals without doctoral degree" and "profes-.
sionals with doctoral degree;" "sales personnel" was
divided into "sales.representatives." and "sales clerks
in a retail store." In addition, a category "owner of
small business" was added. (Of course, the citegory of
homemaker/housewife has to be deleted, when the ues-
tion is used as a single continuum measuring prestige
of aspired occupation.)

When this prestige scale is used, the overall
prestige level of occupations aspired by young women
and young men are very similar. Ttis similarity has
also.been noted by others reporting on aspirations
(Gottfredson, 1978; Marini, 1978) and on the distribu-
tion of actual occupations in the adult labor force
(Featherman and Hauser, 1976; McClendon, 1976)., The
similarity in average oce4ational prestige of males
and females has usually been attributed to the fact
that women are more likely to aspire to or hold middle-
range jobs, while men are more likely to aspire to or
hold jobs that are either high or lbw in prestige ,

(Marini, 1978). In other words, womersjobs vary less
in prestige than men's jobs. However, on the prestige
scale utilized here young women actually show a slight-
ly higher variance than young men. This is most likely
due to the-gross categories utilized ,in the relevant
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question and the somewhat arbitrary decision to con-
siddr the intervals between the categories as equal.

It should be noted, of course, that average
prestige level of seniors' aspired occupation is cOn-
siderably higher than the average prestige level of the
idult labor force, as can be shown when average pres-
tige levels are calculated for any national sample of
job.hoIders, using roughly the same occupational
categories. If we discount-the unlikely.explanation
thae-the,everage prestige level of occupations, will
dramatically rise during the next few decades, then
thally of thejob choices stated by the'seniors represent
veraspitations. (For a similar view see Marini,
978.)

Trend

A slight increase in the prestige level of the
planned occmpations is noticeable over the Ciire years

, from 1976 to 1980 (see Table 5-1.7). Interestingly,
the pattern of the trends closely resembles the,pat-
terns observed for educational plans; i.e., young wOmen
display a. steady increase in prestige over the five
years, while young men show a quite substantial in-
crease particularly since 1979. (We must note,
however,.that all of these shifts are quite subtle).

The index of.sex segregation shows a decline
over these five years which signals a decline of sex
segregation in young people's occupational plans.

Background Charactetistics

The pcestige level of aspired occupations is
very clearly relited to self-rated academic abilities
and educational plans among both sexes, as well asoin
somewhat weaker form to parental education and to ur-
banicity (Table 5-Z.6). In addition, the effect of
ability is stronger for male than female seniors, while
the effect of college plans'is very similar for the two
sexes.

Since these predictors are interrelated, their
effects are overlapping, end therefore they need to be
examined in a multivariate analysis. In fact, the ef-
fects of parental education and urbanicity seem largely
mediated through self-reported academic abilities and,
more importantly, tfirough college plans (based on
multiple regressio:Vresults not reloorted here in
detail). Regression analyses further indicate that the
entire set of predictors accounts for approrimately
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percent of males',and 32 percent of the females'
variance in occupational aspirations. ,

As noted before, the literature on status at-
tainment confirms the effects of abilities and
socioeconomic status (operationalized either as .paren-
tal education or parental occupation) on occupational
aspirations, and also suggests that socioeconomic
status is largely mediated through abilities (Hout and
Morgan, 1975; Marini and Greenberger,- 1975b; Rosen and
Aneshensel, 1978; Sewell and Hausef, 1975; Sewell and
Sdhah, 1968). On the other hand, some of these studies
have suggested that occupational aspirations of females
cannot be explained as well as those of males by these
predictors. Our data, as noted above, suggest less of
a sex difference among high school seniors in the late
1970's.

Interrelationships Between Occupational
Plans and Other. Relevant Variables

So far, we have discussed occupational plans,
occupational values, perceptions of opportunities, the
significance of the work role, and how these Charac-
teristics differ by sex. We have also examined how
they relate to a set of demographic and personal
characteristics, and whether they have been changing
through the most recent five years. One of our under-
lying assumptions is that the sex segregation in
specific cccupational plans and preferences has to do
with sex differences in more general occupational
values, perceptions of opportunities, and overall
orientation towards work. We will now examine these
hypothesized relationships directly, using two dif-
ferent approaches. In this section we will examine
respondents reporting different occupational plans and
see what we can learn about how they differ in terms of
their sex role attitudes, their preferences, and their
college,plans. These analyses are performed in
Aivariate form and,dd not assume linear relationships.
The specific analytical technique is analysis of
variance. 'In the next section, we will examine the
factors that affect occupational plans simultaneously,
by using multivariate analysis techniques, in par-
ticular a aeries of regreision analyses. In addition
oto the prestige of the planned occupation we will also
predict to a few ma'jor occupational categories that
were recoded into duimy variables for that purpose.

'In Table 5-4.3 the occupational aspirations are
displayed by category, and mean values on ratings of
occupational value indices, perceptions, and orienta-
tion towards the work role are shown for each category.
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In order to higblight the major features f a table of
this kind, those values that are substant'vely impor-
tant (i.e., they deviate more than one q arter of the
overall standard deviation from the over ll mean) and
that Are judged as statistically signif cant at the one
percent-level (i.e., they are significa tly different
from the remainder2) were marked with n asterisk. In
addition, me report Eta values to indi ate overall
strength Of relationship, with the fu l set of oc-
cupational categ ries, and r valuee't indicate linear
relationship wit status of aspired ,ccupation. '

. I

Since occ pational categoriei are sex-segregated
and thus some c tegories contain ve y few respondents,
we will use onl the Monitoring the Future data which
contain large e ough numbers of re pondents. This data
set, however, puts more severe restrictions on the
variables that may be analyzed. Wie are able to include
in these analy es all occmpational value indices; a few
single sex ro e variables referring to the importance
of parenting but not the entire /index) and effect of a
wife's work ( ut not the full sex role index); two of
'the six divi ion-of-labor indid,e, referring to child
care and hou ework when both spouses are working; and
one variable probing anticipated problems in the job
search due t one's sex. Since the sex role items show
very little ariation across oc upational categories,
they are not included in Table -4.3.

As a ierusalof the table reveals, only a few

c instance of this general
signiticant nd important from the overall
mean are obs rved. A specifi

ring to jobs which would
lack of diffe entiation is prrented by the following
observation. Young womenoasp
be considered s traditionally female, such as cleri-
cal, service w rker, sales clerk, and professional
*ithout a doct ral degree, a e in general not any more
likely than the\averageyoun9 woman to attribute high
importance to altruistic and interpersonal occupational
values. There 2 a tendendy among the women who aspire
to such traditio ally male j1obs as operative,
craftsman, and la orer to,b less concerned about
altruistic and in erpersonai values than the average
female; however, 11,ne of th deviations attains statis-

Since thes tests amount to repeated tests on
the same data, we a opted he more stringent sig-

'nificance level-of .01. M e effective N used for the
significance calcula ions was esti:mated at 2/3 of the
actual N in order to take account of a design effect of
about 1.5 (which we estim ted to be appropriate for
these particular anal ses carried out for males and
females saparately,us ng onitoring the Future data).
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tical significance due to the small numbers of young
women with these aspirations, and caution in interpret-
ing these observations is indicated.

A few deviations from the overall means are
noteworthy. Women planning for professional jobs--
particularly for professional jobs requiring a doctoral
degree--are more concerned about their participation in
decision-making and the challenge of having hard
problems to solve than the average young woman, while
women heading for service and sales jobs--and less
clearly for laborer and operative jobs--are less con-
cerned about these aspects of,their preferred work.
This pattern is correlated with the prestige ordering
of the occupational aspirations, as reflected in the
almost linear nature of the relationship (r=.19;

Eta.,.23).

,

Interestingly, women planning to be clericals
are more concerned with status and job stability than
the average young woman; women planning to be farmers
are less concerned with status and money. These latter
women are also leis concerned with interpersonal con-
tacts on the job.

Some of these patterns are replicated for oc-
cupational aspirations among young men. For example,
those young men who aspire to be clericals are More
concerned about status, dncome and job stability than
the average young man; those who aspire to become
farmers are less concerned with these values; moreover,
the latter are less concerned with interpersonal
aspects of the job. Also, males' preferences for
responsibility in decision-making and problem-solving
are related to the prestige of their aspired occupa-
tions (r=.16; Eta=.21).

The biggest difference between the sexes lies in
service, protective service, and sales jobs, which are
related to increased importance attributed to interper-
sonal values among young men, while little or no such,
relationship is found among women.

*

With respect to the perception that one's sex
might present a handicap in the,job search, the young
women who plan on sex-atypical careers such as
craftsman, policeman, manager, or professional with a .
doctoral degree do indeed anticipate more problems than
the average woman. However, young men who.head for
more typically female occupations do not anticipate any
problems due to their sex.

Finally, female respondents' preferences for
'division of labor vary somewhat by their occupational



plans: girls heading for sales clerk and military jobs
are more traditional than the mean; girls heading for
professional jobs that require a doctorate are less
traditional; but no such differentiation is apparent
among males.

In sum, the data do not reveal strong
relationships between occupational pdans, and oc-
cupational values and perceptions. There are at least
two explanations for this finding. First, it is pos-
sible that the occupational categories used here are
too broad--including too heterogeneous a group of
occupations--to result in very sharp differentiations
in values and perceptions between the young people who
aspire to them. Secondly, it is conceivable that the
results are real and not just an artifact of the type
of occupational categorization used here. If this lat-
ter alternative were true, it would imply that young
people who plan on similar occupations share few common
values.

The relationships with background factors that
were examined in Table 5-4.3 do not reveal any major
effects aside from the linearly increasing ability and
college plans reported by seniors who aspire to occupa-
tions of increasing prestige.

Sex Role Attitudes and Occupational Plans

In this section we will examine a wider range of
predictors and plans and explore their joint effects on
occupational plans. For that purpose we switch to the
Long Form data. Our analytical approach is similar to
the one used previously. That is, in a first regression
analysis we will examine the impact of the background
characteristics that showed a substantial effect in the
Monitoring the Future analyses reported above. In a
next regression analysis we will in addition include
sex role attitudes to test their independent effect on
occupational plans. In the next set of regressions we
include background characteristics, sex role attitudes,
and either preferences for the division of labor,
educational plans, occupational values, or job
centrality and perceptions of opportunities. .Our major
criterion is the prestige of the aspired occupation,
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since many of the relationships we examined in the
previous section appear more or less linear.'

The bivariate relationships shown in Table 5-3.6
demonstrate a close replicatiom-o-f-the findings from
the Monitoring the Future analyses. Strong effects are
exerted by academic abilities. Somewhat weaker but
still substantial are the effects of parental educa-
tion, a good part of which is mediated through
abilities. And while the effects of parental education
are quite similar in strength for the two sexes in both
data sets, self-reported abilities have a stronger im-

pact on young men's than on young women's expected oc-
cupational prestige.

The bivariate relationships of occupational
values on occupational prestige from the Long Form data

can also be Checked against the Monitoring the Future
data, which were presented in the previous section. As

we noted there, only the desired level of respon-
sibility on the job showed a substantial linear
relationship with occupational prestige. Therefore, we
have little confidence in the several substantial
bivariate correlations that we observe in the Lorg Form

data. We are further reminded that the occupational
value ratings show a particularly high response effect
due to the length of the questionnaire (Chapter 2 and
Appendix A). The relationships of the other oc-
cupational variables in the analysis cannot be compared
with Monlitoring the Future findings since these vari-
ables were not included i the 'same Monitoring the Fu-

ture questionnaire form as'the question on expected job
at 30. Among them, job centrality and personal com-
petence as worker show positive relationships to oc-
cupational prestige.

'In order not to entirely exclude the attention

to specific occupational categories and the pos-
sillities that they could show different patterns than

gen ral prestige effects, we also investigated a set of
dummy variables for the specific occupational
categories of clerical (for females only), craftsman
(for males only), professionals with a doctorate, and

all professionals. These categories represent the
largest categories and the more typical ones for the

two sexes. Unfortunately, we were not able to perform
similar analyses for the sex-atypical categories be-
cause of small number of respondents in those
categories. Our findings for these dummy variable
regressions showed nothing more than a diluted version
of the findings for occupational prestige. According-
ly, we. have not included the data here.
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Among the sex role-related attitudes and
preferences, traditional sex role attitudes (as
reflected in the index) are related negatively, and
preference for egalitarian division of home duties are
related positively, to the prestige of the expected oc-
cupation (using the Long Form data). The strength of
these relationships is very similar for the two sexes.
This similarity suggests that the effects are caused by
a more general ideological orientation or an even more
generalized difference in orientation between the more
able.and the less able seniors (hence, the omnipresent
relationship to abilities), rather than by the con-
scious attempts on the part of young women to reconcile
potentially conflicting roles.'

This interpretation receives further support'
from the finding that the effects of the traditional
sex role attitudes and the preferences for the division
of labor are substantially reduced when they are in-
cluded in a multiple regression analysis along with the
background factors (Table 5-3.6). In other words,
traditional sex role attitudes and preferences for the
division of labor in the family do not explain much
beyond what is already explained by abilities. When
college plans are included in the regression along with
background characteristics and sex role attitudes, it
becomes clear that effects of abilities largely overlap
with effect of educational plans.

Job centrality retains a substantial independent
effect cm occupational prestige among young men after
all the other variables have been included into the
analysis, although its effect is considerably reduced.
As interesting as this effect among young men may be,

the lack of such a relationship atong young women is

even more interesting, since it suggests that among
young women the centrality of the job has little to do
with the prestige of the job they aspire to beyond
simple effects of ability and educational plans.

SUMMARY

Educational plans of male and female high school
seniors are not very different; college is the most
popular choice for both. While females are slightly
less likely to plan on graduate school or vocational/
technical training, they are slightly more likely to
,plan on entering a 2-year college program.
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Educational plans are:affected by a number of
well-known factors, such as abilities and parental

education. While the effect of abilities is stronger
on the plans of males, sex role attitudes and preferen-
ces for the division of labor in the family prov.ide as
little additional explanation for females' as for

males' educational plans. In other words, sex role at-
titudes have little bearing on how women plan their
education, and therefore they do not provide the ex-
planatory power that we had expected.

When we turn to occupational plans, it appears
that women take work as seriously as men. It is only
in comparison tO family roles that the difference be-
tween the sexes becomes apparent: Young women attribute
more importance to family and children than do young
men, and they are more likely to expect to modify the
work role for the sake of their family roles.

The difference between the sexes is further high-
lighted by an examination of the kinds of work that
women and men aspire to. For example, women attribute
more importance to altruistic and people-oriented
aspects of a job and to its stimulating and intrinsi-
cally rewarding potential, but less to its economic
aspects and other external-rewards such as the amount
of free time off the job. Little change since 1976 and
little systematic decline of sex differences is notice-

able.

Moreover, young women judge various work settings
very differently than young men do. Compared with the
males, the females find work in a social service eor-

ganization and in a school or university much more
desirable, self-employment much lesi desirable: While

these preferences for work settings have undergone
several cohort changes since 1976, only self-employment
shows a decline of-sex differences.

In terms of achieving their occupational goals,
young women expect their sex to present only a minor

hindrance and they judge themselves.only very slightly
lesi competent as.future workers than young men. Yet

they perceive considerable sex discrimination existing

in the labor market. Why this apparent contradiction?
We believe some of it may be attributable to women's
previous adjustments of their occupational plans which

led to the overwhelming sex differences.observed in our

data. The many young women who expect to occupy
traditional female occupations are unlikely to view

their sex as hindrance in pursuing their chosen occupa-
tion, but may well:agree that women who pursue less
traditional careers may face discrimination.
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Finally, when specific occupational categories are
examined, young women also show very different plans
from young men. As indicated by the index of segrega-
tion, about 50 percent of the males (or females) in
1976 would have had to change plans in order for the
two distributions to become identical. The level of
sex segregation in occupational plans, as meaSured by
the index, has declined during the last five years, so
that for the class of 1980 only about 36 percent of
males (or females) would need to change plans in order
for the distributions to be identical. The clearest
convergence seems to have occurred in the categories of
clerical and protective service (see also Herzog,
1982). At the same time, no sex_differences appear for
mean prestige of the planned occUpations. This ap-
parent contradiction is, of course, consistent with
figures on the labor force, reviewed Rarlier, which in-
dicate a high sex-segregation but similar average pres-
tige for both sexes%

One other trend of considerable importance is the
steadily decreasing proportion of young women who ex-
pect to be full-time homemakers at age 30. Among those
expecting to complete college, the proportion has
remained consistently low (five,percent in 1976, and
four percent in 1980); but among the non-college bound,
the drop has been substantial (from 22 percent in 1976
to 13 percent in 1979, and down to 9 percent for the
class of 1981). Since virtually no males expect to be
full-time homemakers at age 30, the. declining numbers
of females expecting to do so represents another kind,
of convergence--another way in which occupational
aspirations are less sex segregated.

In light of the marked sex-segregation of actual
occupational-categories plus the sex differences in oc-
cupational-values, we examined not only predictors of
overall prestige but expended quite some effort to ex-
plore potential predictors of single occupational
categories (by analyses of variance for all categories
and by thultiple regression analyses predicting to a
single category). Little was learned from those ex-
plorations. The few relationships which emerged seemed
to capture nothing more than prestige. The major
predictors Of occupational prestige--already well-known
from the literature--are parental education, abilities,
and college plans. The sex'role attitude variables,
which are at the core of this project, show rather
little independent effect on prestige of the aspired
occupation. Neither do preferences'for the division of
labor.nor, occupational values and perceptions show any
significant effects. Thus, sex role attitudes have
little bearing on the status and prestige that a woman
aspires to in her work. ,Sex role attitudes are only
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critical in the decision to work at all and in how
central that work should be.
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Table 5,1.1

rddcatlonal Plans: Oletrlbutions end Trends

,
1990 Percentegn 01strlbutlons 1476-1950 Trends end Sex 0Offerences

DeflnItely Probably Probably Oeflnlfely
won't won't will wOM
(1) 12/ . (2) (4)

,

1876 1977 ,. 1979 1978 1980

rero-order
correletlon

coefficlents.

Trend Sox

How Ilkely OS It
thilt yOd w111 00

a

*Itch of the foltowlng
things pfter hlgh .

school? .

.

attend a technical 01: 81.8 28.7 19.2 9.4 2.04 2.02 2.06 2 03 1.97 -.02
or yocetlonel school r: 46.4 211.9 15.5 8.3 1.97 1 87 1.99 1.92 1.88 .00 -.06

Graddate from a two- 01: 29.0 22.6. 18.1 10.3 1,92 1 94 1.99 1.97 2.00 .01
year college program r: 37.7 29.6 21.8 14.8 2.01 2.04 2.03 2.06 2.14 .02, .05

Oraduffte from college Of: 22.4 18.8 22 9 39.5 2.08 2.98 2.92 2.52 2.70 .05
(four-year program)

attend graduate or
professional school
after college

r:

PI:

r:

27.2

20.7
25.8

18.0

22.8
33.0

22.5

29.4
21.4

32.2

11.0
8.9

2.37

1.99
1 90

2.42

2.06
1.99

2.51

2.01
1.96

2.60

2.02
2.02

2.60

2.1,
2.09

.07

.04

.05

-.02

-.04

.foe wn explanation 08 these coefficients. see Chapthr 2.
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Table 5:1.2

The Vole Of Paid Work: Distributions and Trends

,

--_-_-_

IUD Percentnge Distribution. 19797_1960-Trends end Sew Difference.

NolItly
016 01.-

6.0-4O-agree
(1) (2)

.

___---
Neatly

Neither gres Agree
(3) (4) (5) 1976 1877

Neane

1976 1879

.

1860

-Zero-order
,..

Correlstlon
Coefficient.'

Trend Sew

tn the following list
yOU will find *ome
statements about
leisure time and
work. Please show
whether you woo or
Oissgree with each
ststement

I like the kind of
work you can forget
about offer the work
day I. over

To me. work is
nothing more than
making- Jiving

I expect my work to
be very central part
of my life

I went to db my best
In my Job even If
this sometimes mean.
working overtime

Centrality of Work,

14:

F:

14:

it

N:
f:

14:

F:

111:

Ft

16.3
13.6

27.7
47.1

.

6.0
4.7.

2.2
1.0

14.1
13.0

27.5
27,5

6.9
9.5

:!.2

1.3

,

12.4
13.3

8.2
7.6

11.6
13.0

-

5.7
3.4

.

22.3
29.7

12.7
10.0

MO
27.7

30.3
32.9

25.0
30.4

12.9
7.9

40.5
36.1

59.6
GI.6

, .

.

3.29'
3.45

2.34
2.00

4.00
3.91

4.40
4.45

3.70
3.73

2.47
3.48

'

2.41
2.15

4.03
3.6.

4.44
4.47

3.99
3.6.

3.47
3.42 ,

2.32
2.06

3.96
3.92

4.46
4.51

3.66
3.73

3.50
2.59

2:36
2.09

4.00
3.66

4.44
4.47

3.65
3.67

.

2.46
1.56

2.36
2.04

3.97
3.92

4.43
4.92

3.65
3.73

.02

.02

.00

.olop

-.01
.00

.01

.03

-.02
.00

.02

-.10

-.04

.02

.03, Index (shove 4 items)



Table 5-1.2 (cont.)
ed/1

The ROI, of Paid Work: DtetrIbuttoos and trends

-1960 Percentage DIstrIbutIgns 1975-19110 Trends and Sex DIfferences

Would
want to

wOrk
111

.

Woald not
want to

work
121 1976 1977

Mesne

1976 11179
.g.

1960

Zero-order
torrelatton
Coeff1clents.

Trend Sex

If you were to yet
enough money to thee
as comfortably as you'd
like for the,rest
sf your life. would
VIM went to work?

6:
F!

711.7

62.7
20.3
17.3

.

1.20
$.19

1.20
1.111

1.16
1.19

1.20
1.16

1.20
1.17

.00
-.02 -.02

.

1660 Percentage DtstrIbutIons 1976-1960 Trends and Sex Differences

I've thought
about tt

lot
(2)

I've thcught
about If
a /Mt.

171

I haven't
thought about

It et all
III $976 1977 197111 1979 1960

Zero-order
CorrelatIon
Coefficients

Trend Sex

Nave you thought at
all bout whether
you'd Ilke to hove
0,1 wren or xsw

moony you'd ItMe to have
41:

F:
26.7
50.9

.

55.3
45.0

,

...

17.0
4.1

2.14
2.50

2.0e
2..53

2.14
2.52

2.10
2.50

2.10
2.47

-.01
-.02 .31

1 0
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Teble 9-1.2 (Cont.)

The eille of Pald work: Olgtritattlens snd Trend'

.

1980 tercentage DIstrIbtitions 1976-19110 Trends and Sex Olffrnces

Net
4

Somewhat Milt i
Means

2ero-order
Correlation

IIIIPOP-
tient

IMPor-
tent

ImPor-
tent

Eatremely
Important

Coefficients,

Trend Sex(I) (2) (3) (4) 1976 1977 1971 1979 1990

'

Mds /11Portent Is each
of the followIng '

to you In your 1Tfe7 -

MlevIno tpood marrlege 14: 4.3 9 2 16.11 6C7 3 44 3.46 2.50 3.57 3.52 .03

end fealty Me r: 2.7 3.9 11.6 1111.1 3 67 3.65 3.70 3.71 3.12 .03 .t2

11411nd euecestful Immy sol 2.2 9 6 32.6 55.1 3,37 3.311 3.46 3.46 3.41 .04

Ilne of woik 1: 0.9 10.6 33.4 55.4 3.39 3.39 3.42 3.45 3.44 .03 .00

Wm &We to find Of 1.11 4.5 MO 117.1 3.57 3 97 3.51
.
1.111 3.60 .02

tady work f: 0.6 6.7 30.9 61.8 3.51 3.49 3.53 3.53 3.54 .03 -.05

'Two Items wer reversed for Incluslon In the Indeli.

'fen en evplanatlon of these coeTTIclents. ee Chapter 2.



Table 9-1,3

OccupetIonal Value!: OletrIbutIone and Trend*

, Igloo Percentage OletrIbutIone 1976-1560 French and Sca Offferencele

NOt
impor-
tent
(1)

A little
important_

(2)

Prtty
Impor-
tent
(3)

Very
lamer-
tent
(4)

o

1976 1977

Menne

1976 )57)1 1580

Zro-order
CorreIation

Coefficients'

Trend SON

Different people may look for
019fitrent thInge In thole
wore. 8e10w 111 a Ilet of
come of them things. Plung

.

'sad ach one. than ndfcile
how Important thus thlng
,11, for you.

A jab that has hIgh M, 8.5 25.6 40 0 2 ,7 2.85 2,77 2.77 2.e1 2,83 .

Statue and preetige

a 10ff that precede! you
with a good chance to germ

i

M:

10.0

1.4

29.4

7 0

36.7

33.11

23.9

57,11

2 55

3 40

2.65

3.43

2.67

3.45

2.71

3.46

-2.75

3.4

.

.04good deal of money f! 1,6 9.6 38.8 4S.8 3.21 3,25 3.26 3.33 3.37 .07 -,..11

,A job char* the chances
for dvancament and ,111: 1.1 6 0 27.9 -65,1 3.47 3.56 3.57- 3.55 3.57
promoteon ore good f! 0.11 7.8 30.0 81.3 3.40 3.45 3.47 3.55 3.52 .06 -.05

.

.A job that most peoPl 6.0 20.7 37.5 35.6 2.93 2 56 3.00 2.58 3.03 .03 -leek up to and respect f: 4.7 18.5 36.2 38.6 3.08 3,02 3,10 3.07 3.11 .03 .04

'fetus 6 NOney- M: 3.12 3.16 3 II 3.21 3.23 .06India Tabove 4 etemS) f7 3.05 3.10 3.13 3.16 3.19 OP ,- OS

A job thatoffers reasonably 4! 1.4 8.6 29.0 63.9 3.53 3.54 3.56 3 56 3.54 .00
Orittelctoble. secure future f. 0.7 5.1 28.7 65.4 3.53 3.54 3784 3.16 3.5! D03

46
A job wh1ch allows you
to llablesh roots In .

CommunIty and not to have M: 10 0 16.5 33.4 40.0 3.02 3.01 3 07 1.06 3.04 .01to mows from place to plac f: 11.0 19.4 31.0 38.5 3.03 3.03 2.97 2 93 2.57 -.03 -.03

Stabellty 8 Security 01! 3 27 3.25 3.32 3.3) 3 29 .01inde fahnce 2 Item') f. 3.28 3.25 3.21 3.24 3.26 - 01 -.02
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Table 5-1.3 (cont.)

OccOPatIonal getues: Otelributions end Trends

.,: 1911040prcen1sge Dis/ributionn . ,1976-1980 Trends and Spx Diffrencinl

Met
tlior-
tent
t/

11,Tittle
leportent
,fli

Pretty
lover-
tent
13/

VoWy
lezior-
tont
(e) 1976

7

11177

Meanie

$41I
_

11179 11190

Zero-order
Correletton
Coefficientsr

*roma S x

11 lop tonere yOW get
690100noi MO norticineto :

1r$ din:Teton 00(n. P. -

.

A Job %More soilt,VrabOolni ere ' Al,

quiterdifftCull end cheflonaing Fl

,
11T,

9.1
51,0

19.0
*OA

17.4
2*,11

1.4
3.2

28.3
27.2.

..

...
.

,,,.

7.7
11 8

e

'''.'

.

20.7
24,0

,

34.0
1$ 3

31-2
40.0

.

42 1
19 41

40 2
24.12

21 1
29,3

43.8
42.9

42,8
25.3

27 2
24.8

42 3
42 9

20 1
27.$

40.4
29.0

20.4
28.1

14.2
11.5

24.2
11.3

44.1
39.1

11,3
7.0

240:
22 S

2,92
2 86

-2.45
2.31

.2 IA
2 58

2 St
2.18

3 22'
3 OS

2113
.13

2.02
2.63

2 0/
249

2,92
2.86

2.44
2.34

2.68
2.60

2.60
2:23

3.29
3,09

2.18
2.17

2.115

2.70

2 16
2 55

2.9V
2.88

2.51
2.37

2.75
2.03

2.49
2.19

3.29
3.09

2.18
2.14

2.94
2,15

2.72
2-94

\3.01
2\1105
\

2.49
2.40

2.79
'2.87

2.56
2.24

3.29
3.08

.

2 18
2.08

.

2.92
2.73

.

'. 2.74
2.53

,

3.00
2.94

2.90
\2.42

2:75
2.61

, 2.56
2.24

:.

3.29
3.09

2.15
2.14

2.92
2.75

2,73
2.55

.04
*.CM

.02

.04

.04
.04

.01
.02

.01

.01

.00
-.01

.02
.04

02
.02

-,04

-.06

-.O

-.17

-.12

-.02

-.11

-,1S

7::710,01110t

telboyo 1 114101) r-

A inio Owe you hey. pore *
*nen Alio peons yecistion P

3

a pie Iiiifin 2.104,16
te* ef tie. Poi" Tithe? :

100049 to *mix, 11f41' F.

'","

A ieb With on eery Mc! 0
Piet tots you...pore stoply F

f.

1,04100111cti ilimmesteeu
polit*Y- 1$041w 01 suporv141001 10:

_ Ott9Pre , P.

IV _ . ::,

.,..

tnnIssi
irOuw 110tOwe A 1.1001

3 4

71 0

0



toble 5-1.3 (cont.)

OccupetIonml Values: OlstrIbutIons and Trend

. \ ,r

iggo *iercentage OlstnfoutIons 1970-1940 Trends and Sow 017forlooes
,

NW
leper
tnt
(f)

A lIttle
Important

121

Pretif
toper.
tent\
(37

Very
Impor-
tent
(41

*
,

,1974
-

1977

been*

1976 1979 Isso

Zero-order
CorrolatIon

CoeFfIclents.

frend Sew

A Job whore you have the.
chance to be cremtive

A Job wh,Ich fs Interesting
to do

A Job where you de not
her s to pretend to be
typo of.pmrSon thmt you are not

A JOb where you cab learn
new thInps. Learn,new 01111s

A Job whore you can see the
results of whet you do

A (oh whIch uses your
shills end abIlltles 4 lett
you do the thfngs you
do best

A Job whore the hIlls
Vou. Immrn wIll not 00
out of dat9

.

111eulatIon and Mastery

0:
F:

:

M:'

F:

11:

F:

Of:

F.

01:

F:

-_r
-111:

'7!

110:

i:

S.
5,

0.7
0/2

5 7
3.5

.4

.9

0.9,
i 0 6

f

.1

i 0.7
0.2

, 4

I

I

!. 4.3.
I 4.1

25.3 35.2
21,5 35.2

1.2 13.0
1.2 6.0

4.3 23.4
7.4 12 5

12 6 42.0v
10.1 34.5

9,2 35.9
5,5 g730 4

1

3 S 27.5
2,8 20.6

11 0 32.0
11,1 30.3

33.3
36.0

44.9
40.6

\

04.7
0(.4

44 0
,52.\6

53-F
631

48.3
76.4

51.5
14.0

2.93
3.04

3.80
3.91

3.40
3.73

3,24
3.40

3.44
1.52

3.59
3.73

3.39
3.32

3.41
,52

2.95
3.06

3.16
3.90

2.43
3.74

2.25
3.41

3.42
3.56

3.44
3.74

3.39
3.36

3.42
3.54

2.99
3.11

3.15
3.00

2.45
3.75

3,27
.

.3.39

3,90
3.56

3.42
3.11

3 35
.3.27

3.43
3 53

3.00
3.06

3.86
3.89

3.45
3.71

4.30
3.41,

3.47
.3.55

3.06
3.10

3.34
3 32

3.44
3 52

2.96
3.06

2.62
3.69

3.47
3.72

3.24
3,41

3.43
3.57

2.62
3,73

3.21
2.34

3.42
2.53

.01

.00

.01
-.02

.

.01
-.01

.02

.00

.01

.02

.02
-.02

-.03
.00

.01

.00

.06

.08

.17

.09

.06

.06

,.02

.13
lndew Imbovw I Item%) "



Table 3.,.1.3 (cont.)

decupationel Wu's: Otntrtbutions nne pones

1980 Percentage Distributions 1976-1960 Trends nd'Sea Differences

Mot
OmPOr-
tont
(1)

A. OOttte
importnt

(2)

Prtty
Impor-
tnt
(3)

Very
leper-
tont
(4) 1076 1977

Mens

IWO . 1979 1960

21'w:order
CorreletIon

CooffocOonts,

Trend Sea

A Job that ye, you
0

On oopOrtunIty to be p le: 4.4 I3.0 43.2 33,4 3.13 3,0S. 3.10 3.11 2.00 -.01

directly helpful to Other* F: 0.7 6,9 20.4 60.4 3.92 3.92 3.91 3.48 3.51 -.01 .29

) 1

A Job that 18 41: 9,0' 16 9 40.3 38.2 3,10 3.13 3.10 3 12 3.00 -.01
worthwhIle to soclty F: 1.5 12.4 35.6 90.9 1.35 3.37 3.34 3.39 3,33 .00 .13

11.1L412! 011: .
3.12 3.12 3.10 3.11 2.07 -,02

Indfm (stave 2 Item') F: - 3.44 3.44 3.43 3,41 3.43 -.01 .24

A Job that Wye, you IN: 2.7 10.8 30.7 48.8 3.241 3.33 3.30 3.34 3.30 .02

chance to melte ?rime.
.,,

F: 1.6 6 6 20.7 99.1 3.50 3.91 3.90 3.91 3.47 -.01 .13

A Job tht perelte
contact with lot 18: II:I r 27.3 36.0 25.7 2.70 2,76 2.7$ 2.79 2..76 .01

of people F: 9.7 16.0 39.6. 40.4 3.19 3.13 3,12 3.14 3,11 -.01 .19

C0448et wlth Others IS: 3.01 341 3.04 3.07 3.03 .01

Indf4 (Above 2 itOnO) F: 3.33 3.32 2.31 3.32 3.21 -.01 AO

',Or en eaplenetlen or these coeffIcients, sa Chapter 2.



Table 5-1.4

Perception, About Success Potentle1s: Olstr1butIons end Trends

1960 Percentage OitrIbutIons 1976-1960 Trend, end Sew 01 ff es

Poor
11/

Not so FeIrly Vry Don't
Good Good Good Good know
12/ (3) (4) (5) 1976 1977

Neens

1976 1979 11160

Zero-order
corretatIon
coefficlenter

Trend Sew

These newt questions
ask eau to guess
how 141411 you eight
do on 01111/rent
sltuatIone. Now
gOod do yoU
th1nk you would -

.

eve hlieb81111,
or wIte7

111:

F:
1.1

1.0
1.7
1.7

1.7
7.3

f0.4
33,6

42.6
52.9

4.5
3.5

4 14

4 29
4.16
4.35

4.26
4,33

4.16
4.32

4.26
4.41

.04

.05 .09

As ' le! OAP 1.6 11.6 WI 43.4 111.1 4 13 4,14 4.22 4.16 4.211
parent? P. 1.4 2.1 9.4 34.4 41.5 4,3 4 15 4.21 4,21 4.24 4.34 .04 .02

As worker SI: 0.2 0.2 3.11 27.5 66.5 1.5 4.53 4.49 .4.99 4.56 4.62 .04
on a job? F. 0.3 0.3 5.5 33.2 59.2 1.7 4.43 4.44 C46 4.51 4.53 .05 -.04

1 4



Table 9-1.4 (cont.)

'PerceptIone About Success Potentials: Oistrlbutions end Trends

igiciperpentags Olstrlbuttons fa7S-1980 Trends and Sex Of eeeee nces

Poorly
(f)

Net so falrly Vry
well well Well well
121 131 141 151 1976 $117

.

Means

1978 1976 1960

2ere-order
correletton

coefticients,

Trend Sex

Hew well de yOu
thlnk your
xperiences and
training lot home.
school. work. etc.)
hgve prop:wad you
to b. a ;Pod. . .

MUsbond 111: 2.5 1.4 26 7 42.1 22 4 3.68 3.69 3.68 3 74 3.76 .02
or wtte7 f: 1.6 4 9 16.3 40.6 34.11 4.03 4.00 3.97 4.02 4.02_ .00 .16

10: 3.2, 7 O 26.2 38.9 24.2 3.69 2.67 2,67 3,72 2.73 .02
Parent? t: 1.9 9 9 20 9 39.6 26.9 3.98 2.96 -3.94 3.95 4.00 .01 .14

WOrker on N. 0.6 2 q 13 0 40.0 43,2 4.09 4.19 4.16" 4.22 4.22 .05
lob? i 0.6 3 0 IA.@ 39.9 42.2 4.13 4,13 4.13 4 19 4.20 .03 -.01



Table 5-1.4 (cont.)

Perceptions About Success Poteritiels: Distributions nd Trends

MO Percentage Distributions 1970-1900 Trends end Sex Differences

,

Means
Zero-order
correletion

coefficients,
A A- 84 6 8- C' C C- 0 . .

Trend Sea(9( (11( (7) (9) (5) (4) (5) (7) (11 1970 1977 1970- 1979 1900

Which of the
following best
deScr(bes your

go grede
so ter In 0: 7.0 7.4 14.0 21.0 14.4 14.7 10.4 5.2 2.3 5.40 5.42 5.37 5 53 5.40 .01
high school? i: 10.4 11.9 14.0 23.0 12.9 11.0 CO 3.0 0.4 9.71 0.04 9.02 6 02 4.13 -.02 .47

".t.



Teble s-t.. (cont.)

Perceptions About Success Potentials: Oletrlbutlone end trende

. 1980 Olrcentoge Olvtrlbutlene 197G-1980 trends end Ser 011rereheee

Per
below

Pe
1 1 )

Below
verage

121

911ghtly
below

ge
13)

Avereow
1 4)

511ghtly
bove

ge
(5 )

rer
Above above

de de
16) 171 1970 1977

Menne

1578 1979 1580

Zero-order
correletlen

OoefrIclehtel

Trend Set

Cambered wtth
others your
ego throughout
the country,
how de you
rete yourvel1
on school
sobltfty7

Mew 1nte11104011
do you third,
you ere compered
wlth others
riur ow,

Mr
r!

U!

P:

0 0
0,3

0,5
0 2

..

2.3
1.9

1:1
0 9

4.5
4.3

1.5
4,1

35.4
37 8

31.5
2-5

22.2
21,3

MS
741-4

24.3 4.8
24.7 3.0

_2s,e----1,71--
27.0 5.5

4.84
4.15

4,15
4.53

4 81
4 13

1.94
4 113

1.81
4,83

4 97
1.112

.

4.88
4\81

5.01
1.77

,

4.417

4.89

5,01AA

.01

.01 .00

.02

.00 -.136



table 6-1.4 (cont.)

PrceptIon About Succesf Potentfals: OfstrIbutIons and trends

1980 Percentage DIsIrIbuI1ons
1078-11180 trends and Sew DIfferonc,4-r

,
Zero-order

. Moans correlatlonNot Vry A Good A great Don't
coeftlelgoits .at all Ilttle Some deal deal know

trend Sew
111 12, (31 14) 9I

,

$916 1677 1971 1179 11160

«
these questIons are
about whothef you
thfra: worsen ere
dIscrImInated gelnst
fn each or the
dollowIngereas.
to what extent
r* women d1f-
crImmated gaInst...

In gettIng college 11: 94.4 27,9 --7-.3 2.1 1,3 7.6 1.74 1.49 1,86 1.88 1.98 -.OSedUcatfon7

in-96184119-130s1tfons

r_L-39:4---38.8 13.6 2,6 1.7 9.7 1.60 1.84 1.84 1.86 1.84 -.01 .11

0t feadersh1p owe,. II: 11.15 17.2 37.2 23 3 7.8 3.1 3.17 3.12 3.01 3.01 3.03 -.OSmen and women? r: 3.9 11.7 34.6 29,1 18.7
,

9.9 3.60 3.92 3.49 2.911 3.48 -.03 .21
In ObtaInIng
iveCut1ye posItIons M: 10.4 17.4 31.7 24.8 7.6 7.7 3.29 3.118 3.13 3.04 3.02 -.07In busIneis7 r: 9.9 14.8 31.8 26.0 14.1 8.9 3.93 3.49 3.37 3.44 3.32 -.06 .13
In Obtemong
top Jobs fn
the prodeSelons7

In gettfng skilled

01.

v,

,

M.

12.9
,7.111

11.6

22.9
16.4

221.1

26.0
26.1

31.0

10.6,
24.0

18.2

7.2
14.3

7.2

7.9
9.3

6.6

3.04
3.39

3 01

2.93
3.28

2.97

2.63
1.24

3.00

2 SS
3.32

2.86

2.86
3.19

2.86

-.04
-.03 .14

-.OSlabor Jobs? V. 8 9 17.8 31.9 21.0 11.0 10 6 3.23 3.19 3.17 2.14 3.06 -.04 .09
In gettIng
elected to 011: 7.6 19.6 24.0 74.1 20.8 .8.0 3.05 3.21 3.30 3.29 3.36 -.02political office') V. 2,11 6 4 111.6 26 6 37.8 6 1 3.914 3,69 3.87 3 67 3.94 -.01, .24
In getting
*dual pay For 01: 24 2, 24,8 23 4 13,3 9.2 9.3 2 74 2.79 2.73 2..88 2.96 -.OSinwl work? V. 11 2 19 1 29 5 19.5 16.9 9.3 1 33 3.40 3 26 3 37 3.16

.

- 04 13.
. ),

y

iho



tobto S-1.4 (cont.)

Perceptions About Success Ootorstlets: Distributions end Trends

mo Percntage 01stributions 1976-1990 Trends and Sew Dif(rence,

NOt
st

ell
11/

Somewhat
12)

A
tat
131

Don't
know

1976 1977

Means

.

1979 1979
A

1950

Zero-order
correlation

coefficients'

trend S.

fe whet potent ,

do you think
the things listed
below wilt prevent
you from getting
the kInd of
work you would .

like to hove?

Your sow O.
ft

.

VA,
ee.4

7 II

26.9
2.11

4 9

.

1.7
1,7

1.17
1 34

1.13
1 40

1,19
1.33

1.13
1.33

,

o

1.14
1.36

- 02
-.01 .20

'far en eviolnetlon of these coefflclents. see Chpter 2
4



Tebtff 5-1.5

Preferred Pork sowngs: 01strIbut ons and Trends

.

1480 Percentage 131strIbutIonv 1576-1580 Trends and Sex 01fferences

Mot at
all ac-
cepteble

(I)

Somewhat
accept-
Able
121

Aceept- 0110S1r-
able able
131 14/ 1976 1977

Mean,

197S 1579 1940

21fro-order
CorrelatIon

coeffIctnte'

Trend Sex
,

&pert from the particular %Ind
of work you went to do. how
would you rate each of the
following settings as a Place
ro work?

.

,

Working In a large corporatIon M: 5.0 26.1 47.1 21.1 2.66 2.70 2.71 2.81 2.5! .04

i: 4.5 26.7 47.7 19.0 2.61 2.68 2.09 2.80 2.79 .011 -.03

WorkIng In a small busInels 81: 4 4 23.2 51.4 20 3 2.42 2 44 2.11 2.84 2.88 .03

7: 2.9 21.7 21.5 22.1 2,93 2.91 2,85 2.93 2.93 .00 .04

PorkIng In a government agency IN: 22.0 32.4 ,32,0 13 4, 2.47 2.43 2.32 2.37 2.37 -.02
7: 19.0 33.4 31.4 16 Cr 2.45 2.55 2.44 2.44 2.4S -.02 .05

WorkIng In the llitery ervice M: 44.4 30 S, 14.1 8 5 2.10 1.54 1.44 1.87 LOS . 07

7: 54.0 26.7 11.4 4.4 1.57 1.87 1.84 1.74 1.70 -.10 -.01
-

Morktng In school or 0: WS 35.2 28.4 7.4 2.22 2.12 2.04 2.13 2.IS -.02

universIty 17, 17.11 31.0 35.4 15.4 - 2.64 2.55 2.44 2.53 2.49 - 04 .20
,

IforkOng 1n m pollee department
or police.egency

MI
F.

'33-.3

-25.7
34.1
34.2

22.8
24.1

9,8
5 9

225
2.34

2.15
2.26

2.14
2.30

2.r,
2.25

2 04
2.16

-.05
- 06 .04

WorkIng In soclal servIce M. 31.0 41 4 21.11 S V 2.17 2.04 2.01 1.58 2.02 -.04
orgentratiOn r- 4.4 30.0 37.9 23 6 .2113 2.87 2.41 2.80 2.77 -.06 .40

porktng wIth eme1 I group M: . 4 7 211 V 44,4 20 2 2.74 2.69 2.74 2.74 2 74 .01

of partners 7. 11 2 .211 7 39.9 21 3 2.62 2.63 2 6! 2 65 2.73 04 7.04

Work1ng on yourviwn M. 5.0 13 3 30.2 SO 5 '3 24 3 25 3 28 3 27 3!720 .02
r!

..

II 5 19.7 20 5
..,

40 2 277 2 77 2 83 2.55 2.97 08 ° -.20

ern,- an epolsnetion of the,* cneffIclent,s, lee Chapter 2,

b



Table 6-1.6

OccupetIonal Asplratlone: OlstributiOns and Trends

. 1676-1960 Trends end Sew Olfferences

1976 1677

. Percentage

1676

k

1976 1610

Whet bInd of work do you think you w111
be dolng when you re 30 yoore old'?
Mark the one that comes closest to whet
you xpect to be dolng.

111 leborer (car washer. sanitary
worker, farm laborer)

(2) Service worker (cook. welter. barber.
jenttor. gas stmtlon ttendant.
bract lcal nurse. bsteut felon) '

f2) Operative or semi-Wiled worker
fgerage worker. terl-ceb. bus or truck
drlver. ssembly 11,10 worker. welder)

(4) 541011 clerk ln retail.) store fhoe soles-
boric'', departOent Store clerk..drug store clerk)

(9) Clerical or office worker (bank teller.
bookkPeper, secretary, typtst. postal
clerk or carrlr. ticket gent)

fit PrOtective serw1Ce (police offIcsr,
firemen, delectivel

(7) 111111tery service
.>

(6) Craftemen,or skilled worker 1cerpervier.
eleciriLlen, brOch liortr. mochon1c,
machinist. tool 6 dip aker, telephone Installer)

01,

F.

Is.

F:

11.

f.

II:

f :

N.

f ":F:

0,
F.

0,7 0.6
0.0 0 0

'4

.

0 6 1.0
4 5 4.6

7.6 7.7
0,3 o.$

0.6 0.6
3,2 2.6

t II i 4

23.3 22,3

.7.3 4 4
1.1 1.5

4 6 50
1 0 1 0

22 0- 21 7
0.5 0 6

0.6
0.3

0.6
4 6

5.4
0.2

0.6
2.0

1 ,
21 3

6.1f 3

4 2
0 7

23 9

.
0 6

0.6 0.7
0.1 0.1

4

0.6 0 6
9.0 4.6

6.4 4.6
0.11 0.3

OA 0.6
2.6 2.4

1.5 '2.2
19.3 19 11

4 4 2 6
0.6 0,11

3 $ 3 3
1 0 0 111

,

23 I ' 21 9
1 0 1,2



Table 9-1.6 (cont.)

/

1976-1990 irend nd 5.1. 011iterences

1976 1977

ercentege

19711 1979 19110

.

fill farm owner. farm manager' M. 3 7 4.0 4.0
.

4.1 3,4
F: 1.6 0.9 0.1 0.9 0.9

(10) Owner op small buslneeS M: 6.3 5.1 1.1 7.1 5.7
(restaurant owner. shop owner) F. 1.9 2.5 3.9 2.5 3.2

(11) Sales repreeentitlee (Illaurence gent. 14! 1.6. LC 2.6 2.1 2,3
real state broiler. bond scar' r 0 2 0 6 1.1 1.3 1.4

I ,

(121'111enager or edmlnletrator (offlc
manager. sales manager., cho& M. 5 3 6.1 3-0 6.4 11.fr

dminlatrator. government 01110411 . r 3 9 3 6 ° 5 . 6 5.1 7:3
.

(13) Professional without docteret degree
(registered hurt.. 11bearfan. ngInser. .

rchttoct. socIaLworkerr-4echnIcliiin. --Al: Z3 6 24,2 " 25.7 29.2
F.

--4------241.

35 1 37,0ccountant, ector.,art1St. auslclen1 16.9 37.9 36.4
,

WI Professional with doctoral degree or . '.... .

eouleelfint (lawyer. onvsOclen. 14.5 13 6 12 5 12.3 13.5
dentiat, scientit . college protesSoh) . 1 10 41 10.9 _ 10.9 13.0 17 7

(IS) Full-One homemelier M.
.60 1

0 0 0 0 0 1 0.1
or Housewife t- 11 2 11 7 90,7 9.4 7.1

"rade* ot Sews/Iwo!, 49 8 49 1
.

44.7 44.0, .36.3
INInf Incloilnq housewife)

,, k



?let. 9-1,7

Preetlge et Asplrod OccupstInn! tr..nds

1 1979-1980 Trynds end Sow 01ffernces .

Zero-order
. Penns Correlt1on

Coefflefents
078 197/ 191 8 1974 1980

Trend Ise

1

OccupetO0ne1 111, 8.72 11 89 LIPS 8 93 10.38

... Oreetlee F. 8.89 9 77 9.99 10 09 10.12 . .04 -.01

-1*t;t
s'

1 t)



4.

1.

-Table 3-2,0

.

ftflicatOonal 141n4 Meets 40 neekeroond thereoterIktit5'

loro-Order CorrolatIon Coeflloveo1k
.

imultiO14'
Corr014010o
Cooffloleotk.oce

tov, .4711ve
..

with with mother rather mother Urben1-
Mother /ether Worked tduc tdoc dtty ;

..

Aced
41:0111y Orwdes

Coll Wollt
!lane Orient

010
Comet*

014ttno
ri'wq

-.

Vocational/ Ill MO - OS. - 04 .04 - 17' - 14 -.12 - 23 - 20 30 01 . 04 00 AI
tochnicl F. 09 - 05 - 04 OS - I? - 13 , 10 - 17 . tr . 35 .. 02 00 04 37

0 ,
. ,

2*yser
college

W..

r!

04
03

- 02
- 01

-,. 02,
- 03

01 . . 02
.041 . 05

- 03
- 01

01
01

- 00
* 00

07 '

05 ..

00
11

02
03

* 01
- 01

tfl

0
01
14

4-yeer 0* 01 07 09 - 04 35 29 25 49 At 91 * 01 13 -.05 911
collet.

tfradliato

7

91!

10

OS

,
00

03

04

03

- 01 31

- 02 32

32

26

05

23

39

43

74 L

37

12

00

01

02

11

09

. 16

. 04

92,

09
school V 93 00 00 00 20 24 13 11 .29 11 05 07 . 14 02

ftkltreeely 1110h velvets re due fo the toolOsion of cortege plaint ms**dictor of etiocntlo.641 plan*



Table 5-2.2

The Rol of Paid Work: iffacts of Background Characteristics

Zero-Order Corrotatfon CoeFffcients

MUltfple
Correlation
CoefficintsRace

Live
with

Mother

Live
jlth

Father
Mother Father Mother Orbant- Acad.
Worked EclUc. CdOc. city Ability Grades

Coll. Pelt. Itelfg.
Plans Orlent Commit.

Dating
Freq.

HOusewlfe at 20 ft: -- -- --
-

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

F: -.OS -.07 -.01 -.OS -.OS -.06 -.04 -.11 -.09. -.21 -.OS .05 .07 .26

Like work you M: .02 .00 -,03 -.02 .06 .04 .01 .13 .13 *.12 -.02 .04 -.02 .17

can forget 11 .09. -.Of -.02 -.02 .07 .08 .02 . .13 .10 .17 .02 .22

Work nothing than 111: -.18 .07 -.04 .12 AO .00 .19 . :20 .16 -.03 .08 .03 .27

waking a living F: -..18 .02 .06 -.OS .13 .12 .02 .20 .20 .20 .01 .07 -.04 .30

Work centrel 011: .07 .00 .00 .04 -.02 -.02 -.04 .01 .02 .02 -.08 .05 -.01 .11

part of 111

gest Job, even

F:

111:

.14

.04

-.02 -.OS

.00

.03

.02

-.04

-.02

-.02

-.02

-.06

-.08

..03

.03

.02

.03

.01

-.01

-.01

-.06

.04

.06

-AN

.05

.14

.12

lf overtime F: .04 .00 -.02 .04 -.01 .00 -.OS .07 .06 .03 -.03 .06 .00 .10

Work Centrality 14: -.02 .02 .02 -.01 .04 .04 -.03 .15 .14 .12 -.06 .09 .01 .21

Index Ff

al:

.02

.00

.00

-.Of

-.01

-.03

-.01

.01

.07

-.02

.06

-.02

-.02'

.06

.19

-.02

.15

-.01

.19

-.01

.01

.06

.08

-.10

-.07

.00

,25

.12

fwbove 4 items',

would Stow work
If enough money F. -.03 -.01 .01 -.01 -.04 -.04 .01 -.07 -.06 -.12 -.01 -.04 .07 .13

Thought about lit .07 -MI -A" .02 '00 -'01
.01 .05 .07 -.02 ,11 .18 .24

hawing chl1dren F. -.03 -.02 .02 .01 -.01 -.01 .02 .06 .03 -.02 -.01 .04 .14 .16

Good marriage/ M. -.02 .02 .02 -.02 .00 -.01 .00 .08 .08 .06 -.14 .20 ,11 .26

fam1/Y ImPortant r: -.06 .01 .04 -.04 -.02 -.OS -.02 -.01 .01 -.01 -.17 .15 .1G .27

Success ln P: :03 .04 .!03 -.02 .05 .01 .12 .10 .12 .-.06 ,..05 .06 .19

work kIttOrtant F: .10 .01 -.01 .04 .04 .03 .01 .13 .11 .12 -.01 .05 -.01 .19

Steady work P: .05 .02 .00 .01 -.04 -.04 .00 -.02 -.03 -.02 -.08 .06 .08 .13

umsorlant
F. .10 :02 -.02 .05 -.OS -.06 .00 -.Of -.01 -.02 -.Of .01 .04 .13



sable 5-2.3

Occupational Values: Effecte ofBackground CharecteristicS

Iero-Order Correlation Coefficients

MUltfple
torrelatfon
CoefffcienteRace

1.1ve
with
MOthen

Live
with

Father

,

Mother Father Mother Urbeni-
Worked Edge, Mac. city

Aced,
Ability Grid*.

Coll. Polit. Islip. 'Wing
Piens Orient Commit Freq.

,

Status M: .13 -.02 ' -.03 :,05 -.02 -.01 .02 .00 -.02 .64 -.04 .oS .os .16
F: .21 -.04 -.07 .09 -.09 -.09 .02 -.06 -.11 -.04 .00 .01 :05 .24

Income M: .11 -.03 -.02 .06 -.OS -.OS -.01 -.10 -.14 -.12 -.03 -.06 .10 .21
F: .20 -.05 -.04 .09 -,13 -.13 .02 -.15 -.17 -.15 -.02 -.OS .11 .31

Advancement M: .05 .01 .00 .05 -.01 -.01 :01 .00 -.03 .00 -.04 .03 .10 .13
F: :12 -.02 -.04 .05 -.06' -.07 .06 -.04 -,06 -,.07 -.03 .041 .19

0

Respect by M: .10 .00 -.04 ,03 .00 .61 -.01 .01 .00 .os -,os .10 ,04 .14
OtherS F: .15 -.04 -.09 .04 -.04 -.05 -.02 ,.02 -.06 ,, -.01 -.07 .06 .04 .19

Statile 6 MOneY M: .14 -.01 -.01 .06 -:04 -.02 .00 ,-.03 -.06 .00 -.05 .04 .09 .19
Index F: .23 -.09 -.06 .09 -.11 -.11 .02 -.09 -.13 -.05 -.04 .00 .09 .29

Job Security M: .03 .02 .00 .03 -.03 -.03 .00 -.02 .00 -.04 -.07 .07 .07 .13
F: .09 .00, -.02 .05 -.10 -.OS. -.02 -.07 -.02 -.06 -.10 .05 .06 .16

No transfer M: ,00 .00 -.01 .03 -.05 -.04 -.II -.12 -.07 :,.,11 -.0e .11 .09 .22
F: .07 -.02 -.01 .02 -.12 -.11 -.09 -.10 -.07 -.15 -.11 .10 .06 .25

Stmbflfty I M: .02 .02 -.01 .04 -.06 -.05 -.OR -.09 -.05 -.10 -.09 .12 .10 .22
SecurIty Index F: .10 -.01 -.01 .04 -.14 -.12 -.OR -.II -.07 -.14 -.13 .10 .09 .27

Participate MI .07 .00 -.01 .01 .09 .06 .03 .13 .06 .12 -.02 .07 .04 ..111
1n Oecisions F: .11 .00 -.02 .03 .09 .07 .04 .10 .04 ,14 .05 .02 .02 .10

Difficult Problemll M: .02 -.01 -.01 -.01 .09 .09 .06 .15 .10 .12 .00 .03 .02 .17
f: .06 .00 -.01 .02 .10 .06 .03 .15 .09 .17 .06 .03 -.03 .20

ResponsIbility M: .06 -.01 -.01 .00 .11 .06 .06 17 .11 -15 -.01 .04 .03 .22
Index F: .10 ,00 . -.01 .03 .11 .09 .05 .15 ,09 .19 .07 .03 -.01 .24

19 ,1



Table 5-,2.3 (cont./

Occupational Valuea, Effects of Sackground Characteristics

Zero-OrderCorrelation ConIficients
.

MUltfple
Correlation
CoefficientsRece

Live
with

Mbther

live
with
Vathor

Mother father Mother Urbni- Aced.
Worked Educ. EdUc. city Ability Grdes

Coll. Polft. galls. Dating
Plans Ori,ent Comalt Freq.

Much Vacation MI .04_ -.04 .00 -.Of .02 .03 .04 -.01 .00 .02 .00 .00 .09
F: .11 -.01 -.03 .01 .02 -.01 .03 -.02 -.0G .01 .02 .01 -.01 .12

Much Free Time M: -.01 .01 :00 -.Of -.Of .00 .00 .01 .02 .01 .04 .09
F: .05 .-.02 -.02 .01 - Of -.Of -.01 -.03 -.04 -.04 .02 .01 .05 .06

Easy Race .
M. .09 -.02 -.02 .04 -.OS -.04 -.02 -.10 -.05 -.OS .02 .02 -.04 .14 '

On JOU F: .06 -.03 -.03 .01 -.OR -.OS 03 -.15 -.14 -.10 -.04 .00 .00 .16

No Suporvision 01: -.01 -.03 -.Of PO .00 .01 .00 .01 -.04 -.02 .04 -.OS .05 .04
F: 07 -.Of -.04 .03 .00 .01 *01 .00 -:05 -.Of .07 -.OS .02 .12

;Sty Race 14. .04 .-.03 -.01 .01 -.02 -.Of .01 -.04 -.03 .04 -.Of .01 .09
, :rasps F: .11 -.03' -.04 .02 - 03 -.04 .00 -.06 -.11 -.OS .03 -.02 .02 .14

U. Creative M: .03 -.02 -.Of .00 .03 .04 .005 .09 .04 .04 .07 .03 .01 .12
F: .03 -.01 -.02 .02 .03 .CIS .04 .06 .02 .06 .10 .01 .01 .13

Interestfng 0: -.05 .016 .04 -.Of .05 ,02 .02 .10 .013 .07 .01 .03 .03 .14

Stork F: -.07 .04 .04 -.01 .04 .04 .07 .07 .04 .02 .02 .00 .11
.

Se Yourself M. -.01 .03 .02 .00 .01 .01 .02 .06 .04 .05 .03 .01 .03 .11

r! - 03 .02 .05 .00 .03 .04 .00 .07 .011 .03 .00 .04 -.01 .09

Learn New M: . .12 -.03 .03 - OS -.07 -.02 -.10 -.09 -.11 -.Of .05 .02 .17

Things T: .14 -.03 -.OS .05 -.06 -.OS. .02 -.03 -.07 -.02 .01 .05 .01 AS
9

S00 00guitg 0! .07 .00, -.02 .02 -.Of .02 -.01 .02 .00 .00 -.Of .07 .10
. F: 06 -.02 -.01 ,.04 -.01 -.01 -.Of ., .05 .03 .06 .01 AM .02 .10

WM Skills. M. ,03 .01 -.01 -.01 .01 .00 .01 .05 .04 .03 -.01 .06 .02 .09
. f -.01 .01 .01 .02 .03 .02 -.01 .06 .06 .06 .00 .05 -.01 .09

Skills Not 011, .06 .00 -.01 .02 -%06 -.OS -.02 -.03 -.04. -.OS .03 .03 .09 .12
Out-of-Oete F. .07 -.04 -.03 .04 -.05- -.07 .00 -.03 -.02 -.04 .00 .01 .04 .10

Itieulatien 11 M: .07 .01 -.01 .02 -.02 -.01 .01 .04 .00 -.01 .04 .09 .05 .13
Mastery_indew F. 07 -.01 -.01 .05 01 -.of .01 .06 .03 .05 '.04 OG .02 .12



Table 6-2.3 (cont.)

&cuostIonal Values: Effects of Osckground CharecterlatIce

boro-Order CorrelatIon Coefficients . .

Multiple
Correletlon
CoeffIclenteneap

LIve
wIth

Mother

Llye . -
with Mother Father Mother Urbani- Acad.

Father Worked Educ, EdUc. city Abillty

.

Oradea
Coll. PO1lt. Rellg. Doting
Plena Orient Commit Freq,

Melp People a: .12 .01:1 -.04 .04 .00 .00 .00 .00 .01 .03 -.01 .18 .04 .21

F: .07 .00 -.02 .02 -.06 -.05 -.05 -.02 -.01 .03 .00 .14 .03 .17
. .

401) Morthwhlle 6: .06 -.Of -.02 .01 .00 :do -.02 .04 .06 .05 -.04 .16 .02 .17

to Soclety 'F: .02 .01 .00 -.do .03 .02 -.02 .06 .08 .10 -.01 .13 .00 .16

Altrulse M: .10- -,01 -.04 .03 .00 -00 -.01 .02 .04 .05 -.03 .20 .03 .22

Index F: .05 .00 -.01 .01 -.02 -.02 -,03 .02 .05 .08 .00 .16 .01 .18
,

Make FrIerdi II: -.04. .05 .03 -.01 .02 .01 .00 .00 .01 .03 -.01 .11 .02 .12
F: -,12 .03 .04 -.05 .02 .01 -.03 .00 .04 -.01 -.01 .09 MI .16

Meet Others M: .06 -.01 -.01 .02 .06 .05 .05 .02 .01 .10 .02 .13 .03 .11
V: -.04 ,04 .02 .00 .04 .03 .02 .03 .02 .06 .02 .11 .02 .14

Contact with 14 .02 .02 ,01 .01 .05 .04 .03 .01 .02 .06 .01 .14 .03 .16

Others Index F: -.05 . .04 .03 -.03 .03 .02 .00 .02 .03 .04 .00 .11 .02 .16

190



0

t.ble 5-2.4

PerceptIOnS About Success Potential: Effects of Background Chfirecterlstics

. 2aro-Order Correlation Coefflclenfs ,

.

PUltIple
Correletlon
Coefflclente

.

*ace

Uwe
with
Mothor

Llie
wlth

father
MOiher Fethor Wither Urban1- Acad.

Worked fduc fdUc. clty Abillty Grades
Coll. Pollt.
Plans Orlent.

eelig.
Cowell.

OatIng
frog,

Wow good de
yoU think you

.

would be...

so husband
or wile

R.

r:
-.02
.00

,

.04
-.of

.04

.04

-.01
.

-.03
' .05

.04
.04

-.01
.04
.04

.18

.11
;12
.07

.11
-.02

-.07
-.08

.17,

.12

.13
.11

.28

.23

.

as parent? 1: .04 .01 .00 . .02 .03 .02 .07 .13 .07 .10 -.OS .14 .10 .23

f: .11 -,01 -.02 .00 .01 -.01 .07 .05 .01 .01 -.07 .12 .04 .20

.

es ,a worke r OS: -.01 ,04 .02 ,01 .04 .02 , .04 .12 .01 .04 -.05 .07 .10 .17

On pft17 f: ,OS .02 .02 .03 .05 .04 .04 .23 .11 .11 -.01 .04 -.02 .27

-
.

How well home

.

your emerltincell
prepared you to
be good. . . . '

MUSibiliOd,
reor su?

4..

1!
.01
.03

-.01
.00

.00

.04
.04
.04

.02
--01

.02
.00

.01
-.01

.14

.10
.11
.07

.06

.00
-.01
-.OR

.14

.14
.12
.02

.28

.21
.

Parent? 4: .14 .00 -.02 .04 .00 .01 .03 .12 .08 .10 7.07 .15 .07 .25

f: .11 -.01 .01 .03 -.02 .00 .02 .08 .03 .03 -.07 .1i ,05 .21

lb

.

Worker on 4: .01 .00 .00 .04 -.03 .00 -.OS .08 .09 .02 -.07 .09 .08 .11

is Job? f: .04 02 .01 .05 .01 .01 .04
-,...

,14 .12 .05 -.PG .08 .07 .21



a

Table 5-2.4 Ictillt./

Perciast4ons About Success Polentleft Effect8 of Background Characteristics

Zero-Order Correltion Coefficients

flUltIple
CorreleffOn
Coefficients

Race

Live
with

Mother

Liv
with

tether

.

Mother Father Mother Urbanl- Aced.
morked,Edue. Educ. city Ability Grades

C011. Polff.
Plans Orient

llg. Dating
Cornell Freq.

Women discrtet-
noted agsInsf. . . o

.,

In getting M: .09 -.04 -.09 .04 -.04 -.03 -.03 -.OS -.03
,

-.07 .01 -.06 -.01 .15

college edtmetion F: .07 -.04 -.05 .01 .03 .05. .02 ..06 .01 .07 .08 -.04 -.06 .14

In gaining lender- 8: .06 .00 4-.02 .04 .02 .00 .03 .01 .02 ,03 .07 -.03 -.OS .12

hip position! F: .06 .00 -.04 .01 .01 .02 .05 .04 .00 .05 .12 -.OS -.02 .15

In obtaining evecr. M: .01 .03 .01 .00 .05 .04 .05 .08 .07 .07 .06 -,02 -.OS .12

positions in buS. F: .02 -.01 -.02 -.01 .05 .07 .03 .10 .06 .11 .10 -.OS -.os ' .17

, m

In Obtafre.top job! 10: .03 -.02 .-.02 .02 .02 .00 .01 .01 .02 .01 .07 -.04 -.04 .09

in the profesSlons F! .04 -.02 -.03 -.00 .04 .04 .02 .05 .01 .07 .01 -.04 -.OS .13

In getting skilled Pi! ,04 -.02 -.01 .02 -.02 -.01 .01 -.01 .00 .01 .01 -.02 -.:01 .08

ffebor Jobs F: Aas -.02 -.02 .00 .02 .03 04 .02 .01 .05 .07 -.06 -.02 .11

In getting elected M: .04 .00 -.02 .02 -.05 -.04 .01 -.01 .01 .00 .05 -.03 -.02 .08

to political off.

f,

In gettCg p equal

F.

M:

.01

.09

.01

-.02

-.01

-.OS

.01

.03

.01

-.03

.01

-.02

.04

.00

.03

-.06

.02

- 03

.02

-.01

.07

.05

-.05

-.04

..01

-.03

.00

.11

pay for qual work F: .06 -.01 -.05 .01 .00 .01 .02 -.02 -.04 .02 .06 -.05 7,04 .10

Index Perceived
r

. ,

Sev Olscrielomtion M:
F:

.06

.06
-.02
-.02

-.03
-.04

.03

.00
-.0k,
.04

-.02
.05

.03

.05
-.01
.05

.01

.01

.01
.07

.09
.11

-.05
-.07

-.04
-.05

.12

.11
lAbOvw 7 itees;

.. .

To what extent
will your sex
prevent yell
/row getting
the kind of
job you would M: .03 -.04 -.05 .01 - 02. -.04 -.04 -.08 -.06 -.00 -.03 7.02 -.01 . .10

Ilke tn ',nye' F7 .01 -,01 .01 - 02 07 .05 .05 .05 02 .10. .05 -,07 - 05 .14

19e,



14b14 5-2.5

Preferred Work Settings: Effects of Background Charecteristice

Zero-Order Correlation Coefficients

_

MUItipIe
Correlation
Coefficients

lace

Live
wIth

Mother

Live
with Mother Father Mother Urimni- Aced.
Pother, Worked Ed0c. jdUc. city 4b111ty Grade

CO11, Pollt.
Plans Orient.

Watig.
commit.

Ogling
Prep.

Large 14. .12 .03 .00 .09 -.01 -.01 .09 .07 .07 .04 -.04 .04 .04 .16

Corporation . V: .10 .01. -.01 .04 -.02 -.03 .05 .07 .09 .02 -.04 .03 .03 .16

Snell 0: -.11 .04 .04 -.OS .C,7, .04 -.03 .05 .04 .02. -.02 .02 -.01 .13

Buelneee F: -.16 .02 .07 -.OS .04 .04 -.06 .09 .07 -.04 -.07 .04 .09 .21

Government 0: .15 .00 -.04, .07 .00 .00 .09 Ao. At .14 -.02 .07 -.02 .23

Agency V: .11 .04 -,01 .04 .01 .01 .04 .14 .11 .11 .00 .04 -.01 .21

Military 14: .12 -..04 -.OS .07 -.OS -.OS -.04 -.04 -.C4 -.10 -.07" .02 -.03 .16

Service V: .1S -.02 ,-.04 .05 -.10 -.09 -.OS -.04 -.OS -.OS -.04 .04 -.07 .20

Sehool or 0: .12 .00 -.00 .00 .10 .07 .os .20 .14 .20 .04 .10 -.09 .34

Univeretty F: .09 .01 .01 .00 Als .04 .01 .16 .16 .26, .00 .12 -.06 .30
..

Pollee 0: -.04 .00 .01 .01 -.OS -.OS .03 -.04 -.02 -.03 -.OS .04 .00 .14

Department V: -.01 .00 .01 .00 -.04 -.04 .02 .01 .02 .02 -.02 .07
.

,.02
t

.09

SOO Service '11: .16 -.02 -.OS .03 -.01 -.01 .04 .03 ..OS .11 .04 .11 -.01 .22

Organisation F: .03 .00 -.02 .00 .01 .02 .01 .04 .09 .09 .07 .04 .02 .15

SO411 Or4141 11: -.07 ,OS .04 -.01 .12 .10 .01 .14 .10 .10 .07 .04 -.01 .14

of Partners r! ....II :101 .04 -.04 .10 .11 .00 .11 .10 .10 .01 .02 ,00 .16

5e1f-employed MI -.04 .01 .01 -.02 .02 .03 -.OS .04 .02 -.03 .03 ...05 .04 .14

p F: .00 -.02 -.02 -.01 .06 .09 -.02 .10 .04 .07 .04 -.04 .04 .14



table 5-2.i

Prestige of Aspired Occupation: Wocts of Background Characteristics

Zero-Order Correlation Coefficients

Multiple
Correlation
CoefficientsPace

Liv
with

Mother

Live
with

Father
Mother 'ether Mother Urbani- Acad.
Worked Mac. Nue. city Ability, Grades

Coll. Polit,
Plans Orient.

Pelig.
Commit,

Dating
Freq.

Occupetionel
torestioe

M!
r!

.00
.-..ta

.00
.05

.06

.02
-.04 .28 .23 .20 .43 .38

-.03 .28 .25 .12 .31 .25
.56 .04

. .54 .05 ,

.09

.041

-.03
-.10

Ai
.57

0



table 5-3.1

4
PIsnit'for 4-yeartFollege: Effects of Predictors

.

.

. 8IverIste
CoeffIcIents,

.

MO1 'varlet* CoeffIclents.

Race N:
.01 .01

Father's EdUcatIon

r:'

N: .29*

.I-

.13

.12*
.. %

.13

.14c .12*

r: .
. .17* .11* .17*

Mother's EdOcstIott N: .28* . .
.08 .09

r: .31* .18* .17*

UrbsrlIcIty
N: .05 .07 .07 -.07

F: -,04
-.OS

.,
Aced. AbIllty 000P. 10:

F:

.47*
.37*

.39.
1 .28*

.37*
.24

.37k
.24*

Wong. CommIteent N: .29* .17* AO* 0 .19*

r: .18* .10 .13* .13*

Opting Oregusticy M: -.07 -.03 -.02 .
-.02

F: -.II -.10 -.10 -.10

'trod. 510x 1/018 Att. M: -.IP*
-.10 -.13

F: -.22* ,

loos1 000. AttItudeS M: .12
-.01 -.01

F: .10
.01 .02

ParentlogrAttltudes 01: .01
4 -.03 -.03

F: -.07
-.07

01v. Pald Work M: -.04
-.07

(

F: .12
.0S

Olv. Nome Duties M: .12
-.OK

F: .11*
.03

01 (adj.) M:
.52 .52 .92

V: . 0 48 .45 .48

01, fedi,/ 0 M: , 7 .27 .27

F:
.23 .24 ,24

Not*: .0 1 .05

oftltrtes Pre 2.0''0-0rdOr correlstion coeffIclents.

'into-Ivo ere gitandardlywa regrossfon coetItc.ints.

1

1,0



table 5-3.2

Olen, for Greduate/Professlonal Effects of Predictore

<1

SIVA/riot,
0oefi6cients

-

MultIveriste Coefficients.

Race. .4: .04 .11 .11. .12

.13. .15 .21* .20.
. -

Father's Educetion M: . .24* t .11

. .A. r: .21. .08 .08 .04

I
Mother's EdUcmtlon M: .2i. .11 .11 .12

r: .30* .25* .24. .241.

Urpanicity M: .02 .02 .01 .01

r: .02 -.01 -.02 -.01

Lead. Comp..
A

M: .43. .35* .37* .37*Ability
...,

r: 25. .18 . .15.! AA*

Dating Frequency It M: -.02 , -.02 -.02
r: n-.09

Traci. Ses Role Att. M: -.NI. . -.09 t

r: -.22. . -.12 -.OS

Equal 000..Attitudes ti 04.: .12 -.01 . % -.01
r: .08 .00 -.01

PerentIng Aititudes M: .00 -.02 -.02 <

*31: -.1-1 -.II

Pref. Div. Paid Work M: .02 -.04
r: .17* .07

Pref. 'Div. Nome Duties M: .14 .02

A r: .19*
%..

.10

RO

(adj.) .
0 M: 0 45 .45 .44 ,

r: .7 .41 .42
..

(adj.) PS: .21 .20 .20
r: . .15 .17 .17

Note p < .05

'Entries for4 zero-order correlation cOeffIcients.

'Entries ere standardized regression coefficients.

2 0 4



Toble 5-3.3

'Plains for Being HOusewifilat 30: Effects of Predictors

Sivarlats
Coefficients' Pultiveriate Coeffici.nts,

a

Aced. Ability Comp.

Trod. Sex Pole Att. °

.. .

!WO OPP. Attitudis

..

,Parenting Attitude.

pref. Olv, Pald,Work

Pref. tliv. WM Duties

0
College Plan.

.

It iildj.)

st, fedi.)

0:
F:

T1: '

F:

0:
F:

0:
fl

111:

f :

M!
F:

01:

f :

111:

r i

M:
f:

o ..P1
-

T..

34

-.11

.16

a -.24.
. .

.-.111.

-.17.

e

-.011

, .00

.00

.04

.35.

.04

.00

.

.

.32

.11

.

0

I

.

r

.04

.2111.

.03

.07

-.12,

-.04

.34

.11

A

.00
.

.34.

.04

.00

%

.

..r. 14

25

.12

,

.041

.20.

.03

.

.07B

-.11-

-,04

-.12

.35

.12

Net.: *go .05

'entries are zero-order correlation coefficints,

'Entries ere tandardized regression conifflclants.

a

4

o j

o



to

tbl 9-3.4

Job Centrality Index: EffeCts of Priediclors

r---7- Oleariste
Coefficients' bultlyarlate Coeffic onto'

- Acad. Ability Coop. .19: i' .31. .31. .29* .29* . .23* .23*

F: .27* .27. .22. .21* .17. .18.

?rad. SeW Rote Att. 0: -.08 . .,., .02 '..03 .04 .09

F: -.24. -As. -.11 -.14* -.09

tclual OPO. Attitudes Al: .14. .08 .07 .os .ce

i: .10 -.01 -.01 .00 .00

Parenting Attitudes 8: .07 .04 .03 .04 .07:1

F: .00 - .09 .09 ,09 ,09

Pref. Olv. Paid Work 10: -.03 -.03 -.02

F: -.14* .09 .07

Pref. Ote. Noose buttes ft: .11 .04 .

.

F: , .21*
.

.10 .10

College Plane 10: .23. .13 .13

.28* AG* .14*

(adj.) 8: .10 .29 . .28 .29

F: .27 .30 31 .33 *.33

,

11* (adj ) 14: . .08 .09 ' .09 .09

F: .07 .09 .09
_.

Note: .02 4 .06

'Entries are zero-order correltion coffictnts.

'Entries are standardized regression coefficients.

2 0



Table 9-2.9

Poroelvid Sow OlsorlalnatIon Index: Meets of Predlotore

Olvarlato
Coefflolonle.

,

MOItiverlat Coefflotents, ,

Polltleel Orlentatlon

trod. Sew lolejitt.
t

[gust Opp Attltudee

Porentlng Attltudoi

Prf. Olv. Paid Work

Prf. Olv. Home puttee
... ---

tollege Plans

(. ed.), ) . .

r

1' limn.) .

II:

F:

111!

F:

14:

F:

14:

F:

14:

F:

01:

F.:

14:

0:
f:

IN:

f:

.03,

.-.

.07

-.0?

4
-.01

-.04

.

.00

-.04

.11

-.01
,

.09

-.11

.03

.

00

.

.

:00

.04

-.13

-.10

.10

.

-.01

.

.12 !

. .00

,

,03

-.14

-.10

.10

-.04

-.04

.00

.00

-.02

.69

.11

.

.13

.

.03

-.14

-.10

.10 ,

,00

.00

.03

.12

.

'AO

.00

.

.03

-.17 .

-.10

.10

-.OS

-.OS

-.04

.

,

.10

.11

.00

.09

.12

.09

.07

.90

00

.00

Hake: .1:0 4 .09: The Indem.le desorlbed In the text.

slintrles ar eero-order Correlation coefflolente.

'tntrlea r tandardized regrssion cofflolents.
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fable 11-3.11

OCCUMationol Preettle: 1f7e01e of Predictors

orlioriele
Ceofficlentu Nultiverlsto Coef4ic1onteT

retnor's iducetien
11:

.22*
;22*

.04
.111*

.03
.17*

.00
.17*

-.03
.12

.cr,
.17*

.03
.17*

te1cf.10en N. .211 Ad .14 .12 .12 .12 .14.metnor's
.03 .0t .02

,

Urbanfcitv 1: .10 -,,_ 0 .09 .07 .09 .02 .011

of v.03 -.02 -.02 .01

&cad abiTitv Comp m. .12* AM* OM* ."-o, .O0* .77* .31 AM* .23*

P: .31* .33* .20* .20* .12* .22* .211* tf*

OatIng Proomency U. -.12 -.CO -.07 -.10 - 07 -.07

Pr -.03 -.03 .01 -.02 -.02 .02

trmd Soo Woe At1 NT -.22* 0 -.13 -.17* -.11 -.12
PT -.22* -.12 -.14 -. -.It -.10

[must Opy Alt11m01s m .21* .01 .02 .09 .03 .01 .05

f .09 -.04 - ..cm 6, - .03 -.03

Imo Avtfty402 O. -.02 -.03 -.03 - ii

P: . -.02 .01 .01 .02 .01 -.02

1.70o .01v. ',Old VW, U. -.04

PT -. -,f0.00

ore. Cm. memo Duffle m .12* -.07

P. 17* .02 .03'

College Alen" m .23* .22* .31
r: .20* .40* 29

Occ vaT Status 4 i7* _.

PT .03 .C4

'Occ_Nal__StotTAJ_.- m .13 -.CM 02

PI_ .03 .03 02

Occ-val. Itesoon m .25 --- -:02

r- .24 * .ti .04

Occ va1 toss, P.C. 1. .12 .01 .10
. r . -.02 -.07 -.07

Oct vot stinlii m .30* .11 .$7

v .21* .01 .01

Occ 741 llotfutom .03 -.Of

7'
.22*

.12* .20* 17

Occ Vol Centoct III . .24 .03

r .t1 *.03 - 03

Jae Croft...flit,. m .32* .21* .v.

r .20* .04 -.02

Parc SO. ['Inert.. .01 .04 .02

-.02 -.03 -.07

pereenel Comet. 111 02 .04 .02

F. A s .
-.01 -.02

ill tadj 1 U .20 .12 .21 20 AM .24 .22

F. .22 .39 .21 .23 .O1 .32 .1112 ,

led.1.1 . .25 .27 .29 22 .22 .32

r . .12 .12 .14 SO , .111 .14 .27

Motl op o OS

.1111r1ire are zerp-erdme empre1e1fen comfflclente

TIntrles are tandardized resremonon coefficient..

197
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Table 5-4.1

Occupational Voltage: Interrelationships
iletween Indices and Single Variables

Easy Race
Index

Status 6
MOney Index

Altruism
-Index

Stimuletion A
Mastery Index

Contact with
Others Index

Stability 6
Security Index

Responsibility
Index

M F M r m F m r m F M F M

Mean
. 2.72 2.53

, .

3.111 '3.13 3.10 3.43
.

3.42 3.53 3.04 3.31 3.20 3.27 2.73 2.63
Standard Deviation

arodUct-Moment

.63 .63 .59 .61 .73 .61 .42 .37 .74 .69 .67 .67 .72 .72

Correlations:
.

.

MUch Vacation .74 .78 .24 .34 .09 .06 .13 .13 '.111 .13 .15 .14 .18 .16
much-Free Time .65 .70 .24 .24 .07 .03 .19 .17 .14 .14 .22 .22 .11 .08

Easy Pace .70 .17 .22 .20 .06 .06 .12 .13 .20 .14 .18 .20 .10 -06
No Supervision .64 .67 .22 .24 .07 .06 .21 .20 .15 .10 .19 .17 .23 .23

Easy Race Index . .37 .37 .11 .07 .23 .22 .25 .18 .26 - .26 .23 .19

Status .24 .25 .78 .80 .16 .11 .18 .17 .21 .10 .19 .18 .24 .19

Income .33 .34 All .73 .02 -.02 .13 .13 .09 .02 .26 .26 .06 .07
advancement .20 .20 .65 . .69 .16 .08 .26 .24 .17 ".09 .26 .24 .18 .17

Respect by Others .29 .30 .74 .71 .28 22 .26 .24 .35 .26 .24 .23 .31 .25
Status 6 Morey
Index .37 .37 .24 .14 .29 .26 .30 .17 .32 .31 .20 24

Help People .041 .02 .24 .10 .85 .82 .40 .33 .44 .41 .18 .14 .31 .21

Job Worthwhile .11 .09 .20 .14 .66 .115 .42 .07 .37 .31 .22 .18 .31 e .29
Altruism Index .11 .07 .24 .14 .48 .42 ,48 .43 .24 .19 .36 .30

Om Creative .19 .16 .14 .10 .33 .28 .65 .64 .26 .23 .04 .02 .33 .32

Interesting Perk .07 .06. .12 .10 .19 .17 .45 .38 .16 .19 .14 .08 .13 .08
Oa yourself. .09 .07 .07 .00 .22 .18 .55 .48 :18 .17 .15 .13 .15 .08
Learn Things .15 .10 .23 .22 .35 .29 .61 .59 .29 .25 .20 :17 .29 .31
-Senr-liasui-ts .08 '.07 .11---.-2117- .29 211L-----56-___-54 111-21_ .14 .13 .25 .24
Use Skills
sums...Nat_ ______

.12 .12 .17 .15 .33 .28 .58 .57 .26 ,23 .20 .16 .24 :25

Out-of-Oate
Stimulation 6

-7-111-720---724---,24-- . 16 ----IS_ .86 .56 .16 .14_
:,...

.22 .23 :14 .13

--Mastery Lnpea .27 .24 .38 .38.23 .22 .26 .26 .48 .42 .38 ,...27
Make Frtende .21 .18 .22 :12 .38 .32 .38 .35 .81 . .80 .21 .15 .23 .16
Meet Others .21 .14 .28 .16 .41 .40 .27 .28 .67 .68 .14 .0$ .36 .gi

Contact Index .25 .18 .30 .17 .48 .43 .38 .37 .21 .13 .36 .29
Security .20 .19 .35 .37 .22 .17 .31 .27 .18 : .10 .70 .69 .i5 .10
No Transfer .22 .23 .20 .17 .11 .15 .16 .15 .16 ' .10 .86 .89 .09 .02

Stebility 6
Security Index .26 .26 .32 .31 .24 AO .27 .24 .21 : .13 .11 .06

Make Decisions .28 .26 .33 .28 .34 .28 .36 .40 .34: .28 .14 .11 .79 .80
ntflocult Problems .10 . .06 AG .11 .25 .21 ..26 .24 .25' .20 .04 .00 ..13 .63

le5pores11,111ty 1ndles 23 .19 .30 .24 .36 .30 .39 .311 .36 .29 .11 .06

2 0



Table 9-4.2

Perceptions of Discrimination: Interrelationships Between /teem

College
Education

Leader-
ship

Executive
Positions

Top
Professions

Skilled
Labor

Political
Office

111

LeadOeshlp .26. .22

Executive Position .26 .35 .16 .64

fop Profiellions .30 .36 .96 .97 .66 .72

Skilled Labor .24 .27 .43 .39 .46 .45 .52 .41 ,

Political Office .14 .13 .49 .45 .46 .46 .46 .45 .41 .39

Egul Pav .36 .20 .41 .42 .46 .44 .47 .47 .41 .35 .33 .35

E.

Note: Entries re product-moment correletfons.



table 5-4.3

Occupational Aspirations: ReletlonshOps with DccupatIonel Values,
Prferences for the DIviston of Labor, and Background Characterlstics

Percentage
of

total .

Occupational Values

Status/
Money

Stabll-
Oty

Wapon-
IllblIlty

Easy
PACO

StImul./
Master

Altru-
ism

Contact
With Others

M F M F M r M r M F M F N F M F

Laborer 0.7 0.1 2.911 2.94 3.20 3.39 2.63 2.13 3.05 2.79 3.24 3.53 2.76 3t, .14 3.06 2.70

Service WOrker 0.7 9.3 3.211 3.17 3.33 3.41 2.69 2.45 2.81 2.56 3.39 3.54 3.17 3_411 3.33 3.41

Operative r 6.3 0.9 3.14 3.12 3.28 3.22 2.49 2.34 2.73 2.39 3.39 3.38 2.99 3.04 2.98 2.82
Semi-skilled Marker

Sal9$'Clerk 0.7 2.8 3.12 3.14 3.46 3.42 2.57 2.39 2.18 2.51 3.44 3:47 3.10 3.296 3.33 3.26
In Metall Store

L

Clerical or 1.1 23.6 3.38* 3.211 3.486 3.496 2.63 2.51 2.65 2.56 3.38 3.93 3.19 3.35 3.12 3.30
Office Yorker

Protective Service 4.9 1.3 3.29 2.98 3.41 3.26 2.79 2.81 2.13 2.42 3.42 3.98 3.311 3.67 3.25 3.50

Mllitary Servlce 4.2 0.9 3.29 3.29 3.086 3.16 2.84 2.19 2.16 2.51 3.47.-3.59 3.16 3.49 3.03 3,36

Cr:ottoman or 22.7 0.9 3.17 3.00 3.43 3.111 2.59 2.70 2,74 2.58 3.46 3.66 3.01 3.18 2.91 3.06
Skilled Worker

Ferm Owner,
Farm-Manager

3.9 1.1 3.026 2.896 3.42 3.20 2.64 2.11 2.62 2.67
..,

3.37 3.94 3.03 3.33 2.113 2.19

Owner of 66 3.1 3.19 3.23 1412 3.16 2.74 2.77 2.81 2.58 3.41 3.98 3.02 3.36 3.09 3.40
Small Ovalness

Sales Representative 2.1 1.1 3.41 3.37 3.46 3.29 2.81 2.71 2.76 2.71 3.40 3.90 3.09 3.37 3.26 3.44

14101090E-OF __SALA..1.3 366 3.25 1_,36 3.18 2.90 2..81 2.75 2.47 3.42 3.52 3.16 3.60 3.20 3.31
AdmIni ttttt er

Protelonel withoul 29.11 40.8 3.15 3.02 3:21 3.111 2.77 2.70 2.17 2.48 3.46 3.54 3.10 3.50 3.02 3.36
Doctoral Degre

,Propesstonal wIth 13.3 12.0 3.20 3.12 3.20 3.14 3.026 3.01 2.69 2.45 3.44 3.56 3.29 3.56 3.16 3,34
Doctoral tiagF44--- ---- ----- ------- ----- ____.

Overall Meen 3.19 3.13 3.30 3'.26 2.79 2.68 2.71 2.91 3.43 3.94 3.11 3.44 3.04 3.33
Standard Devlatlon .58 .61 AG .67 .71 .71 .13 .13 .41 .39 .73 .60 .73 .18
Fla fadi.1 .13 .19 .16 .18 .21 .23 08 .08 .06 .06 .15 .15 .10
r .01 -.12 -.OR -.17 .16 .19 -.03 -.06 .05 .03 .011 .10

..16

.041 .03
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table 5-4.3 (cent.)

Occupattonal Aspirations: Relattenehlpe wIth OCcUpttonal ValueS.
Preferences for the Olvielon of Libor, and Background CharacteristIce

index
01v.

Chltdcar.
couple work

Index
Olv.

Housework,
couple work

.

Perceptions of
Obstacles

Sex

r m r m r

Laborer 2.30 2.60 2.13 2.48 1.49 1.55

Service Werker 2.39 2.91 2.29 2.386 1.31 1.1

OPerlitIve or Seel- 2.94 . 2.19 2.96 1.19 1.73

SkIlled Worker
.2.35

Sales Clerk 2.56 2,466 2.33 2.29. 1.19 1.28,

In Retell Store

Clartcal or 2.58 2.55 2.37 2.346 1.10 1.23

Offlce Worker

ProtectIve Seri/Ice 2.46 2.67 2.26 2.55 1.15 1.676

MIlltary ServIce 2.51 2.366 2.37 2.31 1.19 1.35

Craftsman or 2.44 2.67 2.24 2.96 1.17 1.706

S1011,0 Worker

Faro Owner, 2.37 2.64 2.17 2.47 1.16 1.94

Farm Manager

Owner of 2.43 2.63 2.28 2.94 1.12 1.29

Swell !Wetness
.,

Sales 1/4/0 tette, 2.42 2.62 2.21 2.49 1.10 1.41

Manager or 2.46 2.67 2.29 2.54 1.08 1.536

lidnInfstratOr
.

Profeselonal wIthout 2.52 2.66 2.35 2.93 1.08 1.30

Dociorat degree
.

Profeselonal wIth 2.54 2:70 2,44 2.62 1,11

Doctoral-degree

Overall Neon 2 48 2.63 2.29 2.48 1.12 1.33

Standerd DevlatIon .44 .36 .46 .42 . .40 .99

(to ladj.) .12 .17 12 .24 .11 25

r .01 .16 .08 .21 -.09 .11
A ,
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Table 5-4.3 (COnt.)

Occupattonal Asplretlons: MelatIonshlos wlth Occuctetlonal Values.
Preferences for ANS Division of Leber. nd flackground Characteristics

ilackground Characteristics

Race
Live wlth

' Mother
Live wlth Mother Fether's

Father Worked 2d0c.
Mother's

EdUc.
Urbent-
city

F N F N F M F 11 F 11 f m r

Laborer .04 .41 .75 1.00 .77 .110 1.95 1.77 2.82. 2.58 2.13 2.04 2.83. 3.36

ServIce Worker .10 .15 .78. .52 .71 .82 2.18 2 28 2.97 2.78. 3.14 2.96. 3.55 3.29.

Operative or Soot-
skilled Worker

.04 .00. .12 .95 .84 .75 2.18 2.69 2.86. 2.48. 2.53. 2.66 3.30. 2.64.

Sales Clerk .13 .20 .115 .92 .83 .79 2.21 2.27 2.54 2.69. 2.20 2.77. 3.96 3.55

In Metall Store

Clerlcal or .21 .18. .55 .13 .80 .01 2.10 2.25 3.40 2.12* 3.22 2.89. 3:80 3.68 ,

Office Worker

PrOtective ServIce .08 .12 .99 .99 .80 .84 2.30 2.14 9.13. 3.45 3.19 3.13, 3.85 4.05

Oltltary Service .25. .35. .91 .89 .19 .69 2.30 2.62 3.27 2.811. 3.10 2.60. 3.62 3.42

N

Craftsmen de .09 .14 .51 .85 .112 .71 2.16 2.44 3.05. 2.24 3.09' 3.16 3.53 3.72

Skilled Worker .

0
FOPO Owner. .05 .50 .75 .88 .72 1.81. 2.22 3.07. 3.88 3.27 3.40 2.25' 9.43

Farm-Manager
Ca

OVrer of .09 .07 .111 .54 .83 .83 2,14 2.27 3.42 2.46 3.24 3.24 2.29 3.00

Smolt Oustnese
0

541es Weoresontetive .03 .12 .110 .14 .64 .75 2.13 2.44 3.58. 3.57 3.48 3.75 3.57 3.88

Manager or .14 .18 .92 .55 .85 .00 2.06 2.27 3.78 3.57 3.44 3.41 3.98 3.117

Adoln1strotor

Irot0SSIOnal without .10 .12 .94 .55 .64 .62 2.05 2.19 2.77 3.64 2.99 3.45 3.54 3.76

Doctoral Degree

5r0fes4lonet with --755-----111----51-05-1----2,15__4-a3. 4.05 3.93. 3.79. 4.10. 4.02
.05 .17 .94 .15

Doctoral degree

Overall Moen .10 .14 .12 .14 .83 .01 2.11 2.23 3.52 3.43 538 3.32 .3.73 3.78

Standard Deyletlon 30 .35 .26 .24 .38 ..39 1.09 1.12 1.45 1.45 1.18 1.22 1.12 1.07

Ito (adj.) 13 .09 .06 .04 .05 .06 .01 04 .31 .29 .25 .29 .24 .97

r 00 -.03 .05 .05 .05 .02 -.01 -.03 .28 .26 .23 .25 .20 .12



Table 9-4.3 (cont.)

Occupationwl asolratlons: RelatIonships with Occupational Salvos,

Preferences for the OlvIsIon ot Labor, And Background CharacteristIcs

Background CharecterliitIcs
.

.

11Cadeelc
College

4blIfty Grades Plans
rótft.
Orient.

itellg.

Coamit.

Dating
Freq.

M F M F MI r 011 F ON , F X F

Laborer &lee 3.11 4.40 3.31 ' .07* .24 3.26 3.23 25.02 26.75 3.05 3.11

ServIce Porker 4.12 4.30* 4.35.- 5.71* .27* .14* 2.87 3.18 25.73 29.01 2.66* 3.81

Operative or 4.09' 4.41 4 21., 4.78* .05* .00* 3.19 2 98 12.95* 27.69 3.50 4.40

Seel-skIlled Worker

Sale. clerk In 4.25 4.37 4.26* 5.08* .23 .12* 3.35 3.15 28.25 28.57 . 3.42 3.80

In Retail Store

Clerical or 9.08 4.65 5.91 5.91 .59 .72* 2.81* 3.11 29.79* 29.71 . 3.11 3.82

Office Worker

Protective ServICe 4.53* 4.73 COI* 5.48* .46 .51 3,11 3.25 27.16 27.64 3.56 3.48

Military Serslce 4.26 4.37* 5.20 5.07* ,36* .34. 3.21 3.29 28.98 29.84 '3.00 3.39

Craftsman or . 4.49* 4.63 4.86* 5.60 .16* .38 3.22 3,29 24.00 24.47* 3.57 3.18

Skilled Worker

ollarm Owner.

. ,

4.68 4.5 e 5.33 5.56 .31* .41. 2.89. 3.26, 24.87 26.23* 3.17 3.75

Fore-Manager

Owner of 4.74 4.71 5.02* 5.74* .48 .41 3.23 3.16 27.76 28.17 3,47 3.64

Small BusIneall

Saleit Representat1ve 4,98 4.73 4,21 5.40 ,74*, .56 3.28 3.39 27.74 ,
27.32 '3.77* 4.011

Manager or S.,09 5.13 4.74 6.81 .77' .74 3.04 3.24 28.27 29.74 3 51 3.57

Adftlnfatrator

PrOfeSsional without 5.33. 5.06 6.00. 6.47 ..111* .74' 3.25 3.22 27.56 30.24 3.31 3.49

Doctoral Degree

Professional wlth 5.191* 5.47* 6.911 c.See .95* .91* 3.27 3.30 27.86 29.60 3.20 3.30

Doctoral Degree.

-Ovee14.-Mea 4,96 4.92 5.53 6.21 -.54 56 3 20 3.21 27.04 29.63 3.38 3.59

Standard OmvlatIon -17010-----794-----1-0 .50 ,50 1.11 :95 9.74 8.73 1.57 1.69

Eta (adj.) ,47 .94 .41 .79--T5-4-------.-55 OR .05 .17 .09 .11 12

r .43 .31 .36 75 .56 .54 .04
-.10

Note: Entries In maln body of table are means': For explanation of asterisk. refer to test.
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CHAPTER 6

MARITAL AND FAMILY PLANS

Dramatic changes have occurred in recent decades
in the nature of major family roles. For example, over
the last twenty-five years age at first marriage has
increased by one and one-half years; and since this fn-
crease has been more,substantial for women, the
traditional sex gap in age at first marriage has been
partially closed (Glick and Norton, 1977). The birth
rate has declined to reach the widely prevalent number
of two children per couple, while the divorce rate has
been climbing (Glick, 1979). A combination of the in-
creasing number of divorces and the higher age at mar-
*riage is presumibly responsible for the recent explo-
sion 'of one-adult households, both with and.without
children..

Although these changes are expected to slow down
over_the next decades (Glick, 1979), the traditional.
form of the family has undergone significant changes,
some of which are part of the changes that have oc-
curred in women's roles; i.e., as women's participation
in the work force increases, the extent of their family

---seerri_to_decrease. Specifically, lower fertility
has repeatedly fWdto be-related to employment
(Smith-Lovin and Tickamyer, 1978; Waite and Stolzen- .

berg, 1976), and marital timing_to educational attain-
ment (Marini; 1978b), indicating certain modifications
of roles presumably to increase-compatibility between
them.

Changes in family characteristics are most often,

examined from a population perspective and explained by

objectieNcontingencies, i.e., fertility as a function

of socioeconomic level, employment, income, or family
size; maritaiNtiming as a function of level of educa-
tion, socioeconomic status; and the like. But we know
much less about the marital and family plans that
precede actual engagement in those roles; about how
they are formed and bow they have been changing. Plans

never correspond perfectly to eventual behaviors, and
data on plans have oftenNbeen discounted for that very
reason; nevertheless, as mentioned in the introduction,
in the related research area`of status attainment,
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plans and aspirations have been assigned a prominent
position and have generally been found to exert a
moderately important effect on early attainments
(Featherman and Carter, 1976; Otto and Haller,. 1979;

Sewell and Hauser, 1975). Indeed, it has been argued

that it is probably at the end of high school more than

at any other point in,the life span that plans have,a
significant bearing on later outcomes (otto, 1979;

Spenner and Featherman, 1978). At this critical stage
in their lives young people make decisions--based to

some degree on plans--which set the stage for much of

their future lives; later they are increasingly locked

in by contingencies resulting from earlier decisions.
We therefore believe that the concepts of marital and
family plans deserve more attention than presently

given.

,
Of course, given the complex interdependence of

family and occupational roles, it is necessary to in-
vestigate family and marital plans in.conjunction with

work and educational plans. It seems likely that most
young women are aware of the potential conflict between

these.roles and thus make some effort to coordinate
their future role inyolvements and-the sequencing of

those roles. We do not mean to imply that these

processes are entirely rational ot carefully thought
out, but we do expect them to result in a certain level

of interrelatedness.

Contingencies set by educational and-occupational

roles may be less obvious for young men. But even for

nem, some level of financial independence associated

with holding a jab and having completed schooling is
important in planning marriage and in starting a'fami-

ly.

Although not entirely consistent, existing

research supports the interdependence of roles. For

example, some studies suggest that plans for timing of

marriage are related to educational aspirations, for

young women more so than for young men (Bayer, 1969a,b;

.
Gaskell, 1977-1978; Shea et al, 1971). Other studies

indicate that fertility plans of young women are re-

lated to their planned labor force participation (Gus-

tavus and Nam, 1970; Waite and Stolzenberg, 1976; Wes-

toff and Potvin, 1967; Whelpton et al., 1966) and their

career.commitment (Falbo et al., 1978; Farley, 1970).

These relationships are, of course, consistent with

relationships observed between actual behaviors within

the adult population, as noted above. What is inter-

esting about the consistency is the implication that
the relationships are to some degree based on plans

rather than just on the situations that exist when

women actually take jobs and have babies.,

2;,i
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Several alternative interpretations remain open

after demonstrating such interrelationships. First,

the direction of causation remains undetermined.
Recent attempts at disentangling the predominant direc-
tion of causation underlying the well-established
relationship between women's fertility and labor force
participation, utilizing non-recursive path models,

have led to inconsistent findings (Smith..Lovin and

Tickamyer, 1978; Waite and Stolzenberg, 1976). These
inconsistencies may be due to methodological problems

such as multicollinearity or misspecification, as
Cramer (1980) has pointed out. In additibn, empirical
relationships between plans do not necessarily imply
direct causation, since the relationship may be at-
tributable to one or more prior causal factors that are

shared.

What then are some of the correlates of marital

and family plans? Although not entirely consistent,
sex role attitudes appear to be related to,.some of the
marital and fertility plans as well as the educational
and occupational plans (Eagly and Anderson, 1974; Gas-
kell, 1977-1978;.Scanzoni, 1976). This is consistent
with the view that plans are part of a more general
ideological orientation, and thus their, inter-
relationships are effects of a general ideology rather
than the result of the recognition that the specific

roles are incongruent. Smith-Lovin and Tickamyer.
(1978) have followed up that hypothesis by controlling

sex role attitudes when examining the relationship be-

tween labor force pariicipation and fertility; they
found the strength of the relationship to be only
slightly affected by such controls.

Political orientation and religious commitment

are two other ideological dimensions which we might ex-

pect to relate to family and marital plans. Religion,

in fact, emerges as one bt the more pervasive predic=
tors; Catholic adolescents desire earlier marriages,
earlier family formation, and larger families (Brack-
bill and Howell, 1974; Paterson, 1972; Westoff and Pot-

vin, 1967).

Ability differences ttre another source of dif-

ferential plans. Characterfstics such as high academic
ability, highoself-esteem, a sense of control over
one's life, high achievement motivation, independence,
and self-concepts which ire not sex-stereotyped, are
all thought to be associated with less traditional
choices of occupational roles-r-e.g., a female's choice

of full-time employment over part-time employment or
home-making, or her chcice of a typically male over a

typically female occupation. One could argue by im-
plication that these same abilities and personality
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factors are likely to be associated also with less
traditional marital and family plans. In fact, among
female college students a non-sex stereotypical self-

concept does appear to,be related to the desire for
fewer children (Allgeier, 1975; Vogel, Rosenkrantz,
Broverman, Broverman, End Clarkson, 1975). The under-

lying argument is that the choice or non-traditional
roles requires higher abilities, more self-confidence,
and lesser concern about the approval of others.

NiJ

Several correlates tap the impact of socializa-

tion on marital and fertility plans; among them, number

of siblings and parental socioeconomic status emerge
repeatedly as predictors of fertility (Gustavus, 1973;

Gustavus and Nam,-1970; Paterson, 1972; Simmons and

Turner, 1976). Presumably, young,people form many of

their attitudes, expectations, and ideals after their
.parents; the family size that their parents chose would

therefore become a direct model for their own fertility

plans. Socioeconomic status probably does not affect

plans directly, but exerts its influence indirectly
through its effects on education, life style, and

economic well-being, alloof which tend to_delay mar-
riage and decrease fertility.

Finally, indicators of demographic variation--

race and sex--show many and substantial relationships
with fertility, age at marriage, wife's labor force
participation, and diOision of labor in the family
(Chapter 4; Kuvlesky and Obordo, 1972). Of Course, as
mentioned above, their effects are possibly mediated by

personality, ability, and attitudinal variables.

MARITAL PLANS

According to'the Monitoring the Future data,

about 82 percent of female seniors and 74 percent of

male seniors expect to get married "in the long run."
This sex difference does not occur primarily because

more young men are opposed to getting married; instead,

it reflects the fact that higher proportions of males

than females Indicate that they "have no -idea" about
whether they will choose to marry (Table 6-1.1). Most

of the seniors expect to stay married to the same per-

son throughout their adult life; about 60 percent judge

this as very likely, another 20 percent as fairly like-

ly (Table 6-1.2). Again, female seniors are more like-

ly to believe that they would stay married than male
seniors, and the sex difference is due to young men
being somewhat more uncertain than women, but not more
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negative. Sex differences am.even stronger with

respect to the expected timing of marriage; females
plan'on getting married sooner after leaving high

school than males do-(Table 6-1.3).'

0
These sex differences should not, however, over-

shadow the fact that a large majority of seniors of

both sexes are expecting to get married and stay car-

ried. In fact, these marital plans and expectations

are impressive in their uniformity, and vary substan-

tially Only in the expeCted timing of marriage.

Trends

The marital plans measured'in the Monitoring the

Future study have chaAged little over the last five

high school cohorts, except for a faint trend towards

plans for later marriage, which is consistent with an
increase in actual age.at first marriage observed in

the last feW years (Glick, 1979).

Background rilaracteristics

The possib of getting married and the

stability of marriage is judged more skeptically by

youngpblacks--in particular young black women--than by

whitet (Table 6-2.1). Heightened skepticism is also

apparent among less religious and amongmor4 political-

ly liberal seniors. These three variables plus

academic abilities explain about 12 and 10 percent of

variance in females' arid males' elpected marital

stability, respectively, and about 8 percent of
variance in their plans to wed.

-

The variation
.in plans for the actual timing of

marriage is'explained to a considerably greater extent

by the standard set of predictors included in these

analyses, as one might expect based on its larger

variance. About 30 percent of the variance in females'

plans, and 16 percent of the variance in males' plans,

can be explained. The critical predictors are a set of

ability and aspiration factors. Young people who judge

themselves as more able, who have higher educational

-aspirations, and whose parents are more highly educated

plan, on the average, on later marriages. Since

educational aspirations are related to abilities and

both of them to socio-economic background, all these '

variables capture to some degree the same'variance if

'Early analyses of follow-up daa indicate that

- these expectations are correct.'
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included simultaneously in a regression analysis More
specifically, parental education and abilities exert
their influence in large measure through college plans,
as demonstrated by regression results that are not
reported here in' detail. On the other hand,
urbanicity--youngsters from urban settings planning on
later marriages--seems to function only partly through
college plans. Finally, dating frequency operatts al-
most completely independently of college plans. As-

suggested by the multiple correlation coefficients,
these predictors have.a somewhat stronger effect on the
planned marital timing of young womon than young, men..
This is particularly true for the two major
predictors--college plins and dating frequency.

FAMILY PLANS

About 80 percent of the seniors want to have
aildren (Table 6-1.4). The actual number of children
that ere desired is reported as two by almost half of
the seniors, and as three by another fifth, while very
few seniors desire only one child, or four children (5
and 12 percent, respectively). While the sexes do not
differ in their hope td become parents, young women on
the average desire slightly higher numbers of children
than men' (Table 6-1.5).

With respect to the timing of the first birth, a
majority of the seniors would wait one or two years
aftir marriage (Table 6-1.6). Interestingly, young
womenlwho are in6lined to-get married sooner after
'high-school than men, as shown above--are more likely
to prefer longer delays of the first child after mar-
riage. In the Monitoring the Future questionnaire the

timing of the first birth is asked in terms of desired
delayafter marriage.' Therefore, the desired age at
first birth must be estimated by combining the desired
age at marriage with the desired delay of first birth
efter marriage. If this were done, the sex differences
no doubt would be weaker, since to a certain extent
they cancel each other out. (These remarks point to a
potential weakness of the-Monitoring the Future measure
of expected timing of birth. The delay of the first
birth after marriage may not capture the most sig-
nificant aspect of bil.th timing; more critical in terms
of its social significance would probably be the ex- .

pected age at first--birth.) '

In sum, faMily plansmuch like marital plans--
show impressively little wariation. Most of today's
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young people want children, want two of them, and want
them one or two years after getting married.

Trends

No overall changes in the above parental plans
have occurred over the last five high school cohorts.

Back round Characteristics

The plans' for having children at all, as well as

the actual;numbet preferred, are affected by the
religiosity of the respondents: young men and women who

are more religious'are more likely to plan on a,family

and want larger families than the less religious

seniors. None of the other standard background vari-
ables shows any sizeable effect (Table 6-2). In

evaluating this lack of predictors, we need to remember
the Uniformity of these plane; such a 1ackof Variation
limits the strengths of relationships that may'be,ob-

served.

INTERRELATIONSHIPS.BETWEEN MARITAL AND FAMILY PLANS

Table 6-3.revetIs an overall level of positive
interrelationships-which suggest the existence of a

general family orientation. For example, feffiale and
male:sehiars *ho went to.get married are also more

...Iikely_to expect to stay married and to have children,

a1111d desire somewhat larqtr numbers of children. In

other words, commitment to a stable marriage and to

childten-goohand in_handt
4

MOreover, the de-sired_timing of these plans is

related ta the.commitment tO them4-althOugh the
..relationshipi are.somewhat weaker than",the ones between

marital and faMily plans.repOrted in the preVious

paragraph'. Earlier martiages ate anticipated by those

seniors who definitely want,to get marriedand expecta
stablemarriage tharCthose who are less sure about

their marftal intentions and tht stability of a
prospectIve marriage. 'This negative relationship'be-

tween marital timing plans and marital stability eXpec-,

tations IS in direct cOntradiction to.the-positiire
relatkonshiP observed tor age at-marriage and Marital

'stability (Otto, 1979):-however, it should be noted

that such a.negative relationship is'psually obtained
tot the entire age range,_while.pur findings are based



on high school-senidrs only. Our data-thus exclude many
of the married seventeen year-olds, because many of

them presumably dropped out before graduation, and
these "very" early marriages may be the ones which are
most endangeredt

Likewise, the seniors who are most certain that
-they want to have-children and who want larger numbers
of them also want to start child bearing sooner after
gettingmarried than less child-oriented seniors.
Interestingly, there is no relationship between plans
for timing ,of marriage and plans for timing of child
bearing after marriage. In otheryords, seniors who
hope on getting married early are no more--and no
less--likely to plan on immediate child bearing than
seniors who plan on:later mArriages.

SEX ROLE ATTITUDES AND MARITAL AND FAMILY PLANS

Marital Plans

We will first examine young women's expectations
-about whether they will-be getting tarried ".in the long

run".(Table It'shauld be recalled that respon-
sea to this question-vary mostly between plans to get
married and uncertainty about such plans. Young women
who are white, religiouslToommitted, and date fre-
.quehtly are mbre likely to expeCt to get married than
,those who are black, less religioue, and date less fre-

quihtily. These effects, were observed in the Monitoring
the Future analyses, are replicated here, and hold up
In multivariate analyses.. On the other hand', the
biliariate relationships with political beliefs and
living with the father, observed inthe Monitoring the
Future analyses and replicated here, ate considerably :

reduced when other background factors are controlled.
These reduCtions are most likely due to the ,

relationships.between political,beliefs'and,religious
-CoMmitMent and.betieen:liying.with lather and race.

Nbw let us turn to Sex role, edUcational, and
occupational variables, -and examine how they affect
yOung women'S marital expectations. The importance
that yoOng women attribute to parenting, as captured by .

out index, relates clearly to their expectations of.
getting married: Young women who place a'high value on
parenting are more likelY to-expectoto get matried than

.
are young Women Who value parenting less highly. The
importance of patenting contributes to marital 'plans;

independently of background factors,.as shown by the
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increase in the explained variance when sex role vari-
ables are included in the regression equations, and by
the significant regression coefficient of the impor-
tance of parenting in those regressions. Preferences
for egalitarian division of labor show a slight tenden-
cy for negative relationships with marital plans; the
more sex-segregated the preferences; the higher the
certainty of-getting married. However, this effibt
does not contribute independently to the explanation of
marital plans among young women, which is most likely
due to.the conceptual similarity and empirical inter-
relationship between the two division of labor indices
that was noted in Chapter 4.

Among yoUng men, the patterns'of relationship
between importance of parenting, background charac-
teristics and marriage expectations are mostly similar

to those of females, although generally weaker. The
few exceptions are academic ability and--more central
to this report--the value of occupational stability,
both of which are somewhat stronger predictors among
males and contribute,independently to the explanation
of marital plans. With regard to the latter predictor,
it appears that young men who are looking for a stable
and secure job are also more likely to look for
stability in the relationship betweeh the iexes by
planning to get married.

Expectations to stay married to the same person
are related to similar predictors as are expectations
to get married in the first place, Although in this
case the background factors impact at least as strongly
on young men's as on young women's expectations (Table
6-4.2). Race, political orientation, religious commit-
ment, and--among young men--academic abilities con-
tribute clearly to the expectation of marital

stability. These effects tend to replicate the find-

ings for the Monitoring the Future data,'"reported
above, and retain their strengl when included_in a
multiple regression.2

AMong the variables of central interestin this,
report, several"ilioW a modest relationship with ex-
pected marital stability: importance of parehting,
preferences for the divisioh of labor, college plans,.

.
occupational value'of job stability, and expected com-
petence as worker. But in the multivariate analyses
all of.these variables tend o be of marginal impor-

2The stronger relationships involving males'
academicabilities (and also their college plans) are
not, however, a replication; they may, in fact, be
idiosyncratic in the Long Form sample.
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tance, as reflected by their marginal statistical sig-

nificance and by the small'or non-existent Increase in
explained variance after they have been-added to the
background factors in the regression equation-. In

other words, they add little to what can be explained
by the background factors-alone.

As noted in the Monitoring the Future analyses,
most variation in marital plans oceurs in thea expected
timing of this event; and the expected timing of mar-
riage can be explained to a considerable extent by

background factors. The most'important findings frOm

the analysis of-the Monitoring the Future data are
replicated in the analyses of the Long Form data;
academic abilities and frequency of dating emerge again .

as the major independent predictors among the baCk-

ground characteristics (Table 6-4.3). Parental
education--perticularly mother's education--also exerts

a positive influence on marital timing, although part

of that effect is indirect through academit achieve-
ments.

Some sex role attitudes are also related 'to:.

timing of marriage and-contribute-to its explanation in

addition to background.factors. Interestingly, the
specific attitudes are not the same for young women and

men. While more traditional women are more likely to,

expect early marriages than their less traditional
femall' classmates, traditional Slex role.attitudes show

no such effects for young men. Among young men it is

more clearly the importance attributed to Parenting
that prompts some,of them to desire early marriages.
This difference in predictors implies that young women

plan marriage in accbrdance with the priorities they
assign to various adult-roles. If they view. women's

roles in a traditional way--and thereby marriage and
child rearing as lirst-order, priorities--they also plan

on entering the marital role sooner than if they view

women's lives as consisting of a multitude of roles in-

cluding,the work-role. Young men, on the other hand,

plan the timing of marriage in accordance with.their
affinity, to the parental'role. .Ata Second look, the

tWo Mechanisms may not be as diVergent. aS they first

appear. In both cases, plans for'early marriage' appear

related to the importance attributed to family roles,
parenting in particular among males, more general mari-

tal and family roles,among females.

College plans represc:it another major factor in
determining plans for the timing of marriage among
young men and women. The effect is somewhat stronger

among young women--presumably because educational ac-
tivities are more likely to interfere with women's

family, roles than with men's. Among both sexes college
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plans mediate a good part of the effect of acadernic

abilitiet, as shown by the decrease in strength of the
ability coeffici6nts when college Plans are entered
-into-the regression equation.- At the tame time, very
little of.the effect of sex role attitudes is mediated

by-college plans. In other words, able young women and
men desire on the average later marriages partly he-
cause they expect to attend college, while less "_

traditional young women and less child-oriented young
men are not planning to postpone marriage to accom-
madate a college education but presumably because of a

_certain lack of interest in these roles.

Some ocCUpational plans and attitudes are also
related-to the expected timing ol tharritge, but more
strongly among young women than amOng young men. Par-
ticularly the centrality of the work role and the pores--

lige of the planned occupation show clear positive
r_elafionships-with marital timing, which are independ-

ent of the effects of background.factors and sex role
Variables.- The interpretation of theee occupational

- -effects are,-of course, entirely consistent with the
previously reported effects of sex role attitudes: the
more central and demanding a work role they expect-, the
more-likely young women are to plan on delaying mar-

_ riage. However, these two variables do not retain in-
dependent significant.effects when all other variables

are controlled.' This indicates that the prestige of'
the aspire0 occupation and the centrality of the work
role are-related to marital timing only by virtue of
their association with other variables in the final
regression equation (e.g.,- college plans) and/or with

each other.

Family Plans

As we noted in a previous section, family plans
display little variance, since most of the seniors want
to have children and plan on two of them, and such a
limitation in Variance placesHrestrictions on the pos-

sible size of'correlationt. This should be born in
mind'when interpreting the results of the multivariate
analyses to be reported below.

Still, there is some variation by background
factors (Table 6-4.4). Religious commitment is posi-
tively related to the desire to have children, a
relationship which replicates the findings from the
Monitoring the Future analyses. More important, some
sex role attitudes and preferences also display a sig-
nificant impact on the desire for children. The impor-
tance of parenting is the more obvious one: young
people of both sexes who attribute high importance to
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parenting are more likely to want children of their

own. It is somewhat less obvious that sex role
traditionality and preference for sex-segregated divi-

sion of home duties contribute to the desire for
children.- The effect of traditional sex role attitudes

is reduced to a non-significant level when preferences
for the division of labor are included in the regres-

sion equation, indicating that preferences mediate a
g6od part of the effect of sex role attitudes on desire

for children. In turn, sex role attitudes and impor-

tance of parenting appear to mediate a small pert of

the effect of religious commitment as shown by the

decrease in its coefficients when sex role variables

are included along with the background factors in the

regression equation.

Among occupational variables, the value of job
sttbility and security exerts a weak influence on

desire for children, an effect which is partly in-
dependent of sex role and backvound variables.

When we turn to the actual number cf. children

that seniors would like to have (Table 6-4.5), we find

that the most prominent background predictor for young

women is their religious commitment, and the one,for

young men is'race. The effect of religious commitment

replicates the finding from the Monitoring the Future
analyses, except that in those analyses it was impor-

tant for both sexes. This inconsistency cautions us

against overemphasizing the tex difference in the ef-

fect of religious commitment observed in the analysis

of the Long Form data.* The differential effect of

race, on the other hand, was also noticeable in the

Monitoring the Future analyses, although at a much

weaker level, and inspires somewhat more confidence.
Therefore, we conclude that black young men desire
somewhat more children than white young men, while no

such race difference exists for young women.

,Aside from.these effects, the iMportance of
'parenting emerges as a predictor in the saanning of the

number of children. Young men and women who assign

higher impottance to parenting are more likely to want

children, as shown before, and also to want slightly

larger mumbers of them. Among females, sex role

traditionality is also positively associated with
desired number of children.

Also, the job, value of'stability affects males'

(and, to a slight extent, females') desired number of

children. This job value, in combination with the

values of contact with others, being able to help

others, and easy pace, explains an additional amount of

variance in males' desired number of children, above
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the variance that is explained by sex role attitudes
and background factors. Again, then, it appears that
young men who desire a stable and secure occupational
situation are more family-oriented.'

The measure of-preferred timing'of first child

showed no significant relationships with occupational

variables. Only one of the other predictors showed a.

significant relationship: young men who prefer a work-

ing wife also prefer a greater-than-average delay in

birth of first child. This modest relationship (r
.15) remains significant after controlling on other

variables. (The usual table of multivariate
relationships is not presented because of the lack of
other significant findings, and also because some of
the multivariate coefficients are unstable and poten-
tially misleading due to a high degree of multicol-
linearity among some of the job attitude dimensions.)

SUMMARY

The-rather dramatic changes in major family roles
that have occurred in recent decades have prompted many
to question the survival of the American family. The

responses of young women and men who are about to as-
sume major adult roles provide little indication for

such a Conclusion. Most of these young people expect

to marry and hope for a stable.marriage. Moreover,

most of them want two or more children. Thus, the
overall commitment to the institutions of marriage and
family appears to be alive and well, and has shown no
deterioration during the last five years. The enduring
commitment to 'marriage does not imply, however, that
the roles of the spouses have remained unchanged. As

we have thown before, majorHchanges.toward more.
,egalitarian or less-tex-segregated'rolas-are taking

place: Young women and men increasingly believe that

women should participate in some form in the breadwin-

ner role and that men should be inVolved in child care

and housework.

The major purpode of the multivariate analyses
reported here is to investigate the ways in which high
school seniors' specific plans for marriage and
parenthood are related to their more general sex role

attitudes, their personal preferences for division of

plied.
'Clearly, there is no single causal direction im-
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labor in the family, and their occupational aspira-

tions. The marital and family plans that are measured

in the Monitoring the Future study--plans to get and
stay married, plans to have 'children, the number of
children expected, and the*expected timing of marriage

and first birth--are not critically affected by the oc-

cupational variables investigated here: Two exceptions

to this generalization must be mentioned. First, young

men who highly value a stable and securejob are some-
what more likely to plan on getting married and 'start-
ing a family than men who are less concerned about
stability and security. Second, young women who plan

on attending college and who expect work to play a
major role in their life prefer to delay marriage a bit
longer than other young women do. This finding sug-
gests that young women attempt to sequence roles ac-
cording to their priorities: if education,and work are

to be important, and thus presumably require more time

and effort devoted to them, marriage is expected to be

postponed.

A similar interpretation can account for several

of the sex role-related findings. Women who express
less traditional sex role attitudes, which for them
translate into higher relative importance of work, are
planning on postponing Tarriage; young men who value

parenting highly expect to get married early; young men
and women who value parenting highly are more likely to

want to get married, to have children and to have
larger numbers of them.

These effects of1 family and work priorities on

the choice.and sequencing of roles are not mere
spurious relationships due to common antecedents such

as religiosity or college plans, since any potential

antecedents among the background factors were con-

trolled in the multivariate analyses. (Because the
background measures served primarily as controls in the

.
multivariate analyses, and .because the Monitoring the
Future findings discussed above provide much more reli-
able estimates, we do not dwell on the effects of the
background characteristics except to say that in most
respects they replicate the Monitoring the Future find-
ings reasonably well and thus inspire confidence in the

multivariate findings reported here.)
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Table 6-1.1"

Likelihood of-Getting Married: 0 stributions and Trends

_

1990 Percentage Distributions 1976-1960-Trends-end-Sex Differences

bfro-order

Net Mean* Correlation

. Getting 1 'Uwe- getting Already
married no idea married marrlep

Coefficients,.
.

Trend *,Sex
(3) 121 (1) ' 0 1976 11177 1976 1679 11160

Which do.yeu Wail You
are most likely to

.

N!

.

,

72.6 .20.4 9.7 0.3 2.62 267 2.66 2.66 2.66 .02 .

choose In the long'runT F: 61:6 12.5 3.6 2.0 2.77 2.74 2.75 2.76 2.60 .03 .09

'For an explanation of these COefficients, see Chapter 2.



Table $-1.2

LIkellhopd of StayIng Porrled: OlstrIbutions and Trends

19150 Percentage OletrIbutrons 1974-1940 Trends and Sex Differences'

beans
-Zero-order
CorrelstIon

Very relrly fairly Very
'Moly Ilkty UncertaIn unlIkely unlIkely

..

CoeffIclents,

Trend Sw
(5) (4) (3) (2) ()1 1974 1977 1474 1979 1940

H. Ilke'iy do you thInk
It Is that you would -

stay merrled to the b: 54.7 24.4 IS., 1.7 1.4 4.35 4.34 4.33 4.41 4.13 .01

same person tor 11147 : 19.4 14.2 '9.9 1.4 1.0 4.49 4,45 4.51 4.55 4.53 .03 .10

.For an emplanatfon or these coertIclents, see Chapter 2.



Table 6-1.3

ed Timing of Merryage: Distributions and Trend*

1960 Percentage Olstrlbuttons 1976-1960 Trends and Sex Olfferences

-

Zero-order

within en*
next year
or 80

Two or
Three years
from now

Few or Over five I den't
five years %mare want to
from now from now mat.ry

Means Correlation
Coefficients.

Trend Sex
111" 421 (4) 461 1976 1971 1976 MO 1960

lf It were just w17
to yet...Aphist would,'
be the Ideal time foe IC 3.6 17,4 33.3 37.6 6.2 4.09 4.37 4.3/ 4.31. 4.32 .03-

Yew to ffit marrled7 F- 10,2 26.9 35.7 24.1 3.1 3.36 3.46 3.50 3.56 3,63 .03 -,23

.For en xplanetlon of these coefficients, see Chapter 2.
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table 6-1.4

Preference for Having Children: Distrihutions and Trend*

1960 Percentage Distributions 1979-1960 Trends end Sex Differences

Already

Very Fairly Fairly Very have
likely Likely Uncertain Unlikely Unlikely children

Peens
Zero-order
correlation'

coefficients.

Trend Sex
(9) (4) (3) (2). 41/ 1976 1977 11171 1979 1960

Haw likely is it
that you vOuld want M: 911,7 24.4 11.9 2.3 2.9 0.3 4.22 4.27 4.32 4.32 4.39 .02

to hays children?
l

F. 90.9 12.0 12.7 3.2 3.7 2.9 4.27 -4.20 4.27 4.29 4.32 .02 -.02

'tor an explanation of these coefficients. se, Chapter 2.
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Table 6-1.9

Preferred Number of Chili:Wen: Wstr1butIons and Trends .

,

1980 Percentage 0111trlbutfons 1976-1980 Trends and 5014 Differences

,

Means
Zero-order
correlatfon

Slone One Two Three Four flve
51w or Don't
more know

coeff1c1ents.

Trend 5ew
101 11/ 12/ 131 (4) (S) (11) 1976 1977 1926 1979 MO

,

All tliilgs considered. IT
you cou d have emactly
the ra,r of chl1dOen
you we t. whet number III: 4.6 9.0 42.7 21.2 13.4 2.8 2.6 10.6 2.98 2.4$ 2.911 2.54 2,93 -.01

would ou choose to hewe7 F: 4.1 4.3 459 20 5 12.2 2.4 2.5 6.5 2.68 2.72 2.76 2.62 2.60 -.02 .06

.r an ewplanetlon of these coefficients. see Chapter 2.



Table 4-1.6

rferred Tieing of Fire! Child: OlstrIbut ono and Trends

.
,.

1980 Percentage OlstrObutIonS
1916-19110 Trends and Sev Olfferences Zero-order

correlatIon
coefficients.

Don't
wont
child

Would Would Would
not walt welt watt 2
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'rue On er0/enetIon of those coot/Octant*. See Chapter 2.
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fable 4-2
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Table 4-3

interrelatfonshfos Between 'earflap! ndeamtly Plena

Thlnh v111
merry

llhely tay
merrfed

When
married

L1kely have
chfldren

Number of
6"111dren

When let
cnfld

Th1nS w111 merry M:
r:

.33
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.311
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F .49 .20

When married 01: -.23 -.17
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F: .21 .19 -.03 .41 -.23

When 18t chfld M: -.02 .09 .00 -.27 -1) 1411
F : -.01 ,.03 .03. -.23 ,-.11

Note: abov the d1agenel are oroamt-voment correlstfons for Mtf data; belovdtationsl fur Long Form data.
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APPENDIX A

STRAIGHT-LINE RESPONDrNG

This appendix describes in more detail than was

possible in Chapter, 2 one specific difference that we
observed between data from the Long FOrm data collec-
tion and data from the Monitoring the Future survey.

The difference manifests itself as an increased tenden-

cy, towards later partS of the Long Form questionnaire,

to use an identical response category for most or all

items in the same set. In other words, respondents are
increasingly more likely to show some form of position

bias in later parts of the questionnaire.

In Table A sets of 10 or more items which ap-
peared in sequence and used a common response scale

(e.g., agree-disagree) are listed in the order of their

occurrence in the long questionnaire. In columns A

tbrough C the exact numbers of items per set are indi-

cated, as well as the location in the long question-
naire and the location in the short questionnaire.
Column D shows the percentages of Long Form respondents

who answered each item in the set using a single
response category (e.g., response of "mostly disagree"

to all items in a set).' The table shows quite clear-

ly that while few respondents adopted such a "straight-

line" stereotypical response strategy at the outset of

the questionnaire, increasing numbers showed the.
straight-line pattern in the second half of the ques-

tionnaire.

Although the content of the question set seems to

influence its "susceptibility" to the straight-line

response pattern, the'data in Table A clearly indicate

that question content is not the s6le cause of the pat-

tern. .The same question sets appear in the long form

and in the five different short forms, but show quite

'Thirteen sets of items for which some form of

entirely identical responding appeared reasonable were

omitted from Table A; most of those item sets dealt

with use of various types of drugs, and many respond-

ents indicated "no use" of any drug.
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differeft proportions of straight-line responders. The
factor which determines these difftfrences, in large
measure, is questionnaire length. Even within the
short questionnaires the degree of straight-line
responding varies somewhat. Of particular interest to
the present argument-and in agreement with it--is the
tendency towards an increase in straight-line respond7
ing that shows up within three of the five forms.a
All in all, data from the long form in combination with
data from the,short forms suggest quite strongly that
straight-line responding increases gradually as the
time spent in responding grows longer.

A more detailed examination of the responses to
the item sets listed in Table A revealed that the par-
ticular response categories chosen by the straight-line
responders reflect neither random choice nor a simple
and consistent position bias (data not shown). Rather,
it appears that straight-line responses tend toward
whatever is the modal response category for the general'
sample of respondents, provided that the same one or
two response categories turn out to be modal for all
items'in a particular set. For example, in the set of
12 items dealing with competence of various institu-
tions, just under half of the straight-line responders
gave all institutions "fair" ratings and most of the
rest gave them all "good" ratings; and these same
ratings were the modal categories employed by the full
sample in their (non-straight-line) ratings of each of
the institutions. A different pattern emerged,
however, when we examined item sets which used agree-
disagree response scales (and also showed considerable
variation in modal patterns across the various items in
the set). For such agree-disagree item sets, the large
majority of all straight-line responders (about 80 per-
cent) employed the middle category consisting of a non-
committal "neither," even though that category was in-
frequently chosen by the other respondents. In sum,
the particular response category chosen for the great
majority of stereotypical responding appears to be that
which is most "middle-of-the-road"--either in terms of
sticking with the most common (i.e., modal) category or
in terms of the non-committal category. These patterns
suggest that respondents did not stop reading al-

'The most striking instance is the set of ques-
tions about honesty of institutions, which produced 2.6
percent straight-line responders in the short form
(when it appeared in the tenth of 12 pages and followed
a lot of demographic items), compared with 1.4 percent
straight-line responders in the long form version
(where it appeared on page nine of a 36-page question-
naire).
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together; father, when they_found a long set oi rela-

tively less interesting items they tended to slip.into

a comfortable "groove" that allowed them, in effect, to
skip on to the next questions.

Given the above observations, it should com'e as no

surprise that the tendency-toward stereotypical \

responding is not limited to a totally straight-line
pattern; it also reveals itself in a more subtle may as

a general tendency toward nearly uniform patterns, of
responding, which we can refer to as an "almost-

straight line" pattetn. Table B presents a clear\il-
lustration of this phenomenon: 4.0 percent of Long Form
respondents, versus only 0.7 percent of short form'
respondents,.p.roduced a straight-line pattern of \

response to all 23 items in the question set; more\im-
portantly, the all-but-one identical responses pattern
appeared more often among Long Form respondents, as,

well as the all-but-two, all-but-three, and all-buel-

four patterns. Other item sets that we have examined

show similar patterns.

Effects of Bias on Substantive Results. Given the

increased tendency towards stereotypical responding for
long sets of items that is suggested by these data, the
critical issue then becomes the potential bias of sub-
stantive results based on the data collected by such a

long questionnaire. We will explore that issue for

both means and correlations, in each case comparing
Long Form items with the 'corresponding items from the

short forms. In order to limit the size of the task,

and also to focus attention where the problems are
likely to be most severe, our comparisons made use of

the last four items in each of the long item sets.

In order to assess the differences in means, each,
difference between a mean of the short form and a mean

of the long form was divided by the standard deviation
for the short form to provide a "standardized" measure
of the difference. The absolute values of these dif-

ferences were then averaged across items within each

set. Averaged standardized differences in means from

large item sets are displayed in Table A Column G.
These results are quite clear; among long item sets the

average absolute differences grow larger in later parts
of the Long Form questionnaire, reflecting most likely

the increasingly substantial impact of the response

bias. While at the beginning of the questionnaire all

average differences remained less than a tenth of a
stanaard deviation, in later parts many of them ex-



ceeded that level, and a few reached as much as two

tenths of a standard deviation.'

Since these overall differences could be caused by

any form of inaccurate reporting that increasingly oc-
curs towards the end of a lengthy questionnaire rather
than specifically by straight-line respondipg, it is
useful to consider some additional evidence. When we
examined means of randomly selected items that were not
part of large item sets, and thus by definition could
not be affected by straight-line responding, we found
only small differences between long form and short form
data, and no trend towards increasing 'differences in
lAter parts of the long questionnaire (data not shown).

For assessing the effect of straight-line respond-
ing on correlations, we examined long form versus short
form differences in three types of averaged correla-
tions: (a) all pair-wise correlations involving the
last four items within each large item set, (b) cor-
relations pairing each of the last four items in one
large item set with each of the last four items in
another large item set, and (c) correlations pairing
each of the last four items of large sets with etch of
several (usually four) single items.

We expect.the problems generated by straight-line
responding to be most severe in the case of correla-
tions between two items within the same larger set.
This is the case because straight-line responding in-
volves positively correlated measurement errors, which
have the effect of biasing correlations in a positive
direction. Thus, to the extent that straight-line
responding occurs in a set of items, we would expect

'While we recognize the desirability for es-
timates of statistical significance levels for these
differences, any such estimate is afflicted by the dif-
ficulty of making reasonable assumptions about design
effects in the data collected .lith the Long Form, short
of extensive and costly. computations. While we es-
timate the design effect foethese kinds of analyses of
the Monitoring the Future data.to be approximately 1.5
(see Bachman, Johnston, and O'Malley, 1981, for design
effect estimates), for the Long Form data it may range
from 2 up to 7, depending on how much a particular item
is related to school and regional characteristics,
since the Long Form respondents were highly clustered
on those dimensions. If we assume a Long Form design
effect of 2.5 for these data based on males and females
combined, a difference of .11 of a standard deviation
would reach statistical significance (p < .05, two-

tailed).
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the long form correlations to be more positive (or less
negative) than the corresponding short form correla-
tions. Expectations are less clear for correlations
pairing items aciads sets, or pairing one item from a
set with a single item.

Findingd concerning correlations between items
from the same set match our expectation's quite well
(Table A, Column 3). In the beginning of the long
questionnaire, where little if any straight-line
rilponding was taking place, differences between
averaged signed correlations per set from the long form
and short form are small and inconsistent in their
direction (i.e., in the first quarter of the question-
naire no single difference exceeded .05).4 After the
first quarter of the long questionnaire the differences
start to become larger and consistent in their direc-
tion. The correlations among items in the long ques-
tionnaire are consistently more positive than the com-
'parable correlations in the short forms, the differen-
ces ranging from .04 to .20.

With regard to correlations across large item sets
we were again interested in the size of the differences
as well as in their direction. As it turned out, we
found generally small.and unsystematic differences. In

fact, their distribution approximates'a random dis-
tribution, assuming a design effect of 2.5 for the data
collected with the Long Form (data not shown). For
those correlations which paired a single item with an
item from a long set, the general thrust of the find-
ings is similar; we found no evidence for anything-ex-
cept random differences between correlations (data not
shown).

In conclusion, the reported data suggest that'
due to what we assume is a decline in motivation,
people respond in somewhat more stereotypical ways in

later peIrts of the long questionnaire used in the Long
Form data collection, as reflected in straight-line or
almost-straight-line responding. However, the effect
is less pervasive than might be anticipated. First,
the straight-line responding occurs-by no means with
certainty,, since even at the very latest part of the
two-hour-plus questionnaire some item sets show very
little straight-line responding. Second, although

'Similar considerations concerning design effect
estimates as noted in footnote 3 also apply to the es-
timation of statistical significance of differences in

correlations. A difference of .11 would just about
reach statistical significance (p < .05, two-tailed)
given a Long Form design effect of 2.5.
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means appear biased according to the level of straight-
line responding, correlations are much less affected.
Specifically, only correlations between items from the
same set appear to be substantially altered, while cor-.
relations between items belonging to different sets ap-
pear much less altered.

Of course, expanding the capability for cor-
relational analyses was the main rationale for collect-
ing data with the Long Form in the first place: Because
questions are contained in five different Monitoring
the Future questionnaire forms and therefore cannot be
correlated with questions in other forms, data were
needed from respondents who answered all five question-
naires. On the other hand, estimates of means and
standard-deviations are available from the-full
Monitoring the Future sample. And given the potential
bias in means of items from the Long Form question-
naire, only Monitoring the Future data should be used
for those estimates.

A-.
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Fabl A
Comparlson of Long end MonitorIng the Future QuestIonnaIres:'
Stralght-LIne Responding. Means, nd Within-Set CorreletIong

Ho. of
Items
In set
14/

Location of Set 5 Stralght-Ilne Responders

Average
ElIff. In

Means.
111/

ge WIthln-set
Correowt1061,

Long
Form
16/

Rtir

Form
ICI

Long
Form
101

OW
Form
1E/

Olff.
11/

Long
Form
1H/

Rt1
Form Olff.
II/ It11

4

SetlafectIon wlth F1:

varlous a r aa a of flfe II 6-72 9-22 0.1 0.1 0.0 .02 .32 .32 .00

ImpOrtence of F1: i

Ilfe values 14 23-36 23-311 0,1 0.2 -0.1 .03 :1111 .22 -.03

141iled St of agree-
dllagree Items c

3.A(
40-49

F1:
40-49 0.2 0.4 -0.2 .07 .12 .11 .01

FregUency oF 12:

verloUs ctIvItle IS 50-65 2-17 0.0 , 0.0 0.0 .07 .12 .10 .02

Honesty of vrlous F2:
.

InstItutIons 12 205-216 197-206 1.4 2.6 -1.2 .06 ,AS .52 -.04

ComPetence of 13:

var/ous InstItutIons 12 301-312 46-59 4.3 1.0 3.3 .16 .43 .37 .05

Importanc of 12:

varlou0 Ions 12 496-507 245-256 2.1 1.0 1.1 .05 .46 .42 .04

111,ed t of 14:

agree-disagree Item, 11 526-536 6-14 6,2 0.2 6.0 .16 .17 .06 .11

Importence of varlous 14:

job characlerlstIcs
_.

22 540-562 19-40 4.0 0.7 3.3 .23 .30 .19 .11
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Table A (cont.)

f40..of
Items
On *et
(A)

LocatIon ot Set S'Stralght-Ilne Responders

Average
01ff. On
Illeens'

(0)

Average WIthIn-set
Correlations'

Long
Form
(0)

Illtf

Form
(C)

'

Long
Form
(0)

Mti
Form
(E)

Olff.
(F)

Long
Form
(M)

Itti
.

Form 01ff,
(1) 10

Power or warless* F4:

InstItutIone 10 5SO-597 15-77 1.7 ., 1.5 5,2 .14 .51 .42 .0111

Agreement wIth perente F4:

On varloue Issues .15 57-11171 214-221 2.4 , 1.4 1.0 .411 .43 .05

Frequency of worryIng about
varloull foetal Issues 11 703-713

FS:
3-13

,

4.5 6:4 ,--- 5.5 .13 .42 .22 .20

MIxed *et of agree- FS:

d/Sagrat /toms 14 744-797 45-SO 5.5 0.2 5.3 .71 .14 .00
-

.01

elved tlet of pereonallty
cheract 4WIstIcs 22 1107-0211 104-205 IA 0.3

,

1.5 .15 . -.03 .00

Mote: Only sets of ten or more Items were Included.

'For each of the last four Items IA a glven set. the defference between the long form and the short
form MOW/ was dIvIded by the shoet form standard devletIon. lhe ebsolute,values for these standardised
dIfferences were then averaged across the four Items.

.fackentry In,columhs It and 1 Is the meen of the sly prodUct-moment correlatIons for all palr-wlse
comblnatIons of the Oast four Ltems On the Item sot. The Signs of the correlatIons (plus or minus) were
retained In.the computatIons of these aaaaa ges (sell text for rational.).
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Table B

Percentages of Respondents Answerine 41th
Identical or Nearly Identical Aesponse Categories to an

Entire Set of Items in the Long form and the Monitoring the Future Questionnairer

Long Form Short'form

All identical
response categories 4.0%

All-but-one identical
response category 2.9% 0.6%

All-but-two identical
response categories 2.6% 0,.8%

All-but-three identical
response categories 3.1% 1.0%

All-but-four identical
response categories 4.0% 1.1%

NOTE: The analyses utilised the special weights discussed in the text. The set
consists of 23 items on the importance of various job characteristics.
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